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In the world of luxury
Take a trip to the incredible land of UTIQUE, which offers rich compositions,
precious oils and the best recipes. It is where class, sophistication and finesse
intertwine, becoming a sensual sensation. Exquisitely composed fragrances
reflect the beauty, harmony and energy of life. The exclusive range, which
is an unforgettable fusion of subtlety and intensity of action. Let yourself be
enchanted by the magic of the UTIQUE world.

UTIQUE

UTIQUE
MIDNIGHT
DRAMA
Perfume
Type:
▪

Sensual, seductive, deliciously
dark, emulates the mysteries of
twilight

Fragrance notes:
▪

Head: cassis, black pepper,
saffron

▪

Heart: rose, incense, patchouli

▪

Base: raspberry powder,
cashmerewood, sweet amber,
musk

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502066 |

MYSTERIOUS LIKE
THE FORBIDDEN
FRUIT
6

A sensual fragrance, the mysterious chords of which are revealed under
the magical cover of the night and highlight the most noble, untamed
fragrance notes that will introduce you to the world of exceptional mood
and pleasure. Let yourself be captivated by this extraordinary composition,
which thanks to the remarkable combination of saffron, sweet amber,
noble rose with captivating musk and patchouli creates a disturbing,
charismatic and unforgettable oriental fragrance.

UTIQUE

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502066.02 |

7

AMBERGRIS
Perfume

Type:
▪

Enigmatic, thrilling, like four
natural elements

Type:
▪

Fragrance notes:
▪

Head: mandarin, bergamot,
wallflower, plum aldehyde notes,
blackcurrant, saffron, ivy, peach
peel

▪

Heart: jasmine, violet, tuberose,
iris, rose, lily of the valley, ylangylang, orange blossom

▪

Fragrance notes:

Base: sandalwood, vanilla, moss,
Haitian vetiver, patchouli, musk

Head: bergamot, red peppercorn,
cumin seeds, cardamom

▪

Heart: wild jasmine, lily of the
valley, ylang-ylang

▪

Base: ambergris, tonka bean,
labdanum, leather, oakmoss,
patchouli, musk

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502048.02 |

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502057.02 |

8

▪

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502048 |

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502057 |

CHANGES COLOUR
LIKE A MINERAL

Deep, mysterious, absolute

All senses intensify at night time. Malachite is a synonym of an adventure
that starts at dusk and lasts eternally in your memory. It is like a lovers’
dance at the moonlight, like a reunion of friends by the endless ocean.
Impacted by the skin warmth it changes its colour like a mineral, turning
its blissful tones into exciting chords.

SEA ACCORDS SPICED
WITH A PINCH OF
SPICINESS

Drifting on rough ocean waves, Ambergris captured in a stunning
perfume, delights with sea accords that are enriched with a pinch
of spiciness. It is like a secret cruise at sunset, which does not
end with the arrival of dawn. This is a mysterious story about the
unprecedented power of attraction.

UTIQUE

UTIQUE

MALACHITE
Perfume

9

BUBBLE
Perfume

Type:
▪

Type:

Charming, seductive like
a forbidden fruit

▪

Fragrance notes:

Fragrance notes:
▪

Head: Rosa Mosqueta, blackberry
sorbet, green notes

▪

Heart: Damask Rose, jasmine,
apricot

▪

Base: woody notes, crystal rose
chord, musk

Head: bergamot, cardamom, lime

▪

Heart: lily of the valley, jasmine,
mint

▪

Base: guaiac wood, musk,
cedarwood

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502009.02 |

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502007.02 |
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▪

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502009 |

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502007 |

THE FRAGRANCE
OF UNDISCOVERED
PARADISE

Enchanting, delightful

Flamingo is the fragrance of undiscovered paradise. The essence of innocence
and class. It is like a wonderful, colourful story. An unforgettable adventure to
dive in with all your senses. Mysterious and undeniably glamorous.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
SUMMER MEMORIES

The breath of elegance and unique freshness locked in a bottle
of Bubble perfume brings to mind the most beautiful summer
memories. Just close your eyes and spray the fragrance for the
incredibly refreshing aura. It will be like with the touch of a magic
wand and you will be taken to the times of a carefree life.

UTIQUE

UTIQUE

FLAMINGO
Perfume
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UTIQUE

MUFFIN
Perfume

SEXY
CASHMERE
Perfume

Type:
▪

Intriguing, noble, unforgettable

Fragrance notes:

Type:

▪

Head: lemon, rose, saffron

▪

▪

Heart: woody notes, peony,
amyris, leather notes

Fragrance notes:

▪

Base: amber, oud, vanilla

▪

Head: plum

▪

Heart: iris, violet, ylang-ylang,
cedarwood, patchouli

▪

Base: sandalwood, benzoin,
vanilla, musk

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502006 |

Uninhibited, ambiguous,
triggering desires

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502034 |
15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502006.02 |

A TEMPTATION YOU
CANNOT RESIST
12

Muffin is a temptation you cannot resist. Sweetness and sophistication in one.
A marriage of extraordinary wealth and taste. Indulge yourself in the colourful
world of those intriguing fragrance notes and every moment will change into an
unforgettable experience.

AN EXPLOSION
OF DESIRE AND
IRREPRESSIBLE
PASSION

Sexy Cashmere is an explosion of desire and irrepressible passion. At first,
it stuns with strong and hypnotising accords, slowly passing into softer and
warmer notes enveloping the body like a cashmere scarf. A composition
full of contradictions will ignite your imagination, bringing out your
deepest desires.

UTIQUE

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502034.02 |
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UTIQUE

AMBRE
ROYAL
Perfume

VIOLET OUD
Perfume
Type:
▪

Sophisticated, stunning

Type:

Fragrance notes:

▪

▪

Head: rose, suede, safflower

▪

Heart: frozen raspberry, wild rose,
cypriol

▪

Base: agarwood, white musk,
American sweetgum

Sensual, charming, with a hint of
mystery

Fragrance notes:
▪

Head: bergamot, orange, apple,
cinnamon

▪

Heart: clove, tobacco, cedarwood

▪

Base: patchouli, tonka bean,
myrrh, musk

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502012 |

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502008 |
15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502012.02 |

CAPTIVATING LIKE
PRECIOUS JEWELLERY
14

Ambre Royal is a royal fragrance composition providing a mystic
experience. Captivating like precious jewellery and surprising like the
first summer rain. See for yourself how it will surprise you with the
richness of the fragrance compositions with each developing hour.

MAJESTIC, NOBLE,
UNPREDICTABLE

Violet Oud has that mystical element to it which is
the beginning of the new adventure to the unknown.
Majestic, noble, unpredictable. Spray the magic around
you and dive into the ravine of unpredictability.

UTIQUE

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502008.02 |

15

BLACK
Perfume

Type:

Type:

▪

▪

Luxurious, exquisite

Fragrance notes:

Fragrance notes:

▪

Head: red pepper, cedarwood,
nutmeg

▪

Head: woody notes, saffron,
styrax

▪

Heart: iris, saffron, vetiver

▪

Heart: vetiver, amber, vanilla

Base: cypriol, patchouli, black
musk, amber

▪

Base: leather, sandalwood,
amberwood

▪

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502002 |

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502001 |

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502002.02 |

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502001.02 |

THE ESSENCE
OF ORIENTAL
SPLENDOUR
16

Elegant, sophisticated, mysterious

Gold perfume which dazzles like gold and is exquisite like handcrafted jewellery.
Majestic, essential, inspiring. The essence of oriental splendour. Spray around
the charming mist of sensual sensations.

ADDICTIVE,
CAPTIVATING AND
ENCHANTING

Black gives a unique meaning to every moment. Addictive, captivating and
enchanting. It is a perfume with a mysterious dimension where warmth meets
sophistication. Wrap yourself with the scent of black elegance.

UTIQUE

UTIQUE

GOLD
Perfume
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UTIQUE

RUBY Perfume

RUBY
Solid Parfum

Type:
▪

Magnetic, attractive, seductive

RUBY SOLID PARFUM

Fragrance notes:
▪

Head: cashmere wood, jasmine,
cistus

▪

Heart: vanilla, amberwood,
balsamic notes

▪

Base: white oud, black musk, dry
wood

A unique marriage of precious
fragrance notes which is a source of
an exceptional experience caressing
your senses. A luxurious combination
in which jasmine, rockrose and
cashmere tree accord playfully
alternate with the sweet aroma of
vanilla and amberwood to eventually
uncover the clear note of white oud,
black musk and dry wood. Due to
its creamy texture, the perfume is
exceptionally durable and stays on
your skin for a long time. Just a small
amount of the cream is sufficient to
feel the caress that stimulates all the
senses.

100 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 100 | 502003 |

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
UTIQUE 15 | 502003.02 |

20 g | 502029 |

SEDUCES, ENSLAVES,
STIMULATES DESIRE

18

Ruby awakens the senses and wraps the skin like delicate chiffon.
Magnetism, passion, the most wonderful emotions locked in a bottle.
It seduces, enslaves, stimulates desire. It is an escape from everyday
life, the mystical journey into the depths of the human soul.

It is best to apply the perfume with
your fingers on the so-called pulse
points, i.e. where the blood pulsates
and the body generates heat: on the
inside of the wrists, the neck, behind
your ears, in your cleavage, in the
crook of your elbows and at the back
of your knees. Then the perfume will
fantastically develop its bouquet and
stay on your skin for a long time.

Imagine that your favourite fragrance turns into an exceptional form that
you can touch and enjoy without end… It melts into your skin leaving a
seductive, captivating aroma. This is what Ruby Solid Parfum is like. This is
the quintessence of luxury locked in a creamy texture.

UTIQUE

TIP

19

UTIQUE

BLACK
Set

BLACK SET
Enter the world of black elegance,
where there are sensual fragrances:
Ruby, Gold and Black. The set
contains three 15 ml perfume bottles
packed in a tasteful box. Perfect as
a gift to someone special or simply
if you want to treat yourself with
a great selection of captivating
fragrances in a beautiful setting.

CAPTIVATING SCENTS
IN A BEAUTIFUL
SETTING
20

UTIQUE perfumes not only are available in smaller, handy 15 ml bottles but
in an elegant set too. Captivating scents in a beautiful setting.

UTIQUE

3 x 15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
502010 |

21

UTIQUE

Luxury
HAND WASH

1

Sweet marriage of vanilla, patchouli
and cinnamon notes will seduce
connoisseurs of sophisticated
sensations. A deep and ambiguous
scent charms with a sumptuous
bouquet of accords.

LUXURY
HAND WASH
▪

foams perfectly, enveloping your
hands with a velvety foam

▪

gently cleanses your hands and
does not dry the skin

▪

provides a pleasant feeling of
hydration

▪

with Biohydration Plus®
complex specially selected for
FM WORLD

▪

leaves on your hands a
captivating aroma of chords
pampering your senses

AMBER
502035 |

2

1

GRAPEFRUIT &
ORANGE BLOSSOM
502036 |

Delightful fragrance composition
with captivating notes of refreshing
grapefruit and sensual orange
blossom. An amazing fusion of
accords, which adds energy and
inspires.

3

3

OUD & ROSE
502037 |

A unique combination of perfectly
harmonising notes of magnetising
oud and sensual rose. This
mysterious fragrance brings to you
dazzling splendour of the royal
garden.

300 ml

4

FIG LEAVES
502038 |

The multi-layered accord of fig
leaves will wrap your hands with
a sublime fragrance, in which the
unusual freshness is complemented
by romantic and noble notes. A real
feast for the senses.

HANDS ARE YOUR
MOST IMPORTANT
ATTRIBUTE
22

Hands are your most important attribute. They deserve the highest quality
of care. Luxury Hand Washes impress with their sophisticated formula and
intriguing scents.

4

INSPIRATION WITH
SKIN’S NATURAL
MOISTURISING
PROCESSES

The Natural Moisturising Factor (NMF) is a group of substances naturally
present in the skin. They ensure proper moisture levels in the corneal layer of
the epidermis. Luxury Hand Wash is enriched with a unique Biohydration Plus®
complex, which perfectly mimics the NMF, leaving your skin velvety soft and
smooth in texture.

UTIQUE

2
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3

BLACK
502042 |

LUXURY SHOWER GEL
▪

turns a bath into a fascinating sensation that caresses
all the senses

▪

thanks to the innovative ingredients has a positive
effect on the condition of the skin

▪

leaves the skin silky smooth

▪

captivating fragrance compositions ensure blissful
relaxation

4

200 ml

1

RUBY
502039 |

EXTEND THE LIFE OF
PERFUME, INTENSIFY
THE FRAGRANCE

24

MUFFIN
502040 |

GOLD
502043 |

5

VIOLET OUD
502044 |

6

FLAMINGO
502045 |

7

GRAPEFRUIT &
ORANGE BLOSSOM
502015 |

8

FIG LEAVES
502016 |

9

AMBER
502020 |

10

OUD & ROSE
502014 |

11

SANDALWOOD &
PATCHOULI
502013 |

1

A great way to extend the life of perfume and to intensify the fragrance is by
applying it in layers. By using the most beautiful UTIQUE perfume compositions in
Luxury Shower Gels, you can be sure that the stunning fragrance will stay with you
throughout the day.

REGENERATING
NECTAR MADE
OF PRECIOUS
INGREDIENTS

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

▪

Biohydration Plus® is a unique formula, specifically selected for FM WORLD
that makes the skin immediately moisturised for a long time. Thanks to its
advanced technology, the product has a comprehensive effect that ensures
immediate regeneration and relief. Additionally, it prevents water loss, thus
protecting the skin from drying.

▪

WhitesenseTM is a precious extract from the white flowers of the Provence
rose (Rosa centifolia L.), jasmine (Jasminum officinale L.) and common daisy (Bellis
perennis L.), which immediately makes the body silky smooth and extremely
soft. The presence of WhitesenseTM in UTIQUE Luxury Shower Gels guarantees
an exceptional and sensual experience that will make you feel just right.

UTIQUE

UTIQUE

Luxury
SHOWER GEL

2

25

UTIQUE

Luxury
BODY BALM
LUXURY
BODY BALM
▪

silky consistency

▪

envelops the body with
a beautiful aroma

▪

provides the skin with excellent
hydration, softness and
smoothness

▪

contains high-value complexes
– Revitaoils Supreme® and
HydromanilTM

2

BUBBLE
502047 |

3

AMBER
502017 |

4

GRAPEFRUIT &
ORANGE BLOSSOM
502019 |

5

OUD & ROSE
502018 |
2

3

4

5

200 ml

PERFECTLY
HARMONIOUS
ACCORDS

26

1

FLAMINGO
502046 |

Perfectly harmonious accords of the UTIQUE Perfumes
and Luxury Body Balms will let you intensify the fragrance
sensations and extend their durability. Discover your favourite
compositions in a completely new style.

NOURISHING
COCKTAIL OF THE
BEST INGREDIENTS

▪

Revitaoils Supreme® is an innovative skin-revitalising complex, specifically
selected for FM WORLD, the secret of which is its plant origin. It is a unique
combination of oils sourced from macadamia, avocado, olives, coconut, flax,
sunflower and argan tree, which provides an irreplaceable source of vitamins
and non-saturated fatty acids for the skin.

▪

HydromanilTM is a highly valuable active substance derived from the seeds of
a Peruvian plant called Tara. Thanks to advanced technology, it offers a double
action: it immediately improves the moisture level of the cornified layer of the
skin for a long time, and regulates the process of epidermal exfoliation, leading
to improved skin appearance.

UTIQUE

1

27

UTIQUE

MINI
PRODUCTS
Test it or take it with you on a trip.
available from June

▪

Luxury
SHOWER
GEL

Luxury
BODY
BALM

50 ml
1

1

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

2

3

1

RUBY
502039.02 |

1

FLAMINGO
502046.02 |

2

FLAMINGO
502045.02 |

2

BUBBLE
502047.02 |

3

GRAPEFRUIT &
ORANGE BLOSSOM
502015.02 |

3

GRAPEFRUIT &
ORANGE BLOSSOM
502019.02 |

4

AMBER
502020.02 |

4

AMBER
502017.02 |

5

OUD & ROSE
502018.02 |

5

28

3

OUD & ROSE
502014.02 |

4

5

4

5

UTIQUE

2
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UTIQUE

Luxury
HAIR REPAIR
OIL

Luxury
FACE OIL
LUXURY
FACE OIL

LUXURY
HAIR REPAIR OIL

An exclusive composition of plant
origin precious oils. It restores
a healthy and radiant appearance.
Contains a highly concentrated
dose of vitamins and antioxidants,
providing intensive skin nutrition,
hydration and regeneration.

A unique combination of oils derived
from the very heart of plants. It
revives the hair colour and adds
shine, leaving it soft, smooth and
velvety to the touch.
▪

absorbs perfectly

▪

excellent under makeup

▪

does not weigh the hair down

▪

for day and night

▪

has a pleasant marzipan-like
scent

▪

thanks to the pipette it is easily
dosed and applied to the face

▪

with an atomiser for easier and
even application

30 ml | 502004 |

THE POWER OF OILS
FOR YOUR HAIR
30

A sophisticated marriage of oils, such as argan, jojoba, linseed,
soybean and sweet almonds’ combined with shea butter makes
hair visibly stronger, nourished and moisturised.

A WEALTH OF
INGREDIENTS FOR A
HEALTHY-LOOKING
COMPLEXION

The irreplaceable argan and jojoba oils have a moisturising effect for healthylooking skin. The wonderful effects of this cosmetic result from the presence of
evening primrose, sunflower, soybean, castor, calendula, rose, avocado and rice
oils as well as selected essential oils: geranium, ylang-ylang and neroli.

UTIQUE

50 ml | 502005 |

31

UTIQUE

FIRMING
RITUAL
Luxury
Massage Oil

RELAXING
RITUAL
Luxury
Massage Oil
RELAXING RITUAL LUXURY
MASSAGE OIL

FIRMING RITUAL LUXURY
MASSAGE OIL

Thanks to aromatherapeutic
properties it transforms any massage
into a blissful pleasure, wonderfully
improving your mood. Formulated
with lemongrass oil for a truly
soothing feeling, making it ideal for
relaxing massages.

Not only enhances sensual
sensations but also perfectly
improves the appearance of the skin.
The unique oil component contained
in it, based on ginger extract,
perfectly supports the process of
burning fat tissue, contributing to
apparent skin firming.
▪

supports fat burning and helps
fight cellulite

▪

with eucalyptus oil that has a
positive effect on well-being

▪

convenient pump for easy
dosing

▪

strongly relaxing fragrance

▪

perfect skincare

▪

handy pump for precise dosing

200 ml | 502050 |

A REAL TREAT FOR
THE SKIN AND THE
SENSES
32

A massage with UTIQUE oils will not only be a moment of retreat, allowing
you to forget about everyday worries, but also a care treatment that will leave
your skin silky soft, smooth and pleasant to the touch. Thanks to carefully
selected ingredients, the oils are ideal for massaging the whole body and for
all skin types, especially dry and sensitive. They owe their captivating scent to
natural essential oils.

PRECIOUS RECIPES

Precious recipes rich in fatty acids and vitamins oils, such as argan, rose, jojoba,
avocado, rice, evening primrose and marigold, wonderfully nourish and smooth the
skin, restoring its healthy glow.

UTIQUE

200 ml | 502049 |
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UTIQUE

ROYAL
PERFECTION
Day Cream

ADVANCED
AGE
CONTROL
Night Cream

ROYAL PERFECTION
DAY CREAM
▪

a refined combination of topquality active ingredients and
advanced technology

▪

a meticulously developed, ultrarejuvenating formula

▪

intensively moisturises, firms and
regenerates the skin

▪

makes your complexion regain
a healthy, radiant look and
a dazzling glow

ADVANCED AGE CONTROL
NIGHT CREAM
▪

a wealth of intensively anti-aging
and firming active ingredients

▪

deeply penetrates the skin while
you sleep

▪

perfectly hydrates, regenerates
and smooths the complexion

50 ml | 502027 |

THE BEST RECIPE FOR
AN EXCEPTIONAL
DAY

34

▪

L.C.G.S MC 8.0® reduces the negative effects of electromagnetic radiation,
which includes, among others, UV radiation and blue light. In addition, it
effectively protects your skin from oxidative stress and excellently contributes
to the regeneration of the epidermis.

▪

Tripeptyd-38 is a new-generation, strong anti-wrinkle peptide that enhances
the synthesis of 6 key ingredients regenerating your skin. As a result, it fills in
wrinkles from the inside providing a visible effect of smoother and suppler skin.

▪

An ultra-advanced antioxidant that is activated only by UV radiation and
provides long-lasting protection against free radicals. It will make you forget
about a grey and tired complexion, and your skin will become more resistant to
the negative effects of external factors responsible for the aging processes.

▪

Low-molecular hyaluronic acid is a natural polysaccharide that fills in the
space between collagen fibres and, in consequence, perfectly hydrates the skin
and makes it more elastic and rejuvenated.

REVOLUTIONARY
INGREDIENTS THAT
PENETRATE YOUR
SKIN DURING SLEEP

EPIGENETICS

▪

L.C.G.S MC 8.0® affects the synthesis of two proteins that are of key
importance to a youthful appearance: fibronectin, which interacts with, among
others, collagen and proteoglycans, and protein p53, which participates in DNA
regeneration. Therefore, it has strong anti-aging effects – it regenerates the
skin and keeps it smooth.

▪

The newest, milder generation of the vitamin A derivative is currently one of
the most effective anti-wrinkle substances, which slightly lightens the skin and
visibly improves its appearance.

▪

Edelweiss meristem extract prevents the effects of oxidative stress caused
by the air pollution and UV radiation, and has strong lifting effects on flabby
neck skin, optically lifts your cheeks and smooths out crow's feet. It will make
you forget about a grey and tired complexion, and your skin will become
fantastically firm and more resistant to the negative effects of external factors
responsible for the aging processes.

▪

Shea butter is a fat extracted from the nuts of the African tree gracefully
named the Mangifolia tree, which in Africa has been considered sacred and has
been worshipped for thousands of years. It leaves your skin perfectly soft and
hydrated.

UTIQUE

50 ml | 502026 |

35

EYE CREAM
COMPLEX
▪

a perfect combination of topquality ingredients

▪

excellently firms up and
moisturises the sensitive skin
around your eyes

ANTI-AGING ELIXIR
FACE SERUM
highly concentrated,
groundbreaking formula

▪

gently brightens unattractive dark
under-eye circles

▪

intensively regenerates and
smooths the skin

▪

leaves the skin supple and
exceptionally refreshed

▪

reduces the visibility of wrinkles

▪

visibly lifts the face contour

20 ml | 502028 |

30 ml | 502030 |

▪

FOR THE NEEDS
OF DELICATE SKIN
AROUND THE EYES

36

▪

▪

L.C.G.S MC 8.0® – UV radiation and blue light have an adverse effect on
the sensitive skin around the eyes – they cause oxidative stress, and also
contribute to the appearance of wrinkles caused, among others, by excessive
squinting. That is why the cream has been enriched with a complex that works
in two ways: reducing the negative effects of electromagnetic radiation and
facilitating the regeneration and smoothing of the skin, which slows down the
aging processes.
A complex of an extract from Albizia julibrissin and darutoside stimulates
collagen synthesis and contributes to the skin regeneration process, optically
stretching out crow's feet. Additionally, it has a lifting effect on the sagging
upper eyelids, making them visibly firmer.

INTENSIVE
EFFECTS THANKS
TO PRECIOUS
INGREDIENTS

▪

L.C.G.S MC 4.0® has strong anti-aging properties – intensively regenerates
and smooths the complexion. It perfectly prepares the skin for the application
of other beauty products, interacting synergistically with them and enhancing
their effects.

▪

The latest generation of vitamin A derivative – more delicate for the skin
– currently one of the most effective substances reducing wrinkles – slightly
lightens dark spots and effectively improves the appearance of your skin.

▪

Lipodipeptide by stimulating elastin synthesis, it prevents the sagging of the
skin, visibly lifting the face contour.

▪

Low-molecular hyaluronic acid has a strong ability to penetrate the skin,
thanks to which it increases the firmness and elasticity of the skin.

▪

A valuable phytoestrogen complex regulates the functioning of sebaceous
glands.

▪

Cyclic peptide and ectoine have a deeply hydrating effect and optically stretch
out wrinkles, making the skin suppler.

▪

▪

Caffeine stimulates the micro-circulation of blood, slightly lightening
unattractive dark under-eye circles.

A precious combination of caviar extract and trace elements – gold, silver
and platinum – contributes to the slowing down of the skin aging processes,
optically reducing wrinkles.

EPIGENETICS

UTIQUE

UTIQUE

ANTI-AGING
ELIXIR
Face Serum

Eye Cream
COMPLEX

37

UTIQUE

FIRMING
COMPLEX
Body Cream

Ultra Firming
BUST CREAM
ULTRA FIRMING
BUST CREAM
▪

formula developed with the use
of pioneer technologies

▪

greatly contributes to making the
skin around your breast firmer
and more elastic

FIRMING COMPLEX
BODY CREAM
▪

a compilation of the best
ingredients

▪

ensures a visible lifting effect

▪

▪

great alternative to an invasive
breast shaping procedure

groundbreaking body shaping
technology

▪

perfectly firms up, smooths and
tightens the skin

▪

supports the reduction of adipose
tissue

50 ml | 502031 |

▪

A PERFECT RECIPE
FOR IDEALLY SHAPED
BREASTS

38

A unique Volumenic Plus MC 12.0® compound stimulates the maturation
and differentiation of fat cells and facilitates the lipids storage process.
This results in the so-called cosmetic lipofilling, which causes an increase
in the volume of adipose tissue in the breasts and is a great alternative to
aesthetic medicine procedures.

▪

A Dictyoptales-family brown algae extract provides nourishment to
adipocytes, making the breasts look larger and fuller.

▪

Algae and pullulan complex rich in amino acids, polysaccharides, vitamin C
and B12 strengthens the subcutis fibres, maintains and corrects the shape
of the breasts.

PERFECTLY SHAPED
SILHOUETTE

▪

Slimenum Ultra³ MC 16.0® reduces the volume of fat deposits, excellently
slimming down the body and visibly reducing the unevenness of the skin. As
a result, it shapes your figure in 3D, providing effects that are comparable to
those of ultrasonic procedures.

▪

Xymenic acid visibly increases the elasticity of the skin making it firmer
and suppler. In addition, it enhances the capacity of the skin's antioxidative
mechanisms, facilitating protection against oxidative stress and ensuring the
beautiful and healthy appearance of the skin.

▪

A valuable combination of sea algae and vegetable proteins provide an optical
lifting effect.

▪

Extract from Bougainvillea spectabilis, a valued plant from South America, is
a technologically advanced ingredient that facilitates adipose tissue reduction
processes and prevents the sagging of the skin, enhancing the synthesis of
proteoglycans, collagen and elastin.

UTIQUE

120 ml | 502032 |
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UTIQUE

Luxury
SCENTED
CANDLE

1

VIOLET OUD | 180 g
502053 |

2

VIOLET OUD | 435 g
502053.02 |

3

BLACK | 180 g
502051 |

4

BLACK | 435 g
502051.02 |

5

FLAMINGO | 180 g
502052 |

6

FLAMINGO | 435 g
502052.02 |

LUXURY
SCENTED CANDLE
Thanks to the sophisticated
composition of fragrance notes,
it surrounds the room with
a captivating aura, allowing you
to enjoy your favourite chords
of UTIQUE perfumes for an
unbelievably long time. It delights
with its original design, giving an
innovative modern feel to your
interior. Made from paraffin that
meets strict requirements of the
German RAL standard.
▪

the highest quality standard

▪

designed with attention to every
single detail

▪

in an elegant square glass
1

180 g

2

3

4

5

6

UNFORGETTABLE
JOURNEY THROUGH
SENSUAL LANDS
40

The unique scents of UTIQUE give
you great opportunities. They will
envelop not only your skin but also
the interior of your home. Take
an unforgettable journey through
sensual lands.

CHIC OF INTERIOR
DESIGN ENHANCED
BY FRAGRANCE

▪

3 wicks in a large candle ensure even burning

▪

astonishing, unique, intensive fragrance compositions

▪

an impressive artistic design

▪

breathtaking, timeless aesthetics

▪

burn time: 35-40 hours (180 g) / 50-60 hours (435 g)

UTIQUE

435 g
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UTIQUE

7

GOLD | 180 g
502058 |

11

MUFFIN | 180 g
502060 |

8

GOLD | 435 g
502058.02 |

12

MUFFIN | 435 g
502060.02 |

True essence of oriental luxury
in one scent. Discover the
sophisticated composition that
brings out the unforgettable blend of
alluring aromas.

Irresistable temptation, sweetness
and sophistication in one MUFFIN.
With UTIQUE aroma. Candle offers
an unforgettable combination of
richness and taste.

7

8

9

RUBY | 180 g
502059 |

13

AMBRE ROYAL | 180 g
502061 |

10

RUBY | 435 g
502059.02 |

14

AMBRE ROYAL | 435 g
502061.02 |

Magnetism, passion... So many
intense emotions captured in one
candle. Stimulate your senses with
seducing RUBY that captivates you.

11

12

13

14

Surprise youself with AMBRE ROYAL
candle that dazzles its tempting
composition and aroma of UTIQUE
perfume. Gain royal experience and
simulate your stunning sensations.

180 g

9

10

UTIQUE

435 g
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UTIQUE

15

BUBBLE | 180 g
502062 |

19

AMBERGRIS | 180 g
502064 |

16

BUBBLE | 435 g
502062.02 |

20

AMBERGRIS | 435 g
502064.02 |

Close your eyes and go back to
fondest summer memories and
lovely carelessness with BUBBLE
candle. Experience touch of
elegance and intense emotions just
with one sniff.

The combination of spiciness and
sea smell creates the memories of
never ending secret cruise. This mix
of peaceful moments and spicy scent
fills AMBERGRIS candle with perfect
and inviting proportions.

15

16

17

SEXY CASHMERE | 180 g
502063 |

21

MALACHITE | 180 g
502065 |

18

SEXY CASHMERE | 435 g
502063.02 |

22

MALACHITE | 435 g
502065.02 |

Do you love to be overwhelmed with
strong scents and uncontrollable
passion? An explosion of desire
and luxury combined in one SEXY
CASMHERE candle enfolds you like
a cashmere shawl. Be ready for this
experience.

19

20

21

22

Start your MALACHITE candle
adventure with minerals
& fresh breeze. Experience the
transformation from delightful smell
to enchanting aromas with your own
senses.

180 g

17

18

UTIQUE

435 g
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The brightest among
all the stars
Reach for the sky. Allow yourself to have more. Discover the luxurious line of
cosmetics for in-depth skin care and sophisticated makeup. ALAYA is perfect
in every way, starting with a logotype that expresses its uniqueness on such
elegant packaging, through high-quality formulas, up to astounding, longlasting effects. Soar above the horizons and let your makeup look flawless
like the masterpiece of an artist.

ALAYA

PERFECT
MATT 2 IN 1
Covering
Foundation

UNICORN
ELIXIR
2 in 1
Face Serum

PERFECT MATT 2 IN 1
COVERING FOUNDATION

UNICORN ELIXIR
2 IN 1 FACE SERUM

Perfect matte 2-in-1 coverage
foundation provides a velvety
matte finish and a perfect look
for all make-up for up to 12
hours. The foundation doubles
as a concealer, perfectly covering
all imperfections. Its light formula
does not clog pores and allows
the skin to breathe without the
unpleasant feeling of a mask.

The rich formula gives you reliable and
efficient skincare. Extracts from Acai fruit,
Goji berry and Cranberry an excellent source
of Vitamin C and Antioxidants which protect
the skin from free radicals, in addition making
the skin silky smooth, extremely radiant.
▪

highlighting make-up base in the form
of a nourishing elixir

▪

improves the condition, deeply
moisturises and revitalises the skin

▪

significantly increases the durability
of foundation

▪

lightweight formula, does not leave
a greasy film

▪

very efficient

30 ml

VANILLA
602024 |

30 ml | 601313 |

HAZELNUT
602025 |

12 HOURS
ON SKIN
48

FOR EVERY TYPE
OF BEAUTY

2 IN 1

FOR EVERY TYPE
OF SKIN

2 IN 1

ALAYA

CARAMEL
602026 |
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ALAYA

SUNNY
SOFT
TOUCH
Luminous-Bronzing

GLASS SKIN
Highlighter
Palette
GLASS SKIN
HIGHLIGHTER PALETTE
It instantly revives and rejuvenates the skin
visually. Thanks to high-pigment intensity, it
provides an extremely luminous finish for an
unbelievably long time. Perfect for both day
and evening makeup looks.

SUNNY SOFT TOUCH
LUMINOUS-BRONZING
POWDER
It makes the skin look healthy
and radiant as if sun-kissed and
illuminated by sparking rays. Thanks
to its silky texture, it is a source
of excellent well-being from the
moment of application.
▪

provides a natural tan effect
with a delicate golden glow

▪

spreads evenly

▪

leaves no streaks or smudges

▪

gives the skin a fresh and radiant glow

▪

allows obtaining the so-called glow
effect

▪

efficient and multifunctional

▪

in warm, cool and neutral shades

15 g | 602023 |

CHAMPAGNE
11.5 g | 602022 |

CASHMERE
TIME OF FAME
MOON DUST

IN AN ELEGANT
COMPACT
WITH A MIRROR
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FOR EVERY TYPE
OF BEAUTY

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

IN AN ELEGANT
COMPACT
WITH A MIRROR

FOR EVERY TYPE
OF BEAUTY

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

ALAYA

PINK DIAMOND
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ALAYA

EYESHADOW
Palette

TOTAL ALLURE
606080 |
DOLCE VITA
AMETHYST
PEARL GIRL

EYESHADOW PALETTE
Thanks to the silky soft texture of the
eyeshadows you can easily change any
makeup into a real piece of art. You’ll feel like
an artist with a painting palette of the most
beautiful colours.
▪

enables blending colours and creating
a seamless transition of their shades

▪

eyeshadows do not flake off or crumble

▪

highly pigmented

▪

in a wide range of colours

▪

vegan based formula

9g

CARPE DIEM
SANDALWOOD
MARBLE
CORAL FANTASY

HARMONY
606081 |
LAST NIGHT
FLIRT
SEDUCTION
VENUS
TRUFFLE
ROYAL

IN AN ELEGANT
COMPACT
WITH A MIRROR
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FOR EVERY TYPE
OF BEAUTY

ALAYA

WHITE GOLD
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Discover the beauty of having
healthy hair
Professional hair care in the comfort of your home? From now on, it is
possible. To meet your expectations, we have created HAIRLAB – the line
of hair care cosmetics ensuring healthy and beautiful looking hair. A rich
composition and perfect recipes tailored to your individual needs will make
the dream of a great hairstyle a reality. Give your hair the best possible
treatment and your hair will become your most beautiful ornament.
Maciej Maniewski – is well known as a celebrity hairdresser, the head of the
judges in a television show ‘Master Cut’, the host of the show ‘Hairdresser’s
affair’ and the master of metamorphosis from the TV show ‘Sablewska’s
way to fashion’. Connected with the fashion industry for many years; a man
for whom hair has no secrets. He has now become the ambassador of the
prestigious line of products – HAIRLAB.

HAIRLAB

SHAMPOO
For Dry Hair

Dry Hair
SHAMPOO

AQUA2 SHAMPOO

RAPID2 HAIR REFRESH
DRY SHAMPOO

Makes the driest hair recover its
original healthy look and shine.
Thanks to hyaluronic acid, it
intensively moisturises, nourishes
and strengthens hair and gently
cleanses the skin.

Thanks to rice starch and tapioca
flour, it works like a sponge
absorbing excess sebum and
impurities giving the hair a justwashed look. The unique formula
ensures instant action and
unprecedented ease of use.
▪

▪

▪

effectively cleanses and
refreshes hair without using
water
visibly increases the volume
of hair giving it lift at the root,
perfect for travel and before an
unexpected night out

▪

with extremely moisturising
hyaluronic acid

▪

makes hair shiny and bouncy

▪

best results when used with
the Aqua2 Mask

250 ml | 520001 |

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

smells of juicy apple

150 ml | 520020 |

RAPID2
REFRESHING
56

Unannounced visits, sudden trips, unexpected meetings – whatever the
circumstances, we want to look perfect. The RAPID2 REFRESHING line
will give your hair a flawless look in every situation.

AQUA

2

Thanks to an intensively nourishing formula enriched with an extra dose of
hyaluronic acid, the AQUA2 line perfectly hydrates hair which is dry, prone
to frizzing and damaged. AQUA2 brings back flexibility and silkiness to hair,
providing glow and protection also to colour-treated hair.

HAIRLAB

50 ml | 520001.02 |
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HAIRLAB

MASK
For Dry Hair

Hair OIL
Intensively
Moisturising

AQUA2 MASK
Rescue for dry, damaged
and frizzy hair. The mask
intensively moisturises
and nourishes hair, making
it look healthy and shiny.
In addition, it makes
combing hair easier. Effect:
strong hair full of glow.

AQUA2 OIL
Rebuilds, moisturises and smooths
hair. It prevents split ends and makes
it easy to comb. Specially selected
ingredients protect your hair from
loss of water. Massage just a few
drops of essential oil into your hair.

▪

requires rinsing

▪

rich in precious linseed,
jojoba and rice oils

▪

contains jojoba oil which
improves the condition of hair

▪

prevents hair from
breaking and picking up
static

▪

can be applied on wet and dry
hair

▪

▪

to strengthen the results
of the mask add a few
drops of Aqua2 Oil

intensively moisturises hair
making it soft and shiny

▪

if you have colourtreated hair, add a few
drops of the Ideal2
Colour Elixir to the mask
to enhance the depth
and richness of your hair
colour and make it glow

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

100 ml | 520004 |

250 ml | 520003 |

HAIRLAB

30 ml | 520003.02 |
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HAIRLAB

Intense
Regenerating Hair
SHAMPOO

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

INTENSE2 REGENERATING SHAMPOO
Designed for dry, fragile, very damaged, sensitive,
chemically-treated hair. Thanks to the panthenol, it
perfectly nourishes, rebuilds and strengthens hair.
Gently cleanses the scalp.
▪

intensively regenerates damaged hair

▪

perfectly combines cleansing with rejuvenating
and protective properties

▪

use with an Intense2 Regenerating Mask

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

250 ml | 520005 |

50 ml | 520005.02 |

Intense Regenerating
MASK

Intense Regenerating
SPRAY

INTENSE2 REGENERATING MASK

INTENSE2 REGENERATING SPRAY

If you have a problem with damaged, very sensitive hair,
this mask is perfect for you. Thanks to the panthenol, it
perfectly moisturises as well as rebuilds and strengthens
hair. Hair becomes stronger and more flexible.

Regenerates and rebuilds even the most damaged and
sensitive hair. It has a light and delicate consistency that
does not weigh hair down and helps to comb and style it.

▪

requires rinsing

▪

professional care for even the most damaged hair

▪

to enhance the mask effect, add a few drops of the
Ideal2 Colour Elixir (especially for colour-treated
hair)

▪

contains nourishing panthenol

▪

does not require rinsing

▪

fast and easy to apply: just spray your hair from
roots to ends to regain a healthy look

150 ml | 520007 |

INTENSE2
REGENERATING
60

Thanks to carefully selected ingredients, it provides intense
hydration and nutrition for dry and damaged hair. The series
comprises three ideally paired products which guarantee the
best possible condition of your hair.

30 ml | 520006.02 |

HAIRLAB

250 ml | 520006 |
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IDEAL2 COLOUR SHAMPOO
Due to carefully selected ingredients,
it provides professional hair care
after colour treatments. Together
with the mask of the same line, it is
an excellent treatment, which helps
to preserve the original shade of
coloured hair and prevents it from
becoming dull.
▪

contains panthenol and horsetail
leaf extract

▪

use with the Ideal2 Colour Mask
and Ideal2 Colour Elixir

250 ml | 520019 |

IDEAL2
COLOUR
62

IDEAL2 COLOUR – enhances colour depth and intensity after colour treatments
and protects against colour fade. What’s more, it moisturises and nourishes
hair with precious ingredients. Your hair will look as if just colour-treated by
a professional hairdresser.

Colour-Treated Hair
MASK

Colour-Treated Hair
ELIXIR

IDEAL2 COLOUR MASK

IDEAL2 COLOUR ELIXIR

The unique formula gives hair a glow and increases the
intensity and durability of its colour. The mask protects
against colour fading and at the same time rebuilds and
nourishes, so hair looks healthy and shiny.

Recommended after colour treatments. For all types of
hair. It strengthens the intensity and adds depth and
colour durability.

▪

contains natural filters UV

▪

requires rinsing

▪

protects colour from fading and makes hair shine for
a long time

▪

hair becomes silky and soft

▪

to enhance the results of the mask, it is worth
adding a few drops of Ideal2 Colour Elixir to it

250 ml | 520010 |

▪

requires rinsing

▪

makes hair look healthy and glowy

▪

just add 5-10 drops to the Ideal2 Colour Mask to get
an extraordinarily expressive hair colour

75 ml | 520011 |

HAIRLAB

HAIRLAB

Colour-Treated
Hair
SHAMPOO
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HAIRLAB

For Curly Hair
SHAMPOO
CURLY2 SHAMPOO
Designed for hair prone to curling
and waving. In combination with
the mask of the same line, it is
a specialised treatment which
disciplines the curls and makes them
soft to the touch.
▪

basic care for unruly curls

▪

enriched with panthenol and
hydrolysed collagen

▪

use with Curly2 Mask and Curly2
Smoothing Emulsion

For Curly Hair
MASK

250 ml | 520017 |

CURLY2 MASK
Perfectly complements the care of curly hair. Synergistic
effect of the cosmetics of the entire HAIRLAB line,
gentle on the skin and hair, supports their combing and
styling.
▪

makes it easy to style curly hair

▪

contains shea butter, avocado oil and hydrolysed
collagen

▪

use with Curly2 Shampoo and Curly2 Smoothing
Emulsion

Smoothing
EMULSION
For Curly Hair
CURLY2 SMOOTHING EMULSION
Contains the hydrolysed collagen that makes hair smooth
and more amenable to styling. The emulsion protects
from absorbing moisture and external environmental
factors and high temperature during the styling process.
▪

defines and moisturises beautiful curls

▪

does not require rinsing

▪

thanks to the hydrolysed wheat protein it smoothes
curly hair creating a protective film on its surface

250 ml | 520018 |

CURLY2
64

Rich in precious nourishing ingredients CURLY2 products make hair
smooth and easier to style. It creates a seal which prevents curly hair from
absorbing too much water, protects it against environmental conditions
and high temperature during styling.

HAIRLAB

175 ml | 520002 |
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HAIRLAB

Volume Increasing
SHAMPOO
VOLUME2 SHAMPOO
Delicate and volume-less hair will no longer be your worry. This shampoo contains
hydrolysed wheat protein affecting nutrition, moisturising and boosting the
volume of flat hair.
▪

for everyday use

▪

the light texture does not weigh the hair down

▪

provides volume and makes hairstyle look light and fuller

Soothing
SHAMPOO
For Sensitive
And Irritation
Prone Skin
DELICATE2 SHAMPOO

250 ml | 520008 |
Thanks to its rich formula it soothes
the irritation of the scalp and
restores its pH balance. Hair on the
other hand gains vitality and the
right hydration.

Volume Increasing Hair SPRAY

▪

soothes your scalp taking care of
your hair at the same time

▪

for every hair type

VOLUME SPRAY
2

Thanks to the content of hydrolysed wheat protein the spray gives hair fullness, optically
increasing its volume. It has a delicate consistency, so it doesn’t weigh hair down.
▪

does not require rinsing

▪

just spray hair to get that unbelievable volume

▪

has nourishing properties

▪

use with Volume2 Shampoo

250 ml | 520012 |

VOLUME
66

2

The series guarantees that your hair gains incredible volume while at the same
time getting hydrated and nourished. Thanks to the unique formula, your hair
gets strengthened and you will re-discover its flexibility and shine again.

DELICATE2

Thanks to perfectly selected ingredients it gently cleanses scalp and hair
providing it with optimal moisture.

HAIRLAB

150 ml | 520009 |
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HAIRLAB

Anti-Dandruff
SHAMPOO

Anti-Dandruff
ELIXIR

ANTI DANDRUFF2
SHAMPOO

ANTI DANDRUFF2
ELIXIR

The formula of the shampoo
cleanses the scalp, leaving the
feeling of freshness. Helps to soothe
itching, dryness and irritation caused
by dandruff.
▪

helps fight dry dandruff and
perfectly strengthens the keratin
structure of dry and brittle hair

▪

has a soothing effect on the
scalp

▪

best to use along with the AntiDandruff2 Elixir

Contains valuable active ingredients
such as birch extract, vitamins B6
and PP, as well as panthenol, which
cleanse the scalp.
▪

thanks to soothing properties it
eliminates itchiness

▪

the formula works to soothe the
scalp

▪

perfectly handles both dry and
oily dandruff

▪

easy to use: just use a small
amount of elixir and massage
into wet hair

250 ml | 520016 |

ANTI
DANDRUFF2
68

ANTI-DANDRUFF2 line regulates excess production of sebum and
prevents the formation of dandruff thanks to the technologically
advanced formula of the cosmetic and powerful ingredients.
It strengthens hair, making it extremely shiny and nourished.

HAIRLAB

150 ml | 520015 |
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HAIRLAB

Energising
SHAMPOO
For Weak Hair

Energising
Hair OIL
Against
Hair Loss

ENERGISING2
SHAMPOO

STRONG2 & MORE
HAIR OIL

Designed for hair with a tendency
to fall out. Contains valuable plant
extracts, including an extract from
ginseng and burdock. It has a
normalising and regenerating effect.
▪

for men who dream of thick,
healthy hair

▪

for better result apply together
with Strong2 & More Hair Oil

Contains a well-selected blend of
plant extracts (yarrow, cinchona,
coltsfoot) and active substances
(zinc, vitamins) affecting the
improved condition of a hair follicle.

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

250 ml | 520013 |

▪

has a pleasant, fresh smell

▪

easy to apply: massage
15- 20 drops into the scalp
every other day

30 ml | 520014 |

ENERGISING
70

2

Perfectly refreshed scalp and boosted hair texture. Thanks to
precious ingredients and unique formula, the shampoo prevents
hair loss, providing hair with an incredible, healthy shine.

STRONG2
& MORE HAIR

Thanks to advanced technology, it improves the condition of
hair roots and visibly reduces hair loss. Ultra strengthening
HAIRLAB of weak and prone to falling out hair.

HAIRLAB

50 ml | 520013.02 |
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A source of youthful
looking skin
Regardless of our age, we want to have a dazzling smile and for our skin to
remain firm and radiant for as long as possible. Scientists in laboratories all
over the world continue to test and improve formulas that will enable them
to stop time on our skin. We have used cutting-edge technologies and drawn
upon groundbreaking discoveries to create a brand of specialised skincare
products called FONTAINAVIE. This is our tested formula for eternal youth.

Fruity body
peeling
KIWI
KIWI
BODY PEELING

STRAWBERRY-CRANBERRY
BODY PEELING

Juicy and intense peeling
with baobab extract.

A wonderfully juicy and expressive
peeling with the scent of strawberry
and cranberry.
▪

Perfect smoothing properties and
the power of cranberry particles
ensure perfect smoothing and
nourishment

▪

Removes dead epidermis,
revitalises, firms, and gives
the skin a glow

▪

The use of peeling improves skin
complex, firms it, and provides
adequate nourishment

250 ml | 501029 |

Perfectly smoothes and
moisturises the skin while
getting rid of dead skin

▪

Revitalises, nourishes, and
moisturises the skin of the face

▪

By using it regularly, you will
improve your complexion, make
your skin firmer and provide it
with proper nourishment

250 ml | 501030 |

NEW

THE FRESH STRAWBERRY SCENT,
ASSOCIATED WITH SUNNY SUMMER, WILL
TURN YOUR BATHROOM INTO A SPA.
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▪

NEW

LET YOURSELF BE CARRIED AWAY
BY THE CAPTIVATING SMELL OF KIWI!
LET YOUR BATHROOM TURN INTO
AN ORIENTAL SPA!

FONTAINAVIE

FONTAINAVIE

Fruity body
peeling
STRAWBERRY
CRANBERRY
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FONTAINAVIE

GREEN
REJUVENATING
Treatment Mask
GREEN REJUVENATING
TREATMENT MASK
This mask has been developed to
deeply cleanse the skin and make it
fresh and radiant. The mask is very
easy to wash off, and right after
cleansing, you do not have the feeling
of tight skin on your face.
▪

Easy to apply, it allows you
to precisely spread the mask
on selected parts of the face

▪

Contains natural green clay that
absorbs toxins and provides the
minerals and elements necessary
for a radiant complexion

▪

Enriched with kaolin clay, which
has anti-inflammatory properties,
absorbs sebum, and supports
circulation

25 g | 504031 |
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▪

smoothes the skin

▪

reduces enlarged pores

▪

soothes irritations

▪

▪

regulates the work of sebaceous glands and
sebum production

slows down the natural aging process of
the skin

▪

relieves inflammation

▪

absorbs harmful substances (pollutants and
toxins)

▪

nourishes skin cells

▪

improves skin tone

▪

reduces the visibility of the first signs of
skin aging

FONTAINAVIE

NEW
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FONTAINAVIE

COMPLEX
Eye Serum

COMPLEX EYE SERUM

The eye serum contains a complex
of actively regenerating, firming and
soothing ingredients for the delicate
skin around the eyes. Due to high
content of NovHyal, it moisturizes
and stimulates skin cells to rebuild.
▪

The antioxidant substances such
as caffeine

▪

Prevent the formation of new
wrinkles

▪

Reduce dark circles under
the eyes

It has a built-in, battery-operated tip to provide a subtle
and relaxing massage for the area around the eyes.
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FONTAINAVIE

15 ml | 504028 |
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FONTAINAVIE

Hydrogel
Aloe Vera
MULTI
EYE PATCH

HYDROGEL ALOE VERA
MULTI EYE PATCH
Moisturizing gel eye patches are
a wonderful way to relieve puffiness
and dark circles, as well as fine lines
and fatigue. Thanks to the aloe
contained in them, you will soothe
and calm the skin around the eyes,
as well as properly hydrate it.
▪

No more signs of drowsiness

▪

Refreshed skin around the eyes

ELEGANT
PACKAGING
80

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

FONTAINAVIE

90 pieces | 504030 |
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FONTAINAVIE

ULTRA
RECOVERY
Universal
Cream
ULTRA RECOVERY
UNIVERSAL CREAM
Effectively regenerates face and
body skin. It soothes irritations by
reducing dryness, redness, and
keratosis. It is an indispensable
soothing compress after cosmetic
treatments, depilation and excessive
exposure to UV radiation.
▪

It contains no silicones or
parabens

▪

Perfect for all types of skin,
especially for dry and sensitive
skin

▪

Suitable for everyday application

500 ml | 503036 |
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250 ml | 503036.02 |

15 ml | 503036.03 |

INTENSIVE RENEWAL
DUE TO A RICH
FORMULA

▪

beta-glucan from oat grains makes the skin smooth and flexible and supports
regeneration of its cells

▪

colloidal silver has antibacterial properties

▪

coconut oil softens, nourishes and protects against harmful external factors

▪

esters of higher fatty acids impact the proper functioning of the cells

FONTAINAVIE

The power of moisturising and oiling active ingredients:
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Exfoliating
FACE
TONER
PADS
EXFOLIATING FACE
TONER PADS

PERFECT SKIN
NOURISHING
BODY SALT SCRUB
Effectively exfoliates the dead cells
making the skin more flexible, silky
smooth and soft to the touch. When
applied regularly it clearly improves
the condition of the skin, restoring
its proper hydration and stimulating
microcirculation.
▪

Perfectly oils, nourishes and
regenerates the skin

▪

Rich, oil formula makes the use
of body balm unnecessary after
application

▪

With a deep scent of PURE
ROYAL 900 perfume

▪

A toner in convenient cotton
pads

▪

With anti-wrinkle effect

▪

A complex of active ingredients
supporting skin health

▪

An innovative moisturizing
formula that protects the skin
from aging

60 ml | 521490 |

200 g | 503035 |

SALT AND OIL
– A RECIPE FOR
BEAUTIFUL SKIN
84

MATRIXYL is a revolutionary ingredient in smoothing and anti-wrinkle cosmetics.
It reduces the signs of aging, restores the skin's firmness, and emphasizes the
contours of the face.

The cosmetic base is formed by the highest quality, precious oils – with avocado,
sunflower and argan oils – as well as mango and shea butter. This true richness
of vitamins precious for the skin, among others: E, C, B, PP, A and K, unsaturated
fatty acids, linoleic acid as well as minerals – potassium, iron and copper.

REVOLUTION
- SMOOTH,
MOISTURIZED AND
YOUNGER-LOOKING
SKIN

MATRICINE plays a fundamental role in the reconstruction of skin tissue, cell
communication, and gene activation. Its beneficial effect on the skin is visible
within two months of regular use.
AQUAXYL + GLYCERINE a winning combination that supports the skin's natural
moisturizing processes and optimizes water reserves.
ARGININE is a unique amino acid of great importance for the appearance
of the skin. Affects the synthesis of compounds that take part in biochemical
transformations. It also improves blood flow. It is appreciated for its amazing
moisturizing properties.

FONTAINAVIE

FONTAINAVIE

PERFECT
SKIN
Nourishing
Body Salt
Scrub
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FONTAINAVIE

LIFT EXTREME
Eye Serum

LIFT EXTREME EYE SERUM
Precisely reduces fine lines, wrinkles and
puffy eyes. Through a combination of the
Pentapeptide-18 and Hexapeptide-8,
it works like Botox by tightening, firming and
smoothing the skin.
▪

An immediate lifting effect

▪

For use under the eyes and on selected
parts of the face

FONTAINAVIE

5 ml | 503001 |
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HYDROTHERAPY
HYALURONIC SHEET MASK
Occlusive properties of the sheet
significantly increase the penetration
of nutrients into the skin. Thanks
to this, they perfectly tighten it,
smoothing out fine lines, intensively
nourish and effectively regenerate.
▪

Rich in active moisturising
ingredients

▪

Provides a beautiful and healthy
look

▪

Ensures visible skin rejuvenation
effect

ADVANCED REPAIR
Lip Balm

20 ml | 503033 |

ULTRAMOISTURISING
PROPERTIES

CONFIRMED
RESULTS

It contains a wealth of ingredients naturally found in the skin, such as hyaluronic
acid, amino acid complex, a sodium salt of pyroglutamic acid and urea. Thanks to
the ability to bind water, they intensively and long-lastingly moisturise the skin,
leaving it firm and velvety smooth.

Based on castor oil enriched with waxes: beeswax, candelilla and carnauba
wax, almond oil, lanolin and vitamin E, effectively regenerates chapped lips.
▪

Rescue for dry lips

100% of respondents* confirm that it:

▪

Makes them incredibly smooth and silky soft

▪

cares for the skin

▪

Leaves a pleasant feeling of nourishment and hydration

▪

moisturises it for a long time

▪

Protects against negative effects of UV radiation

▪

provides intensive regeneration

▪

Contains hyaluronic acid that plumps lips

▪

visibly rejuvenates

▪

For everyday use

▪

leaves the skin firm and velvety smooth

*Trial study conducted on a group of 25 women aged 19 to 56 over the period 4 weeks.
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ADVANCED REPAIR LIP BALM

SPF

15
4.8 g | 503031 |

FONTAINAVIE

FONTAINAVIE

HYDRO
THERAPY
Hyaluronic
Sheet Mask
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FONTAINAVIE DENTAL

PROBIOTIC
Toothbrush
Cleaner

3 IN 1
Teeth
Whitening
Foam

PROBIOTIC
TOOTHBRUSH CLEANER
3 IN 1 TEETH
WHITENING FOAM

This product effectively prevents
the multiplication of bacteria, which
result in the occurrence of dental
caries. Also, it minimises the risk of
development of the microorganisms
that cause tooth decay.
▪

Extremely efficient – one dose is
sufficient for seven days

Innovative whitening formula
not only effectively improves the
appearance of the teeth but also
cleans the enamel and refreshes the
oral cavity.

▪

Environmentally friendly

▪

Specialist product for daily use

▪

It is also suitable for dentures

▪

In a convenient foam
formulation

▪

Contains sodium percarbonate

▪

Convenient use thanks to
a hygienic pump

▪

Designed for adults

10 × 4 ml | 713006 |

50 ml | 503032 |

Find our special
symbol and
look for it on
other products
– each one is
environmentally
friendly!
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100% ACTIVE PROBIOTICS
Perfect oral hygiene also means taking care of the tools used for brushing your
teeth, which are the habitat of microorganisms that are dangerous to our health.
While taking care of the natural environment and wanting to provide you with
comprehensive protection, we have created an innovative probiotic preparation,
which is based on the function of beneficial bacterial strains.

WHITENS,
REFRESHES,
CLEANS

Sodium percarbonate contained in the foam releases hydrogen
peroxide, which is invaluable in aesthetic dentistry. This compound
reacts with organic coloured substances, oxidising them and
breaking them down into smaller particles, as a result they become
brighter and thus less visible.
▪

extremely efficient – lasts up to 4 months

▪

effects visible after 1-3 weeks of use

FONTAINAVIE DENTAL

NEW FORMULA
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YLANG-YLANG
MOISTURISING
FACE ESSENCE
Thanks to its carefully selected
ingredients, it maintains the
skin’s natural balance and brings
miraculous relief to the skin. Can be
used as a toner, perfectly preparing
the skin for make-up application, or
as a refreshing mist.
▪

With beneficial essential ylangylang water

▪

With a unique, relaxing
fragrance

▪

Ensures pleasant application

▪

For all skin types

150 ml | 504027 |
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▪

A versatile cosmetic

▪

Refreshes, relaxes, and soothes

▪

Contains a wealth of minerals

▪

Intended for everyday use

300 ml | 503042 |
2 IN 1
ON BEAUTY AND HEALING PROPERTIES

CARES AND
CONDITIONS
EVERY DAY

REFRESHES AFTER EXERCISE

MOISTURIZES IN
AIR-CONDITIONED
ROOMS

REFRESHES
IN THE SUMMER

HOW IT WORKS

REGENERATES
AFTER SUN BURNS

SOOTHES AFTER
INSECT BITES

SOOTHES AFTER HAIR REMOVAL

A

IN
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Our Thermal Water minimizes wrinkles, reduces
allergic reactions, supports wound healing, and
improves the blood supply to the skin. Ingredients
such as magnesium, calcium, sodium, chlorides,
and bicarbonates have a positive effect on the
skin’s appearance and condition.

RIG

INGR
ED
I

S OF NATUR

THERMAL WATER

LO

T
EN

THERMAL
WATER

SETS
MAKEUP

FONTAINAVIE

FONTAINAVIE

Ylang-Ylang
Moisturising
FACE
ESSENCE
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EXFOLIATING
SHOWER GEL
▪

cleanses, removes dead skin cells,
smooths

▪

with particles of calcareous algae,
cotton extract, vitamin E, and red
algae

MOISTURISING SUN
PROTECTIVE WATER SPF 50

250 ml | 504021 |

▪

provides the highest protection
against the sun, moisturizes,
prevents premature skin aging

▪

with vitamin E

Nourishing
TAN
Accelerator

200 ml | 504024 |

NOURISHING TAN
ACCELERATOR

Sun
Protection
LOTION

▪

helps to achieve a beautiful skin
tone, nourishes, moisturizes,
improves firmness and elasticity,
rebuilds the protective barrier of
the skin

▪

with cocoa butter, carrot seed oil,
soy phytosterols, and vitamin E

SPF

10

150 ml | 504020 |

SUN PROTECTION
LOTION
▪

protects against UV
radiation, nourishes,
moisturizes, soothes,
regulates the skin renewal
process

▪

with aloe extract and
glycerin

SPF 15 (MEDIUM PROTECTION)
150 ml | 504022 |

SPF 40 (HIGH PROTECTION)
150 ml | 504023 |

FONTAINAVIE SUN & CARE

FONTAINAVIE SUN & CARE
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Moisturising
Sun Protective
WATER SPF 50

Exfoliating
SHOWER GEL
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Self-tanning
MIST

AFTER SUN ILLUMINATING DRY OIL

▪

beautifully illuminates the skin, enhances the
tan

▪

with mica particles, sunflower oil, grape seed
oil, cotton seed oil, and vitamin E

SELF-TANNING MIST
▪

200 ml | 504033 |

100 ml | 504025 |

PANTHENOL

After Sun
SOOTHING FOAM

Self-tanning
BALM

AFTER SUN SOOTHING FOAM

SELF-TANNING BALM
▪

▪

soothes irritations, moisturizes, nourishes, and
accelerates regeneration

▪

with hyaluronic acid, aloe, panthenol, allantoin,
vitamin E

150 ml | 504026 |
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with erythrulose, DHA,
panthenol and propanediol

with erythrulose, DHA, argan oil, aloe gel, shea
butter, emollients, and trehalose

200 ml | 504034 |

FONTAINAVIE SUN & CARE

FONTAINAVIE SUN & CARE

After Sun Illuminating
DRY OIL
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FONTAINAVIE MEN

LIFT UP
Regenerating
Face Cream

LIFT UP
Regenerating
Eye Cream

LIFT UP REGENERATING
FACE CREAM

LIFT UP REGENERATING
EYE CREAM

It contains a wealth of natural
ingredients with multi-active effects
on the skin – shea butter nourishes
and regenerates; avocado oil softens
and firms; aloe vera extract and
bisabolol soothes, while extract
from Scutellaria baicalensis and
ceramides strengthen and rebuild
the protective barrier.

Enriched with carefully selected
ingredients – caffeine prevents dark
circles and puffiness; shea butter
nourishes and regenerates; ginkgo
extract soothes irritations; avocado
and coconut oils moisturise and
soften.

▪

Provides visible effects
immediately after application

▪

Eliminates signs of fatigue and
ageing

▪

Effectively cares and protects

▪

Gives your eyes the lost glow

▪

Suitable for all skin types

▪

▪

Ideal for skin with signs of
ageing

Specially formulated for the
delicate eye area

▪

Restores elasticity

▪

Absorbs quickly
20 ml | 503041 |

THE ELIXIR OF YOUTH
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These specialist products are enriched with the innovative Tens’Up™
complex, which works in two ways to visibly firm the skin and smooth
out wrinkles. Immediately after application they create a lifting film,
preserving the rejuvenating effect in the long term.

DID YOU KNOW
THAT...

The skin starts to age as early as 25-30 years of age. This is when the
components responsible for its firmness and density slowly start to
disappear. That is why it is a good idea to start anti-wrinkle care as early
as possible to win the race against time.

FONTAINAVIE MEN

50 ml | 503040 |
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FONTAINAVIE MEN

Exfoliating
FACE
TONER
PADS

Complex
EYE
SERUM
COMPLEX EYE SERUM
A serum for men with demanding
and sensitive skin.

EXFOLIATING FACE
TONER PADS
▪

A toner in convenient cotton
pads

▪

With anti-wrinkle effect

▪

A complex of active ingredients
supporting skin health

▪

An innovative moisturizing
formula that protects the skin
from aging

▪

After the first use, the face
becomes smoother and firmer
around the eyes

▪

Thanks to the caffeine content
it reduces the visibility of eye
wrinkles and decreases puffiness
and dark circles

▪

It absorbs quickly and does not
leave a greasy film on the skin

▪

The innovative method of
application ensures a pleasant,
soothing massage

60 ml | 521491 |
15 ml | 504029 |

REVOLUTIONARY
TONER IN COTTON
PADS AND SMOOTH,
GLOWING SKIN

MATRICINE plays a fundamental role in the reconstruction of skin tissue, cell
communication and gene activation. Its beneficial effect on the skin is visible
within two months of regular use.
ARGININE is a unique amino acid of great importance for the appearance
of the skin. Affects the synthesis of compounds that take part in biochemical
transformations. It also improves blood flow and is appreciated for its amazing
moisturizing properties.
DNA MACRO stimulates the transcription of genes involved in wound healing.
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CARE FOR
SENSITIVE SKIN
AROUND THE EYES

LiftComplex contained in the serum is a unique combination of active
ingredients from microalgae and high-performance polysaccharides that
provide immediate lifting. Squalane and trehalose moisturise and protect
the skin, and a mixture of vegetable oils rich in omega-3 and omega-6
acids improves its condition.

FONTAINAVIE MEN

NEW
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A WELL-KNOWN
PRODUCT IN
A NEW SERIES

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

an ally in combating the signs of
ageing

▪

a high content of collagen
obtained from Atlantic cod

▪

with coenzyme Q10 called the
elixir of youth

▪

enriched with vitamins and
minerals valuable for the skin

Measure out 5 g of the product using the
measuring cup and dissolve in 150 ml of water.
Drink in the evening.

150 g | 30-DAY SYSTEM
801153 |

A PRACTICAL MEASURING CUP IS INCLUDED

COMPREHENSIVE
SKIN CARE FROM
THE INSIDE

▪

collagen derived from Atlantic cod benefits your skin, improving its
firmness and elasticity

▪

vitamin C supports proper collagen production

▪

coenzyme Q10 – a component naturally produced by the body,
the production of which decreases with age – slows down the
appearance of wrinkles and sagging skin

▪

witamina A and zinc help to maintain a healthy look and copper
maintains its proper pigmentation

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY
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COLLABEAUTY
Q10 EXPERT
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DAY SKIN SPA

Food supplement for a healthy looking skin with pomegranate extract,
gluten-free wheat extract, vitamins and zinc.

DAY SKIN SPA

At night your body regenerates after the hardships of everyday life.
Support it with a unique source of night care and restoration. Valuable
essences from nature, vitamins and antioxidants support the natural
regeneration of your skin while you sleep. They will leave you feeling
refreshed, revitalised and glowing. Night Skin Spa is a source of beauty
coming from within. A natural and unique composition of antioxidants,
Vitamins and minerals provides intensive renewal while you sleep.
Pomegranate and wheat extracts regenerate and revitalise the skin,
improving its firmness and reducing wrinkles. Zinc and Vitamin E protect
cells against free radicals (oxidative stress). Vitamin C helps in the correct
production of collagen, and B12 and folic acid.

Food supplement supporting the healthy looking skin with guava extract,
amla fruit extract, vitamins, zinc and selenium.
Protect your skin from the inside against the challenges of everyday
life. Stress, negative environmental impacts, UV rays and free radicals
contribute to the reduction of skin’s natural ability to store water, which
results in its premature ageing. DAY SKIN SPA is a product created with
precious natural essences, vitamins and minerals which will make your skin
soft, fresh, smooth and supple.
Day Skin Spa is a source of beauty coming from within. It contains a rich
cocktail of valuable ingredients. Vitamin C supports collagen production
to ensure proper skin functioning, Vitamin E, zinc and selenium help to
protect cells against free radicals (oxidative stress).

▪

Intensive renewal during sleep

▪

Restores skin's radiance

▪

A source of beauty from within

▪

Improves its firmness and reduces wrinkles

▪

A rich cocktail of ingredients

▪

Contains regenerating

▪

Supports collagen production

▪

Revitalising pomegranate

▪

Protects cells against free radicals

▪

Wheat extracts

▪

Suitable for vegans

▪

Suitable for vegans

Take 1 tablet daily with a glass of water and a meal. Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

5,45 g | 801116 |
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NIGHT SKIN SPA

COSMETIC IN
A TABLET BEAUTY
ENCLOSED IN A PILL
ONLY ONCE A DAY

SUITABLE
FOR VEGAN
AND VEGETARIAN

Take 1 tablet nightly with a glass of water and a meal. Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

5,5 g | 801117 |

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY

NIGHT SKIN SPA
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HELLO HONEY

HYALURONIC ACID
Food supplement supporting the skin moisturising with hyaluronic acid,
vitamins and selenium.

Food supplement supporting the immunity with propolis extract,
meadowsweet extract, vitamins and zinc.

Beauty from within. A nutricosmetic that has been created to moisturise
your skin from within, give it a beautiful tone and improve its elasticity.
A unique product composed of the desired hyaluronic acid and vitamins.
Formulated with precious hyaluronic acid to perfectly moisturise the skin
and improve its tone. Vitamin A and biotin support the proper functioning
of skin cells, vitamin C and E as well as selenium protect the skin from
oxidative stress, and vitamin D regulates calcium-phosphate balance.

Support your immunity. An innovative nutricosmetic consisting of unique
ingredients. Created to take care of your immune system. Hello Honey
combines the natural properties of propolis and meadowsweet with
essential vitamins and zinc. Vitamin C, vitamin D and zinc support the
body’s natural immunity. Meadowsweet supports skin health and the
correct synthesis of connective tissue. Vitamin C and vitamin E, together
with zinc, protect cells from oxidative stress (free radicals).

▪

Based on hyaluronic acid

▪

Based on propolis and meadowsweet

▪

Perfectly moisturises the skin from within

▪

Combination of natural ingredients supporting immunity

Contains vitamin C, E and selenium, which protect the skin against
oxidative stress

▪

Vitamin C, vitamin D and zinc contained in the product support the
correct functioning of the immune system

▪

Take 1 capsule daily with a glass of water and a meal. Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

2,6 g | 801118 |
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HELLO HONEY

COSMETIC IN A TABLET BEAUTY CLOSED
IN A CAPSULE ONLY ONCE A DAY

Take 1 capsule daily with a glass of water and a meal. Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

3,2 g | 801119 |

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY

HYALURONIC ACID
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BODY & MIND
SET
For Him

BODY & MIND SET FOR HER

BODY & MIND SET FOR HIM

Food supplement in capsules. A set of
vitamins and active micro-ingredients for
women. 5 functional combinations for a day
full of challenges – a month full of surprises.
The packaging contains 30 packages for
a daily dose of the product.

Food supplement in capsules. A set of
vitamins and active micro-ingredients for
men. 5 functional combinations for a day
full of challenges – a month full of surprises.
The packaging contains 30 packages for
a daily dose of the product.

Take a package of 5 capsules (one after another), divided
into portions during the day and swallow with a glass of
water. Night relax should be taken before bedtime. Do not
exceed the stated recommended daily dose.

Take a package of 5 capsules (one after another) in the
morning, during a meal, or divided into portions during the
day and swallow with a glass of water. Do not exceed the
stated recommended daily dose.

120,1 g | 801120 |

122,0 g | 801121 |
3 0 PAC K E T S W I T H 5 C A P S U L E S
F O R Y O U R D A I LY H E A LT H A N D B E A U T Y.

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
IN CAPSULES

Set of vitamins and active micro-ingredients that women need! Plan your
whole month with this functional combination and see how you achieve
more every day.

The SHINE formuła:

3 0 PAC K E T S W I T H 5 C A P S U L E S
F O R Y O U R D A I LY H E A LT H A N D B E A U T Y.

5 FUNCTIONAL
COMBINATIONS

Perfect combination of vitamins and active micro-ingredients for men in
one place! Choose to change your life in 30 days and allow yourself to be
surprised.

The SHARP formuła:

S

 kin & Hair – a combination of organic sulphur, carotenes and xantophylls, enriched with bioelements in an organic form.
S
Active support in creating essential elements of correct structure and pigmentation of the hair, skin and nails.

S

 kin & Hair – a combination of organic sulphur, carotenes and xantophylls, enriched with bioelements in an organic form
S
and vitamins. Active support in creating essential elements of correct structure and pigmentation of the hair, skin and nails.

H

 emo Balance – an active combination of micro-ingredients in easily absorbed forms which naturally, comprehensively
H
and optimally support normal functioning of the blood vessels and normal blood cell production.

H

I

 erbbooster – an active combination which naturally supports hormone balance in maintaining healthy testosterone level
H
in the blood. The formula is directly focused on libido, physical and mental activity, normal functioning of the muscles and
the immune system.

I nner Balance – a combination of the most effective micro-ingredients which help maintain the inner hormone balance
in women, resulting in good mood and maintaining energy metabolism. The formula is focused on the possible effect of
improved quality of mood in relieving symptoms of premenstrual syndrome and menopause conditions.

A

 daptation – a combination of reliable adaptogens, known for their possible effects on both physical and mental functions.
A
Adaptogens support correct functioning of the nervous system and help maintain normal psychological functions.

N

 ight relax – precisely selected doses of the most important and effective micronutrients supporting the quality of sleep
N
and regeneration. The addition of appropriate herbal extracts and vitamins supports the states of tension and fatigue.
Magnesium, thiamin and riboflavin help in the proper functioning of the nervous system and maintain proper psychological
functions.

R

 ecovery – carefully selected doses of the most important and the most effective plant-based antioxidants help gradually
R
restore normal functioning of men’s metabolism. The ingredients protect from oxidative stress, play an important role in
the cell division process and normal functioning of the immune system.

E

 nergise & Perception – a combination of the most effective extracts, amino acids, phosphatidylserine and nutritional
E
micro-ingredients focused on mild, yet long-lasting stimulation of physical and mental activity and supporting normal
functions of the brain, the nervous system, improving cognitive functions and concentration.

P

 erception – a combination of the most effective extracts, amino acids, phosphatidylserine and nutrient microP
ingredients focused on supporting normal functions of the brain, the nervous system, improving cognitive functions and
concentration.

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY

FONTAINAVIE HEALTH & BEAUTY
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BODY & MIND
SET
For Her
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Regain the life balance
All our actions are motivated primarily by your needs. We live in incredibly
intense times – stress, fatigue and pollution are our inevitable everyday
companions. What is more, access to full-value, natural products is difficult,
and the fast pace of life makes it easy for us to develop bad habits – irregular
meals, little sleep and no physical activity. That is why we make every effort
to ensure that NUTRICODE products allow you to regain the life balance,
facilitating the proper functioning of your body.

Q10
UBIQUINOL
Daily Care

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

A daily dose of ginkgo Biloba extract
has been recognized as a powerful
antioxidant for centuries.
▪

It has a positive effect on
memory and concentration

▪

It supports the nervous system
and contributes to the proper
functioning of the organ of sight
and hearing

▪

Capsules with a daily dose of
valuable coenzyme Q10 in the active
form of ubiquinol.

It supports cognitive functions

It supports the proper
functioning of the circulatory,
immune and nervous systems

▪

It Has a positive effect on
metabolism

▪

It has anti-aging properties

Take 1 capsule daily with a meal and a glass
of water. Do not exceed the recommended
daily dose. The product must not be used as
a substitute for a varied and balanced diet
and a healthy lifestyle.

Take 1 capsule daily with a meal and a glass
of water. Do not exceed the recommended
daily dose. The product must not be used as
a substitute for a varied and balanced diet
and a healthy lifestyle.

18 g | 801149 |
30 CAPSULES

11 g | 801148 |
30 CAPSULES

NEW

HI! TAKE A LOOK HERE! GINKGO BILOBA
CONTRIBUTES TO THE PROPER BLOOD FLOW
TO THE BRAIN.
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▪

NEW

THE PRODUCT USES ONLY THE HIGHEST
QUALITY KANEKA UBIQUINOL™, PRODUCED
IN THE YEAST FERMENTATION PROCESS.

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

GINKGO
BILOBA
Daily Care
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GINSENG
500 mg
Daily Care

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
If your hair needs reinforcement,
Hair Daily Care Nutricode capsules
are just for you.
▪

The supplement in it is helpful in
the process of hair revitalization

▪

Bioactive ingredients support
the growth, nourishment, and
strengthening of the hair

▪

It improves the quality of weak
hair that is prone to falling out

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
The Siberian ginseng is a treasure
of nature. The extract from its root
has been known for many years for
its amazing effect on the vitality
of the body.

Take 2 capsules daily with a meal. Each time,
follow the capsule with a glass of water.
Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

46,6 g | 801150 |
60 CAPSULES

NEW

▪

It supports your body if you feel
tired and weary

▪

It supports the maintenance
of physical and mental fitness

▪

It supports the functioning
of the immune system

Take 1 capsule daily with a meal. Each time,
consume the capsule with a glass of water.
Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

15 g | 801151 |
30 CAPSULES

NEW

GINSENG, KNOWN TO THE CHINESE IN ANTIQUITY, DOES NOT LOSE
ITS POPULARITY EVEN TODAY. IT IS ATTRIBUTED A NUMBER OF
PROPERTIES THAT IMPROVE CONCENTRATION, REJUVENATE AND REDUCE
THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF STRESS.
114

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

HAIR
Daily Care
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FOOD SUPPLEMENT
It is the only such product on the
market. It combines high-quality
protein concentrate and bacteria
with probiotic properties. It supports
the natural bacterial flora and
thus improves the digestibility of
nutrients. What does it mean?
You feel less hungry!
▪

No preservatives, sweeteners,
and gluten in the composition

▪

1 sachet is as much as 14 g
of protein

▪

Perfect for people who practice
strength and endurance sports

Serving 18 g (one pouch) put into a container
with 200 ml of milk or water and mix well. Use
dependently on personal requirements, not more
than 3 times a day. Use directly after preparation.

180 g | 1 SACHET - 18 G |
10 SACHETS | 801152 |

NEW

WITH THIS PRODUCT, BUILDING MUSCLE
TISSUE CAN’T BE ANY EASIER!
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NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

PROBIOTIC
PROTEIN
COCKTAIL
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FOOD SUPPLEMENT
FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Liposomal Vitamin C Daily Care is a dietary
supplement in the form of vegan capsules,
providing the body with the most absorbable
form of liposomal Vitamin C.

Probiotic Daily Care is a dietary supplement
ideal for people who want to take care
of themselves when their immune system
needs support. Great for people on
antibiotics, as well as those who are exposed
to stress and suffer from digestive ailments
caused by it.
▪

composed of unique and patented
strains of bacteria with probiotic
properties

perfectly absorbed and delivered
directly to the cells

▪

supports the intestinal microflora,
facilitates its stabilization

▪

one of the most important and effective
vitamins for the body

▪

▪

product suitable for vegans

helpful in digestive system dysbiosis,
in times of weakened immunity or
increased stress and during antibiotic
treatment

▪

the most absorbable form of vitamin
C - liposomal

▪

Take 2 capsules daily.

Take 1 capsule in the morning.

48 g | 60 CAPSULES
801146 |

11,85 g | 30 CAPSULES
801147 |

HEALTH, IMMUNITY AND WELL-BEING
ENCLOSED IN CAPSULES
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PROBIOTIC
Daily Care

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY, ASSISTANCE
IN THE RESTORATION AND PROTECTION
OF INTESTINAL MICROFLORA

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

LIPOSOMAL
VITAMIN C
Daily Care
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FOOD SUPPLEMENT
A daily dose of Calcium is necessary
for the proper functioning of the body.
Its supplementation is extremely important
as a bone building block, but also as an
activator of many enzymes. A product for
those who want to take care of the health
of their bones, teeth, and nervous system.
▪

a daily dose of calcium to maintain
the health of teeth and bones

▪

supports the proper functioning
of the nervous system

▪

supports blood clotting and muscle
function

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Omega 3 Daily Care is a dietary supplement
ideal for people who want to keep their
heart healthy and support the work of the
circulatory system. The ingredients contained
in the capsules help regulate blood pressure.
▪

a daily dose of Omega 3 fatty acids

▪

a good source of folic acid and B
vitamins

▪

DHA and EPA acids contained in
Omega 3 which support the work
of the heart

Take 2 capsules daily.
Take 4 capsules daily.

89 g | 120 CAPSULES
801141 |

BONE HEALTH - AN INVESTMENT FOR YEARS TO COME
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OMEGA 3
Daily Care

82 g | 60 CAPSULES
801142 |

A HEALTHY HEART AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
– YOUR STRENGTH LIES HERE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

CALCIUM
Daily Care
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REISHI
EXTRACT
Daily Care

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

B vitamins are distinguished by their
extraordinary versatility. That is why Vitamin
B Complex Daily Care dietary supplement
is ideal for people who want to take care of
their skin and hair, maintain their eyesight,
and support the functioning of the nervous
system. It is also a dose of energy in
a capsule.

Reishi Daily Care is a comprehensive dietary
supplement based on the principles of
ancient Chinese medicine, successfully used
to this day. The ingredients contained in the
capsules strengthen the immune system,
improve the cardiovascular system, and help
maintain proper blood cholesterol levels.

▪

a daily dose of important B vitamins

▪

improves the functioning of the nervous
system thanks to thiamine, riboflavin,
niacin, biotin, and vitamin B6 and B12

▪

reduces tiredness and fatigue thanks to
riboflavin, vitamin B6 and B12, niacin
and folic and pantothenic acids

▪

a source of polysaccharides from reishi
mushrooms and zinc which supports
the maintenance of normal cognitive
functions

▪

based on the centuries-old tradition
of ancient Chinese medicine

▪

reishi mushrooms which in Asia are
considered a source of longevity

Take 1 capsule in the morning.

Take 2 capsules daily.

18 g | 30 CAPSULES
801144 |

26 g | 60 CAPSULES
801143 |

B VITAMINS FOR YOUR BODY

SUPPORT OF THE IMMUNE AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEMS

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE
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VITAMINS B
COMPLEX
Daily Care
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FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Astaxanthin Daily Care, a dietary supplement
in capsules, is ideal for people who want
to keep their muscles and skin in good
condition, as well as take care of their
eyesight. Vitamin E is also known as
the "vitamin of youth".
▪

a daily dose of astaxanthin which
supports the cardiovascular system

▪

vitamin E which helps protect cells
against oxidative stress

▪

contraindicated for pregnant and
lactating women, as well as children
under 14 years of age

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
The highest dose in one capsule
Magnesium capsules is a food supplement,
that provides the body with the highest dose
of magnesium in one capsule. Magnesium
supports normal functioning of the nervous
system, supports proper muscle function,
it also helps to maintain healthy teeth and
bones and contributes to correct energyyielding metabolism.
▪

highest dose of magnesium

▪

supports normal functioning of the
nervous system

Take 1 capsule in the morning.
Take 1 capsule daily with a glass of water and a meal. Do not
exceed the recommended daily dose.

20 g | 30 CAPSULES
801140 |

SUPPORT OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
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MAGNESIUM
FORTE
400 mg

22 g | 30 CAPSULES
801106 |

THE HIGHEST
RECOMMENDED
DOSE OF
MAGNESIUM

Magnesium Forte is a unique combination of a suport for your body.
All in one capsule. What more do you need?

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

ASTAXANTHIN
Daily Care
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ASHWAGANDHA
500 mg
FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Well-being Formula

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

Food supplement. Contains extract of
Withania somnifera, which is excellent for
well-being, supporting the body in the
fight against stress and feelings of anxiety
and fear. It supports cognitive function,
including perception and memory. It also
contributes to improving male sexual
performance. The duration of intake should
not exceed 2 months. The product should
not be consumed in the case of sedative,
hypnotic or anti-epileptic drugs being taken.
The product is not intendent for children,
pregnant or lactating women.

Vitamin D supports the immune, skeletal
and muscular systems
Vitamin D3 in capsules is a food supplement
that provides an extremely high dose of this
essential nutrient for the body. Vitamin D3
supports proper muscle and immune system
function, as well as the absorption of calcium
and phosphorus. It supports the maintenance
of healthy teeth and bones and proper blood
calcium levels.
▪
▪

support for proper muscle and immune
system function
healthy teeth and bones

Take 1 capsule daily with a glass of water and a meal.
Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.
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Contains extract of Withania somnifera

▪

Protects against stress and feelings of
anxiety and fear

Take 1 capsule daily with a glass of water and a meal.
Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

11 g | 30 CAPSULES
801107 |

SUPPORTS PROPER
MUSCLE AND IMMUNE
SYSTEM FUNCTION

▪

17 g | 30 CAPSULES
801108 |

Dietary suplement with Vitamin D3 to suport your body and provide
a substantial dose of this essential nutrient. Choose the best for your
body. Choose Nutricode Vitamin D3.

IT SUPPORTS
COGNITIVE
FUNCTION,
INCLUDING
PERCEPTION
AND MEMORY

Support your body in the fight against stress and feelings of anxiety and fear.
Choose ASHWAGANDHA food supplement to boost the energy and open
mind for a new feelings.

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

VIT-D3
CAPSULES
3000 IU
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DIGESTIVE
Daily Care

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Memory Daily Care is an ideal supplement for people
who want to maintain a high level of concentration
throughout the day. It supports key neurotransmitters
such as GABA, dopamine, and serotonin which affect
our well-being and the functioning of the endocrine
system.
▪

a composition of amino acids,
phosphatidylserine and micronutrients

▪

a special formula of the most effective extracts
supporting the workings of the nervous system
and the brain

▪

increases concentration and improves cognitive
functions

▪

active compounds responsible for biosynthesis
of the main neurotransmitters: dopamine,
adrenaline, noradrenaline, nitric oxide - improve
blood supply and nutrition at the cellular level

Take 1 capsule in the morning.

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Digestive Daily Care is a supplement
for those who want to harmonize their
digestive system and feel better after meals.
The product is also helpful with digestive
ailments and food intolerances.
▪

a carefully selected composition of
digestive enzymes: amylase, protease,
cellulase, lactase and lipase

▪

has a positive effect on digestion

▪

supports the digestion of sugars,
proteins and fats, breaking them down
into a form that is easily absorbed
by the body

Take 3 capsules daily.

18 g | 30 CAPSULES
801123 |

36,5 g | 90 CAPSULES
801122 |

THE FEELING OF LIGHTNESS AND CARE FOR THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
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NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

MEMORY
Daily Care
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CHOLESTEROL
Daily Care

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

Supports the proper functioning of the
immune system.

Supports the maintenance of optimum
cholesterol levels.

It’s a food supplement in capsules, based
on a synergistic composition of adaptogenic
plant micronutrients, combined with the
functional addition of organic forms of
zinc and selenium as well as active extract
ingredients in the form of a biocomplex,
being a natural combination of vitamin
C, accompanied by natural quercetin and
flavones of Baikal skullcap.

Is a food supplement in capsules, based on a
synergistic composition of active substances,
intended for adults who care about their heart
and circulatory system, seeking to maintain the
proper level of cholesterol and blood sugar.
Vitamin B1 supports the proper functioning
of the heart, while vitamins B12 and folic acid
participate in maintaining the proper metabolism
of homocysteine, which is a component of blood
plasma.

▪

zinc, selenium and vitamin C help in
the proper functioning of the immune
system

▪

boosts the immune system to protect
against viruses

▪

protect cells against oxidative stress.

concentrated dose of amino acids

▪

plant extracts and vitamins that
physiologically support energy metabolism

▪

proper heart function and help maintain the
proper metabolism of homocysteine

Take 1 capsule with a meal in the morning and again in the
evening. Each time, follow the capsule with a glass of water.
Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

Take 1 capsule with a meal in the morning and again in the
evening. Each time, follow the capsule with a glass of water. Do
not exceed the recommended daily dose.

43,9 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
60 CAPSULES | 801110 |

45,7 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
60 CAPSULES | 801111 |

A 30-DAY SYSTEM
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▪

Take care of your body on a daily baisis. Protect it with Daily
Care-Immunity to provide proper functionning and stronger
immune system.

DIETARY SUPPLEMENT
IN CAPSULES

It is never too late to take care of yourself. Support your heart
with dietary suplement and allow yourself to do more things
everyday.

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

IMMUNITY
Daily Care
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FOOD SUPPLEMENT
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

Supports the proper production of red blood cells
and hemoglobin.

Supports the proper functioning of vision.

Is a food supplement in capsules, based on an active
composition of micronutrients in the best bioavailable
forms, naturally and comprehensively promoting
the appropriate level of haemoglobin. It contains
organic iron and key ingredients necessary for the
regeneration of red blood cells, supplemented with
functional additives of herbal extracts to support
the digestive system in the process of absorbing
iron from food. The composition of the preparation
has been designed to use the potential of natural
micronutrients on many levels and in a synergistic
manner in conditions of increased demand for iron,
especially during periods of intense body growth, as
well as a diet containing little amount of this element
(e.g. vegetarian diet). Riboflavin contributes to the
maintenance of normal iron metabolism.
▪

helps maintain the proper condition of red blood
cells

▪

Iron helps in the proper production of red blood
cells and hemoglobin.

Is a specialised food supplement in capsules,
based on a synergistic composition of
extracts that contains an abundance of
micronutrients, vitamins, provitamins and
bioelements that support healthy eyes and
protect them against the harmful effects
of UV radiation and free radicals. Thanks
to the use of natural lutein and zeaxanthin
from marigold (Tagetes erecta L.) as well
as appropriate vitamins and minerals (Zinc,
Vit. B2), it contributes to the maintenance of
normal vision and helps protect cells against
oxidative stress.
▪

natural lutein and zeaxanthin from
marigold

▪

vitamins and minerals (Zinc, Vit. B2)

Take 1 capsule with a meal in the morning and again in the
evening. Each time, follow the capsule with a glass of water.
Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

Take 1 capsule with a meal in the morning and again in the evening.
Each time, follow the capsule with a glass of water. Do not exceed the
recommended daily dose.

41,5 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
60 CAPSULES | 801113 |
43,5 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
60 CAPSULES | 801112 |

ACTIVE COMPOSITION
OF MICRONUTRIENTS
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VISION
Daily Care

Use a full potential of Mother of Nature and choose Hemoglobin
dietary suplement to boost your body at many levels. Help your
body and enrich it with many essential micronutrients and key
ingredients.

SUPPORT FOR HEALTHY
EYES

Help your eyes see better. Choose Vision dietary supplement to protect
cells against oxidative stress and contribute to the maintenance of good
vision.

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

HEMOGLOBIN
Daily Care
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GOOD
NIGHT
Daily Care

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Supports the proper functioning of the
nervous system during the day.

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

Is a food supplement in capsules, which
is a composition of carefully selected
micro elements which support the proper
functioning of the nervous system and
promote your well-being. Based on
a combination of adaptogenic plant extracts,
organic magnesium and B vitamins, its
formula helps support the normal functioning
of the nervous system, maintain normal
psychological functions, reduce feelings of
tiredness and fatigue, and regulate hormonal
activity. For this reason, it is intended to
support those experiencing elevated stress
levels maintain their physical condition feel
energetic and be full of vitality.
▪

▪

Supports the proper functioning of the
nervous system at night.
Is a food supplement in capsules, which
contains precisely selected doses of
micronutrients: the most effective herbal
extracts, L-tryptophan, magnesium, vitamins
B1 and E, aimed at the possible impact of
improving the quality of sleep by supporting
the proper functioning of the nervous system
and psychological functions at night.

combination of adaptogenic plant
extracts, organic magnesium and
B vitamins

▪

better sleep

▪

herbal extracts, L-tryptophan,
magnesium, vitamins B1 and E

Take 1 capsule in the evening with a glass of water and
a meal. Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

support the nervous system

Take 1 capsule in the morning with a glass of water and a
meal. Do not exceed the recommended daily dose.

23,4 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
30 CAPSULES | 801115 |

23,9 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
30 CAPSULES | 801114 |

REDUCE FEELINGS
OF TIREDNESS
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Good Morning dietary supplement regulate hormonal activity, maintain your
physical condtion and make you full of vitality. Choose happy, careless life.

QUALITY OF SLEEP

Sleep like a baby using Good Night dietary supplement.
Improve your quality of sleep by taking care of your nervous
system and psychological functions at night.

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

NUTRICODE DAILY CARE

GOOD
MORNING
Daily Care
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NUTRICODE

GOOD
MOOD TEA
Day and Night
All day comfort. Herbal tea in
sachets for morning and evening
with ingredients tailored to help
your body meet the challenges of
everyday life and get a good night’s
sleep.
GOOD MOOD TEA DAY Drink once a day
– in the morning, after breakfast, no later than
9 am. Do not exceed the recommended intake
(1 bag 2.5 g) per day.
GOOD MOOD TEA NIGHT Drink once daily
– in the evening, before going to bed. Do not
exceed the recommended daily intake (1 bag
of 2.5 g).

2 × 62,5 g | TEA Eco Bags:
25 x DAY WELL-BEING
25 x NIGHT CALM
801109 |

DAY WELL-BEING
▪

NIGHT CALM
▪
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Lemon balm and lavender help you relax and fall asleep gently. Verbena, nettles, and
fennel help remove unnecessary waste products from the body. Hawthorn supports
the cardiovascular system, while hibiscus, chamomile and cistus boost the body’s
natural immunity. For human consumption, with the exception of people intolerant to
any of the herbal ingredients, pregnant women, breastfeeding mothers and children
under 18 years of age, as well as people with heart and/or kidney failure, diabetes
and biliary tract obstruction.

NUTRICODE

BOOST OF ENERGY
DURING THE DAY
AND RELAXED NIGHT

The caffeine contained in the guarana naturally stimulates you to take action.
Ginseng, ginkgo biloba and bacopa support the circulation, brain function and
cognitive abilities, including memory and concentration. Peppermint supports
digestive processes and reduces discomfort after eating. Ginger, green tea, rowan
and liquorice soothe inflammatory reactions, strengthening the immune system.
The product contains caffeine from guarana seeds (not more than 32 mg per
serving). For human consumption, with the exception of people intolerant to any of
the herbal ingredients, pregnant women, breastfeeding mothers and children under
18 years of age, as well as people with heart and / or kidney failure, diabetes and
biliary tract obstruction. Do not consume with other products that are a source of
ca_eine or other ingredients with a similar effect.
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NUTRICODE

SILVER PRO
ADVANCED
FORMULA

IMMUNE-UP
ELIXIR

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

▪

contains precious colloidal silver

▪

contains natural eucalyptus oil

▪

no alcohol or fluorine

▪

the best natural ingredients with
a beneficial impact on the body's
immunity

▪

enriched with vitamin C and
zinc, which help to strengthen
the immune system

▪

easy and pleasant application
due to the liquid syrup form

Pour 15 ml into the measuring cup and consume
before meals. Shake well before use.

250 ml | 501023 |

480 ml | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
801205 |

SILVER MORE
PRECIOUS THAN
GOLD
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The use of colloidal silver for medical purposes dates back to the turn of the
19th and 20th centuries. Because of its bactericidal, antiviral, and antifungal
properties, it was used primarily to cure diseases caused by microorganisms.
Drawing on the knowledge of past generations, we used its power to create
a modern NUTRICODE preparation.

SUPPORT DURING
A PERIOD OF
INCREASED
INFECTION RISK

▪

thyme and Echinacea purpurea support proper functioning of the
immune system

▪

ginger, valued for its beneficial effect on the improvement of vitality,
supports respiratory tract functions

▪

vitamin C and zinc help strengthen your immunity

▪

oneseed hawthorn supports circulatory system functions

NUTRICODE

A PRACTICAL MEASURING CUP IS INCLUDED
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COLOSTRUM
EXTRA
IMMUNITY

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

maintains the acid-base balance

▪

source of crucial microelements

▪

ideal for all who lead a stressful and
unhealthy lifestyle, experience fatigue
and eat products that acidify the body,
such as sugar, coffee, alcohol and
heavily processed foods

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

Take 2 capsules a night. Dissolve the sachet content in
200 ml of water. Take 1 sachet 2 times a day.
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includes first cow’s milk
(colostrum) and spirulina
extracted from sea algae, which
support the proper functioning
of the immune system

▪

recommended primarily to
people exposed to mental and
physical stress, overworked,
overtired wanting to get quick
immunity support

Take 1 capsule in the morning and evening
with water.

270 g, 30 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
60 SACHETS + 60 CAPSULES
801301 |

SELECTED
INGREDIENTS FOR
MAINTAINING
ACID-BASE BALANCE
OF THE BODY

▪

19.4 g, 22.2 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
2 × 30 CAPSULES | 801034 |

▪

Rosa centifolia flower extract supports physiological processes of
metabolic waste product elimination and helps to maintain the acidbase balance

SOPHISTICATED
COMPOSITION
PERFECTLY
SUPPORTING
IMMUNITY

▪

lactoferrin provides infants with nutrients and antibacterial protection

▪

proline-rich polypeptides (PRP) support the development of the immune
system

▪

protein includes essential amino acids that are an important building material
for the immune system

▪

immunoglobulins alleviate the course of systemic diseases and support active
immunity in terms of protection against infections

▪

zinc has a beneficial effect on the functioning of the immune system
and protects cells against oxidative stress

▪

calcium is responsible for energy metabolism and helps in the proper
functioning of the digestive enzymes

▪

magnesium and iron help to reduce tiredness and fatigue

▪

potassium and copper support the proper functioning of the nervous
system

▪

vitamin B6, C and D and zinc contribute to the proper functioning of the
immune system

▪

nettle extract supports the elimination of water from the body

▪

▪

lemon balm extract and hops facilitate falling asleep, and by providing
the proper sleep, they contribute to further de-acidification of the
body

spirulina is characterised by a high content of complete proteins, micronutrients in organic form, including valuable γ-linolenic fatty acid (GLA) and
bioavailable iron

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

INNER
BALANCE
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SLIM EXTREME
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

weight loss enhancement, appetite
suppression

▪

▪

excellent help during weight
loss diet

with glucomannan – highly effective
body mass reduction ally

▪

▪

excellent support in weight
control

helps maintain beautiful skin while using
weight loss diets

▪

▪

modern formula based on
glucomannan and chromium

the unique "All day weight control"
system

▪

suitable for vegans and vegetarians

Add contents of the sachet to 200 ml of warm
or lukewarm water, stir briskly. Consume
immediately after preparation and drink a lot of
water afterwards to ensure that the substance
reaches the stomach.

Take 2 tablets 3 times a day, with plenty of water
(1 or 2 glasses). Dissolve 1 effervescent tablet a day in
200 ml glass of water, before a meal.

2 × 103.5 g, 2 × 67.5 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
180 COATED TABLETS
+ 30 EFFERVESCENT TABLETS
801303 |

360 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
90 SACHETS | 801104 |

INVALUABLE DUET
WHILE LOOSING
WEIGHT
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▪

▪

▪

glucomannan creates a sense of fullness by absorbing water and
expanding to form a bulky fibre in your stomach, which, when
following a balanced diet, helps you lose extra pounds
chromium contributes to keeping a normal blood glucose level and
has a positive effect on the metabolism of macronutrients

A PERFECT BODY
WITHOUT PERMANENT
FEELING OF HUNGER

▪

glucomannan which, when combined with a balanced diet,
affects weight loss

▪

chromium helps maintain normal blood glucose levels by
reducing cravings for sweets and the desire to snack between
meals

▪

Garcinia cambogia is a source of hydroxycitric acid (HCA),
which slows down the formation of body fat

▪

calcium has a positive effect on the proper functioning of
digestive enzymes

▪

vitamin C supports the formation of collagen

▪

biotin and vitamin B2 help to maintain a healthy complexion

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

SLIM BODY
SYSTEM
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SKINNY
HERBAL
INFUSION

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

perfectly supports your body's
natural cleansing processes of
metabolic waste products

▪

creates an aromatic infusion that
combines delicious taste with
beneficial properties

Put 1 scoop (2 g) into a cup, pour hot water
(approx. 150 ml), brew for 2 to 3 minutes.
Drink 2 times a day – after breakfast and after
lunch, no later than 6 p.m.

▪

a unique herbal blend that
combines great taste and
properties that support
maintaining the correct body
mass

▪

due to natural ingredients, it
positively affects the functioning
of the whole body

Put 1 scoop (2 g) into a cup, pour hot water
(approx. 150 ml), brew for 2 to 3 minutes.
Drink 2 times a day – after breakfast and after
lunch, no later than 6 p.m.

75 g | 801101 |

75 g | 801102 |

A PRACTICAL MEASURING CUP IS INCLUDED

PRECIOUS HERBS
SUPPORTING BODY
CLEANSING
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▪

hibiscus blossom supports proper metabolic processes and facilitates the
elimination of excess water from the body

▪

green tea leaves are excellent antioxidants, also support the activity of
digestive enzymes, favourably affect metabolism

▪

Centella asiatica and sea buckthorn berries support the circulatory system,
positively impacting the functioning of the body

▪

cranberry fruits cranberries support proper cleansing of the body of
unnecessary metabolic products

A PRACTICAL MEASURING CUP IS INCLUDED

HERBAL MIX FILLED
WITH GIFTS OF
NATURE

WEIGHTLOSS

▪

dandelion root facilitates the functioning of the liver and positively
affects the digestive processes

▪

corn silk, spiny restharrow root and hibiscus flower facilitate
the elimination of excess water along with the waste products of
metabolism supporting the process of getting a slim figure

▪

rosehip is a rich source of vitamin C

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

DETOX
HERBAL
INFUSION
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ACTIVE BURN
FAT KILLER
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

designed for all who struggle
with the problem of water
retention in the body

▪

contains carefully selected plant
extracts of diuretic properties

▪

perfectly supports water balance
and detoxification of the body

Measure out 15 ml of the product using the
measuring cup and dissolve it in 1.5 litres of
water. Drink in portions throughout the day but
no later than 6 p.m.

480 ml | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
801201 |
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perfectly combined to enable
you to maintain the correct
body mass, contributing to the
acceleration of the fat burning
process

▪

supports the synthesis of
collagen and elastin responsible
for firmness and elasticity of
your skin

▪

easily digestible, liquid form
proves to be highly effective,
helps to fight the feeling of
hunger throughout the day and
encourages the positive habit of
frequently drinking water

Measure out 15 ml of the product using the
measuring cup and dissolve it in 1.5 litres of
water. Drink in portions throughout the day.

A PRACTICAL MEASURING CUP IS INCLUDED

NATURAL SUPPORT
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
DIURESIS

▪

▪

extract of the pericarp of white bean supports the elimination of excess water
from the body and the proper functioning of the urinary tract

▪

birch leaf extract helps to cleanse the body of waste products of metabolism.

▪

horsetail herb extract regulates and supports the body's water management

▪

orthosiphon leaf is one of the most popular herbs in folk medicine, regulates
the elimination of excess water from the body

▪

dandelion root extract greatly supports the liver and gall bladder, it has
a positive effect on digestive processes and the removal of unnecessary waste
products of metabolism

480 ml | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
801412 |

A UNIQUE
SUPPLEMENT
SUPPORTING AN
EFFECTIVE WEIGHT
LOSS PROCESS

A PRACTICAL MEASURING CUP IS INCLUDED

▪

L-Carnitine is the substance that occurs naturally in our body and accelerates
the fat metabolism

▪

pineapple, papaya and guarana extract improve digestive processes by
ensuring the correct metabolism of fats and carbohydrates

▪

common dandelion root and milk thistle seeds extract – they facilitate the
elimination of excess water along with the waste products of metabolism,
which contributes to the maintenance of the correct body mass

▪

Centella asiatica and grape extract facilitate the synthesis of collagen and
elastin responsible for the proper firmness, suppleness and elasticity of your
skin

▪

seville orange extract – a source of potassium and soluble fibre – due to its
low glycaemic index it ensures the correct physiological pace of metabolic
conversions, especially fats, adding to the effects of all the ingredients
described above

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

DRENA PLUS
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NUTRICODE

CELLUFIGHT

NEW FORM

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

an innovative response to the
contemporary problem affecting not
only women but also men – so-called
orange-peel skin

▪

works on two levels, both interfering
at the source of the problem and
eliminating its negative effects

▪

carefully selected plant extracts to
facilitate the detoxification of the body
and maintain correct fat metabolism,
contributing to the reduction of cellulite

IDEAL SHAPE

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

Take 1 tablet in the morning before breakfast with plenty
of water. Do not exceed the recommended daily dose

▪

an ideal food supplement for
people who want to keep a
slender figure and take good
care of their health

▪

thanks to the perfect
combination of carefully
selected ingredients, it has a
positive impact on the body’s
condition and, in conjunction
with a balanced diet, helps
you lose excess kilograms or
maintain the correct body mass

Take 1 capsule in the morning and 1 in the
afternoon during meals. Take with water.

46,9 g | A 120-DAY SYSTEM
120 COATED TABLETS
801036 |

26.2 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
60 CAPSULES | 801024 |

THE POWER OF HERBAL
INGREDIENTS FOR FIRM
AND SMOOTH SKIN
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▪

Asiatic pennywort helps skin maintain firmness and elasticity.

▪

Forskolin in Indian coleus boosts metabolism, supporting proper
body weight and satisfaction with your appearance.

▪

Active substances in yellow sweet clover and horse chestnut fruit
support proper circulation in all skin layers, reducing appearance
of cellulite.

A NATURAL ELIXIR
FOR YOUTH AND
A RICH SOURCE OF
HEALTH

▪

each capsule is a healthy vitamin, amino acid and mineral bomb

▪

young barley grass, thanks to the high content of fibre, reduces the absorption
of fat and facilitates the digestive processes, is an irreplaceable aid to the body
in the process of slimming and maintaining proper body weight

▪

green tea contributes to the improvement of health in general but also helps
you lose weight, the high concentrations of theine and polyphenolic catechins
accelerate the resting metabolism, which, in turn, allows you to burn more
calories

▪

marine collagen – highly refined and obtained in pharmaceutical standards
– visually reduces the wrinkles, slows down the skin aging processes and
improves hydration, making your skin soft and elastic

▪

zinc helps maintain the proper metabolism of carbohydrates along with the
acid-alkaline balance and keeps your hair, skin and nails in good condition

NUTRICODE

4-MONTH SYSTEM
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NUTRICODE

BEAUTY
DETOX

HAIR SKIN
NAILS

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

▪

beauty and health both put
inside a single capsule

▪

▪

an innovative combination of
spirulina and collagen will allow
you to take care of the perfect
condition of the body as well as
its appearance

for all who dream of a flawless
complexion, thick and healthy
hair as well as strong nails

▪

with Pro-Beauty formula

▪

perfect for both men and
women

▪

with acerola fruit extract rich in
vitamin C

Take 1 tablet a day with water.

Take 2 capsules a day with water.

44.7 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
60 CAPSULES | 801014 |

SPIRULINA
GREEN SUPERFOOD

ACTIVE COLLAGEN
OCEAN TREASURE
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Unique algae, classed among the 10 best super products containing three times
more protein than meat (ca. 70%) and more calcium than milk. It has one of the
richest sources of chlorophyll, beta-carotene and nucleic acids from among all
animal and plant foods. It purifies the liver and kidneys from toxins, deacidifies
the body and reduced the level of bad cholesterol. Thanks to phenylalanine, it
improves digestion and reduces appetite. It is pure ‘green gold’ for our body.

Natural sea collagen obtained from wild salmon – a component of exceptional
purity and concentration – it guarantees the delaying of skin aging, it improves
hydration and reduces fine lines. Additionally, it inhibits inflammatory conditions
that could lead to injury, pain and loss of functionality of the joints. Beautiful,
hydrated and young-looking skin plus joints in perfect condition – from now on
this unusual combination is within reach.

COMPOSITION FOR
SHINY HAIR, VELVETY
SKIN AND HEALTHY
NAILS

▪

copper affects the proper hair pigmentation

▪

zinc provides the building blocks for growing strong nails

▪

iron supports hair growth

▪

pomegranate extract has powerful antioxidant properties

▪

biotin helps to maintain healthy hair and skin

▪

brewer's yeast contains precious sulfur amino acids
– methionine and cysteine

▪

vitamins A, B2, B6, B12, C and E favourably affect the
condition of the hair, skin and nails

NUTRICODE

44.8 g | A 56-DAY SYSTEM
56 COATED TABLETS
801005 |
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VITALITY
BOOST
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

a breakthrough mix of active ingredients
created for people who want to take
care of their physical fitness

▪

facilitating the movement of your joints
in many ways – it has a positive impact
on the articular cartilage, the muscles
and the tendons that take part in the
process

▪

contains natural, highly refined marine
collagen distinguished by excellent
bioavailability

▪

rich source of vitamins and
minerals

▪

suitable for vegetarians and
vegans

300 g, 48 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
30 SACHETS + 60 COATED
TABLETS | 801302 |

13.93 g, 15.22 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
2 X 30 CAPSULES | 801018 |
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a composition of perfectly
selected ingredients, which
affect the flow of physical and
mental energy throughout the
day and aid sleep at night

Take 2 tablets at night with water.
Consume the contents of 1 sachet per day.

Take 2 capsules a day with water.

A REVOLUTIONARY
FOOD SUPPLEMENT FOR
HEALTHY JOINTS AND
BONES

▪

▪

collagen is the key building material for tendons and cartilage
which form our joints. Highly refined marine collagen, obtained in
pharmaceutical standards, was used to create the supplement

INGREDIENTS
NECESSARY TO GIVE
GOOD RHYTHM TO
YOUR LIFE

▪

chromium contributes to the maintenance of normal blood glucose levels

▪

selenium helps protect the cells from oxidative stress

▪

iron participates in the normal oxygen transport in the body

▪

piperine from black pepper supports digestion and absorption of nutrients

▪

niacin, pantothenic acid and riboflavin, additionally reinforced with
guarana caffeine and green tea theine, contribute to the reduction of
tiredness and fatigue

▪

vitamin C plays a supporting role in the correct production of collagen
to ensure the proper functioning of the cartilage and bones

▪

baikal skullcap is a strong antioxidant effectively supporting the
protection of joints, tendons and muscles

▪

vitamin D supports the correct functioning of muscles, which
significantly affects the functioning of the joints

▪

pantothenic acid affects brain efficiency

▪

calcium is essential for healthy bones

▪

B group vitamins take care of the nervous system

▪

glucosamine sulphate is an important precursor of many biomolecules,
including chondroitin, which is one of the main components of the
articular cartilage

▪

thiamine is responsible for the normal function of the heart

▪

vitamin E contributes to the protection of cells from oxidative stress

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

COLLAGEN PRO
FLEX STRENGTH
SYSTEM
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VITALITY BOOST
& MAGNESIUM
POWER

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

100% natural vitamin C

▪

formula with added zinc which
supports the proper functioning
of the immune system

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

▪

ideal for all who suffer from colds
frequently and who work physically
and workout

▪

acerola and cherry flavour

▪

suitable for vegetarians and vegans

Take 2 lozenges a day. Allow to dissolve slowly.

▪

the liquid form enables the best absorption and
almost immediate action

▪

designed to ensure that the ingredients supplement
and reinforce their properties

▪

delicious, refreshing taste

Drink one dose of Vitality Boost immediately after opening, and drink one
Magnesium Power around two hours later, to replenish the magnesium level.

72 g | A 30-DAY SYSTEM
| 60 LOZENGES
801004 |

6 × 25 ml | 3 × VITALITY BOOST
+ 3 × MAGNESIUM POWER
801203 |

COMPREHENSIVE
DOSE OF ENERGY
IN TWO STEPS

SUPER CHERRY
FROM BARBADOS

1
▪

guarana extract contains a substantial amount of caffeine, which has a
beneficial effect in the case of physical and mental exhaustion, boosts energy,
eliminates drowsiness and tiredness, improves concentration and memory

▪

niacin, pantothenic acid, and riboflavin are responsible for the proper
functioning of the nervous system – they manage human energy management,
alleviating nervous stress, have a positive effect on mood and mental
performance

▪

green tea extract is a natural antioxidant supporting the body’s fight against
free radicals
2

Vitamin C derived solely from natural extracts and acerola fruits. Acerola, called the
Barbados cherry, is a super fruit, which has 30 times more vitamin C than a lemon. Wild
rose, in turn, is also rich in bioflavonoids, which are natural antioxidants. Regular intake
of vitamin C helps to take care of the immune system, has a favourable effect on teeth,
skin, bones and the nervous system, as well as protects the cells from oxidative stress.
The product is suitable for vegetarians and vegans.
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 UTRICODE VITALITY BOOST
N
– a nutritive injection

 UTRICODE MAGNESIUM POWER
N
– ideal balance

▪

magnesium is responsible for maintaining the electrolyte balance of the body,
supports it during the physical and mental effort, is responsible for the proper
functioning of the nervous and cardiovascular systems as well as monitors
proper muscular work

▪

vitamin B6 is an ally of magnesium – it boosts its absorption and also supports
psychological functions and is responsible for proper energy metabolism in our
body

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

IMMUNO
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NUTRICODE

VIT-COMPLETE
GUMMIES

PROPOLIS
PRO GUMMIES
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

power of the nutrients for
the whole family

▪

support for the proper
functioning of the body

▪

excellent source of vitamins
for vegetarians

Children over four years of age: Take 1 gummy
per day. Adults: Take 2 gummies per day.

▪

supports the immunity of
children and adults and helps to
alleviate the symptoms of colds
and flu

▪

delicious formula with propolis,
vitamin C and a special
combination of herbal extracts
of elderberry and echinacea
purple

▪

suitable for vegetarians

Children over twelve years of age: Take 1 gummy
per day. Adults: Take 2 gummies per day.

FOR WHOM?

VITAMIN BOMB
IN THE FORM OF
DELICIOUS GUMMIES

For children and adults who want to
supplement their daily diet, among
others with a complex of B vitamins,
necessary for the proper functioning
of the body.

▪

vitamin C supports the immune system

▪

vitamin B3 helps maintain healthy skin

▪

vitamin B5 has a positive impact on intellectual performance

▪

vitamin B6 contributes to the regulation of hormonal activity

▪

vitamin B12 supports the production of the red blood cells

▪

folic acid is extremely important for pregnant women

All vitamins contribute to the reduction of tiredness and fatigue, raising the
quality of everyday life of children, adolescents and adults.
Food supplement does not contain:
▪
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milk, sugar, pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), preservatives

60 g | 801402 |
30 RASPBERRY-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR CHILDREN AND
ADULTS

A NATURAL
PROTECTIVE WALL

FOR WHOM?

For children and adults who want
to strengthen their immune system,
especially in the autumn-winter
season when the risk of infection
increases significantly.

▪

propolis is rich in vitamins (B1, B2, B5, B6, C, D, E), elements (including
magnesium, zinc, potassium, calcium, manganese, iron), flavonoids, terpenes
and aromatic esters; it has antiviral, antifungal and bactericidal action, which
helps strengthen immunity and supports the regeneration of the body

▪

elderberry is an excellent antioxidant, containing, among others flavonoids,
phenolic acids, sterols, tannins and mineral salts, supports the body’s cleansing
processes

▪

Echinacea purpurea supports the proper functioning of the immune system and
upper respiratory tract helps alleviate the symptoms of colds and flu

▪

vitamin C helps in the proper functioning of the immune system and protects
cells from oxidative stress, contributes to the reduction of tiredness and fatigue

Food supplement does not contain:
▪

milk, pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), preservatives

NUTRICODE

77 g | 801401 |
30 PINEAPPLE, STRAWBERRY AND
ORANGE-FLAVOURED GUMMIES
FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS
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O! MEGA-3
GUMMIES

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

▪

▪

perfectly supplements the
deficiencies of the so-called
vitamin of the sun, which
is crucial for the proper
functioning of the body

▪

support proper functioning of
the body

▪

contain Omega-3 fatty acids
from linseed oil

suitable for vegetarians

▪

suitable for vegetarians

400 IU

Children over four years of age: Take 1 gummy
per day. Adults: Take 2 gummies per day.

per dose

78 g | 801403 |
30 STRAWBERRY-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR CHILDREN AND
ADULTS

FOR WHOM?

PRECIOUS VITAMIN
OF THE SUN

For children and adults who want to
supplement the deficiency of vitamin
D3, strengthen their immunity and
take care of the bone and muscle
system.

Vitamin D3 not only helps in maintaining healthy bones and teeth but also
supports the proper functioning of the muscles and the immune system. Its
prolonged deficiency can disrupt the physiological balance of the body and
lead to many serious, chronic medical conditions. The most important way
of delivering vitamin D3 is skin synthesis under the influence of sunlight,
therefore, in autumn and winter, and even throughout the year, in locations
with low sun exposure, its supplementation is crucial.
Food supplement does not contain:
▪

milk, pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), preservatives

Children over four years of age: Take 1 gummy
per day. Adults: Take 2 gummies per day.

120 g | 801404 |
30 ORANGE-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR CHILDREN AND
ADULTS

FOR WHOM?

OMEGA-3 FATTY
ACIDS ARE ESSENTIAL
FOR THE PROPER
FUNCTIONING OF
YOUR BODY, AS THEY

For all who want to supplement
their diet with the essential
unsaturated Omega-3 fatty acids,
strengthen immunity and facilitate
the functioning of the nervous and
circulatory systems.

▪

support your nervous system and help maintain mental acuity

▪

contribute to maintaining good eyesight

▪

help take care of your circulatory system, including your heart

▪

regulate the cholesterol level in the blood

▪

play a positive role in enhancing your immune system

Alpha-linolenic acid (ALA) is one of the essential unsaturated fatty acids (EFA)
from the Omega-3 group. It is transformed into our body into EPA and DHA
fatty acids, which are also extremely precious to our health.
Food supplement does not contain:
▪
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pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), peanuts, soy, milk, artificial
colourants, aromas, preservatives, added sugar

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

VIT-D3
GUMMIES
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HEALTHY
BONES
GUMMIES

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

▪

▪

comprehensive restoration of
the natural intestinal microflora
in the body

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

multiple positive effects on the
body, especially on the digestive
system
suitable for vegetarians

Children over four years of age: Take 1 gummy
per day. Adults: Take 1-2 gummies per day.

FOR WHOM?

For children and adults who
suffer from problems relating to
the digestive system caused by,
among others, stress, change of
environment and diet or antibiotic
treatment.

A change of environment and diet has a negative impact on intestinal bacterial
flora. An upset balance in that area, called the dysbiosis, results in digestive
problems, discomfort in the digestive tract and intolerance of the consumed
food products. The application of Probiotic Gummies while travelling will
reduce the risk of the occurrence of those symptoms and, additionally, will
facilitate the digestion of local food, letting you enjoy your travels to the fullest.
Each gummy contains as many as 2.5 billion units of an identified strain of
probiotic bacteria Bacillus coagulans. Thanks to its exceptional strength, it is
resistant to stomach acid and is not digested, alleviating digestive systemrelated problems such as constipation or diarrhoea.
Food supplement does not contain:
▪
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an excellent source of vitamin D

▪

for healthy teeth and strong
bones

▪

with added calcium

Take 1 gummy per day.

60 g | 801405 |
30 STRAWBERRY AND ORANGEFLAVOURED GUMMIES FOR
CHILDREN AND ADULTS

PERFECT SUPPORT
FOR YOUR BODY
WHILE TRAVELING

▪

peanuts, soy, milk, pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), artificial
colourants, aromas, preservatives, added sugar

85 g | 801406 |
30 LEMON-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR ADULTS

FOR WHOM?

WHAT DO WE OWE
TO VITAMIN D

For all who wish to strengthen their
teeth and bones, as well as those
wishing to supplement shortages of
vitamin D in their body.

▪

the correct level of calcium in our blood

▪

strong bones and healthy teeth

▪

the effective functioning of our muscles

▪

correct functioning of the immune system

▪

more efficient cell division process

▪

appropriate absorption of calcium and phosphorus

Food supplement does not contain:
▪

peanuts, soy, milk, pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), artificial
colourants, aromas, preservatives

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

PROBIOTIC
GUMMIES
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STRONG
MUSCLE
GUMMIES

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

▪

a perfect composition of active
ingredients for good eyesight

▪

on the basis of BCAA amino
acids

▪

with lutein and zeaxanthin

▪

▪

suitable for vegetarians

excellent support for athletes
and active people

▪

supports fitness training and
also the recovery after exercise

▪

suitable for vegetarians

Take 1 gummy per day.

Take 2 gummies per day.

90 g | 801411 |
30 ORANGE-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR ADULTS

FOR WHOM?

SUPPORT
FOR GOOD
EYESIGHT

For all who want to take special care
of their eyesight. Perfect for those
who spend a lot of time in front of
a computer screen, stay in artificial
light and frequently experience
discomfort connected with eye
fatigue.

▪

lutein and zeaxanthin are the main pigments in the macula, which, among
others, improve visual acuity and protect the retina against damage caused by
blue light

▪

zinc helps maintain good eyesight and the correct metabolism of vitamin A

▪

vitamins E and C, ensure additional protection of cells against oxidative stress,
which help maintain your eyesight in good condition

Food supplement does not contain:
▪
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pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), peanuts, soy, milk, artificial
colourants, aromas, preservative, added sugar

114 g | 801408 |
30 ORANGE-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR ADULTS

FOR WHOM?

WINNING
SUPPLEMENTATION
FOR ATHLETIC BODY

For athletes and active people
who want to take control of the
effectiveness of training sessions and
get the required results from them.

When the effects of a workout are not satisfactory, BCAA comes to rescue
– a complex of three amino acids (L-leucine, L-isoleucine and L-valine in an
optimal ratio of 2:1:1) helps to build and restore muscle tissue. As none of
these substances are produced by the body, it is necessary to provide them
in the form of a food supplement to help the process of acquiring an athletic
figure.
Food supplement does not contain:
▪

milk, sugar, pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), preservatives

NUTRICODE

NUTRICODE

EYE PROTECT
GUMMIES
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NUTRICODE

PERFECT
SLIM
GUMMIES

FIT LINE
GUMMIES

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

with natural extracts for
a perfect figure

▪

contains top-quality raspberry
ketones

▪

suitable for vegetarians

▪

based on conjugated linoleic
acid (CLA)

▪

helps achieve a slim figure

▪

suitable for vegetarians

Take 1 gummy per day.

Take 2 gummies per day.

117 g | 801409 |
30 CHERRY-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR ADULTS

FOR WHOM?

A NATURAL RECIPE
FOR BEAUTY

For all who want to look slimmer and
feel healthier naturally and enjoyably.

▪

chlorogenic acid contained in green coffee extract reduces the accumulated
reserves of carbohydrates and fat in the body and facilitates the intensified
burning of adipose tissue. That effect is additionally reinforced by caffeine,
which stimulates the metabolism

▪

Garcinia cambogia slows down the production of fat in the body

▪

raspberry ketone extract helps to limit the build-up of adipose tissue and burn
the one that has already accumulated. Also, it contributes to the acceleration
of the metabolism and regulation of glucose in the blood

Food supplement does not contain:
▪
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pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), peanuts, soy, milk, artificial
colourants, aromas, preservatives, added sugar

FOR WHOM?

ON THE WAY TO
ACHIEVING THE
PERFECT FIGURE

For active people, ones on diets,
wanting to improve their vitality.

Conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) is commonly used by people who do sports
and are on a weight-reducing diet, as it promotes fat burning and exhibits
multiple pro-health effects. Combined with regular workouts and healthy
eating habits, it will become your ally on the way to the perfect figure.
Food supplement does not contain:
▪

milk, sugar, pork gelatin (developed on the basis of pectin), preservatives

NUTRICODE

112 g | 801410 |
28 APPLE-FLAVOURED GUMMIES
FOR ADULTS
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NUTRICODE

ENERGY
KICK
GUMMIES
FOOD SUPPLEMENT
▪

excellent source of energy
for active people

▪

supports stamina during
a workout

▪

supports processes
of regeneration

▪

helps to keep a slim figure

▪

suitable for vegetarians

Take 2 gummies per day.

117 g | 801407 |
30 BLUEBERRY-FLAVOURED
GUMMIES FOR ADULTS

FAT THAT IS
TRANSFORMED
INTO ENERGY

FOR WHOM?

For all who need to boost their
energy during a workout.

Energy Kick Gummies include L-carnitine, which is responsible for the transport of
fatty acids to the mitochondria, where they are transformed into energy necessary
for the proper functioning of the body's cells. Thanks to its properties, it is very
popular among athletes who want to improve endurance during training and
improve post-workout regeneration processes.
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▪

milk and sugar

▪

pork gelatine (developed on the basis of pectin)

▪

preservatives

NUTRICODE

Food supplement does not contain:
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NUTRICODE

SAV E BY B U Y I N G A S A S E T

Konjac
FETTUCCINE

Konjac
PENNE

Konjac
SPAGHETTI

Konjac
ANGEL HAIR

Konjac
RICE

SUPERFOOD

SUPERFOOD

SUPERFOOD

SUPERFOOD

SUPERFOOD

200 g | 807003 |

200 g | 807005 |

200 g | 807004 |

200 g | 807002 |

200 g | 807001 |

Konjac
ONE WEEK
PACK
SUPERFOOD
7 × 200 g | 807006 |

KONJAC SUPERFOOD
A healthy alternative to the traditional pasta and rice. It satisfies hunger without
any guilt, and due to the large amount of fibre, it allows you to eat your fill and
improve intestinal motility. Be sure to test it in your kitchen.
▪

low in calories

▪

ideal for lunch and dinner, savoury salads or desserts

▪

perfect for FIT6 programme participants

▪

ready in 2 minutes

The products do not contain:
▪
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TRY TO EXPERIMENT
WITH FLAVOURS,
TEXTURES AND
TOPPINGS, IN ORDER
TO CREATE TASTY
MEALS WITH NO
EXTRA CALORIES.

CREATE YOUR OWN MEGASET
The most important thing is to make a habit of the proper nutrition. Therefore,
we provide you with the possibility to create the perfect set for the entire week.
You decide what we will pack into it. You can choose from all five types of konjac
products, and every day put a different portion of health on your plate.

NUTRICODE

ARE YOU ON A LOWCARB, FIT, KETO,
PALEO, VEGE DIET?
IT DOESN'T MATTER,
BECAUSE KONJAC IS
A SUPERFOOD.

sugar, fat, grains, gluten, soy, ingredients of animal origin
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REVOLUTION IN THE WORLD OF WEIGHT LOSS

The FIT6 programme is an innovative
method of weight reduction, which has
been created by the specialists in clinical
dietetics. The aim of the Programme is
not only to lose excess pounds but also to
enhance the comfort of life, improve your
health and your physical and mental state.

GUARANTEE OF THE SUCCESS

Check the spectacular metamorphoses at the following
website: fit6-pl.fmworld.com

6 STEPS to an ideal figure
The program consists of three stages divided into six steps of weight
loss and one additional step transitioning into the stabilization phase.
Each step lasts a month. The more kilograms you have to lose, the more
steps you need to go through. You can give up the diet phase and start
maintenance at any time.

6
INDISPENSABLE
NUTRIENTS

SHARE,
MOTIVATE

PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT

A TREASURY
OF RECIPES
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THE MOBILE
COMPANION
OF WEIGHT LOSS

Losing weight is a difficult process for your body even if you do not feel it physically. That
is why one of the goals of the FIT6 Programme is to supply the body with top-quality
nutrients in the form of NUTRICODE innovative food supplements. Each step of the
weight loss process has an ascribed set of products ideally tailored to solve the body's
problems occurring at that stage.
We know that support and motivation are essential. It is the lack of those factors, that
often makes us stop the weight loss process. Resigned and feeling helpless, we return
to our old, unhealthy habits. With that in mind, the community was created along with
the Programme – a space where all participants can share their problems, reflections and
results

Throughout the programme, you can contact our clinical dietitian who will help you dispel
any doubts and mobilize you to action. You don't have to make appointments and go to
meetings – you can contact them online whenever you need it.

In addition, we have a website full of nutritional inspirations for you, as well as Instagram
and Facebook accounts, which are filled to the brim with interesting facts about diets.
By joining the FIT6 community, you will see that losing weight has never been more
enjoyable, easier and... tastier.

TONING

GOALS OF THE INDIVIDUAL STAGES
2

3

▪

4

5

PREVENTING INFLAMMATION
▪

minimising the body's
inflammation

▪

waist circumference reduction

▪

weight loss

▪

improved well-being

▪

feeling light and satisfied

▪

improved overall health

stimulation of muscles to
facilitate their growth

MAINTENANCE
▪

stabilisation of the weight
without the yo-yo effect

WEIGHT LOSS

1

!

▪

the continuing detoxification and
cleansing of the body

▪

preservation of healthy eating
habits

▪

weight loss

▪

▪

preventing the loss of body
firmness

gradual preparation of the body
to receive food of all kinds

▪

▪

reducing the visibility of cellulite

making the body more "tolerant"
to be able to apply less restrictive
dietary principles

▪

preservation of muscle mass

▪

▪

improved well-being and vitality

▪

supplying the body with the
necessary nutrients

avoiding the formation of
oedema and fluid retention to
normalise its metabolism

PROGRAMME FIT6

PROGRAMME FIT6

An innovative DIET PROGRAMME
natural weight loss without the yo-yo effect
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After the success of the FIT6
program, we detected that there
were groups excluded for practicing
physical exercise and our program
was not suitable. There are also
FIT6 customers who, after some
time, stagnate in weight loss, others
who intend to tone up after losing
a few kg. FITGYM presents itself as
a solution for all these cases....

HOW IT WORKS?
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THE FITGYM
PROGRAM AIMS TO:

IT ARISES FROM THE LACK
O F E F F E C T I V E A LT E R N AT I V E S
FOR WEIGHT LOSS WITHOUT
AFFECTING PERFORMANCE.

▪

Self-application program that promotes weight loss for exercisers.

▪

Applies to those who want to lose weight and who practice physical exercise
at least 2x/week regularly.

▪

It is built in 3 sequential stages (STEP I, STAGE II and STAGE III) lasting
30 days each.

▪

Each sequence repeats in cycles until you reach your goal.

▪

After reaching the goal, proceeds to maintenance.

▪

Maintenance lasts for 60 days and is divided into MAINTENANCE I and
MAINTENANCE II.

▪

The diet is based on foods of natural origin and with a reduction in processed
foods. The carbohydrate content and the structure of the food day allows the
practice of physical exercise taking into account toning and a good recovery.

▪

The training that accompanies the program must be personalized and
adapted to the clinical condition of each one. However, FM World Portugal
provides video training that is available in the “Training” tab. These are simple
and easy-to-perform exercises that can be performed at home and without any
material / machines. These workouts were designed so that everyone can have
access to them even for those who have never exercised. They are divided into
3 levels of intensity and your choice is according to your training habit:

▪

Beginner is suitable for those who are sedentary or exercise moderately, less
than 3 times a week, 30 minutes per session.

▪

Intermediate is suitable for those who practice moderate / vigorous exercise
3 times a week, 30 minutes per session, for 3 months.

▪

Advanced is suitable for those who exercise vigorously 3 times a week,
30 minutes, for more than 3 months.

▪

You can adjust the intensity of the chosen level after testing the first session.

The program is built to maximize results through:
▪

Simple-to-follow food that includes: natural foods available
anywhere, recipes that are easy to prepare and adapt to your taste
and routine.

▪

Food supplements that are easy to take with you anywhere, with
pleasant flavors and a known and proven effect

▪

Short, effective and smart workout plan that can be executed
wherever you are. Trainings are available on video and do not require
specific material.

▪

Promote the loss of fat mass

▪

Stimulate toning

▪

Preserve Lean Mass

▪

Ensure performance

▪

Improve muscle recovery

AT F I T G Y M W E P U T
YO U R M E TA B O L I S M
I N YO U R FAVO R !

A TONED BODY
HAS NEVER COST
SO LITTLE!

PROGRAMME FIT GYM

PROGRAMME FIT GYM

FITGYM is born from the need to respond to
those who come to us with the objective of
losing weight and who practice physical exercise.
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Pure Royal
Welcome to the magical world of Pure Royal fragrances.
On the following pages you will find all your favorite fragrances
from this line. Immerse yourself in the world of your favorite
perfumes and find a product that suits you. We are constantly
changing for the better – for you....

SENSUAL
AND ROMANTIC

FOUGERE
SEDUCTIVE
AND CLASSIC

CITRUS
JOYFUL
AND ENERGETIC
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This is the most comprehensive family of fragrances. Floral compositions create
fresh, ethereal and delicate bouquets. You can go ahead and experiment with
scents and change them depending on the occasion. The romantic character of
these perfumes was created to emphasise sensuality.

An exceptionally intriguing family of fragrances, dominated by forest, grass and
herbal accords. Its name comes from French and means fern. Designed for those
who appreciate the classics and value traditional beauty canons. Compositions,
which represent professionalism and emphasise the style of a mature man.

Juicy fruits form an extremely refreshing citrus group that provide a refreshing
sensation and an amazing boost of energy. They emphasise your temperament,
bring out a sociable and cheerful nature, putting you in a good mood. Perfect for
people who enjoy life to the fullest.

ORIENTAL
STRONG
AND UNTAMED

CHYPRE
SENSUAL
AND TEMPTING

WOODY
SOPHISTICATED
AND CLASSY

Fragrances associated with Far East countries, reminiscent of exotic trips,
mysterious places and intriguing situations. These are compositions with warm
and exotic tones. Both sweet and smoky notes appear in them. They are perfect
for autumn and winter days and special occasions.

This family is dominated by bold, strong and chic compositions. They evoke the
smell of silk scarves and elegant gloves. Woody and herbal-earth notes pulsating
in perfumes give them a clear and fresh aroma that attracts attention and adds
confidence. Suitable for people with a strong character; intriguing and sensual.

Warm and deep notes combined with refined accords create an elegant and
sophisticated group of fragrances. Many of them were used to create perfume in
ancient times. They stand out with a resin, forest aroma. These moody, mysterious
and noble compositions add faith to your abilities.

FRAGRANCE FAMILIES

FRAGRANCE FAMILIES

FLORAL
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FLORAL
sensual and romantic

WITH A FOUGERE NOTE
Type:
▪

sophisticated, addictive

Fragrance notes:
▪

Head: raspberry, grapefruit, plum,
blackcurrant, davane, pink pepper

▪

Heart: cypress, hauthorn, rose, lily of the
valley, tagetes, chamomile, geranium

▪

Base: anilla, cedar, benzoin, orcanox,
chocolate, patchouli, civet, amber, cypriol,
gourmand, musks, santamanol*, labdanum

50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
170501 |

An original combination of fragrances that will delight even the most demanding connoisseur. We owe a tribute to the
classic accords to the noblest variety of Bulagarian rose, which, combined with the charming May lily of the valley and
unique hawthorn flowers, gives an extremely sensitive character to the heart of the fragrance.

PURE ROYAL GOLDEN EDITION

PURE ROYAL GOLDEN EDITION
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PURE ROYAL 501
Perfume
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WOODY
sophisticated and classy

WITH A CITRUS NOTE
Type:
▪

monumental, but bright

Fragrance notes:
▪

Head: angelica, saffron, lime,
galbanum, lime peel, mandarin

▪

Heart: jasmine, heliotropium,
myrrh, carrot, iris

▪

Base: sandalwood, vanilla,
labdanum, oakmoss, leather,
Haitian vetiver, musk

50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
170500 |

RICH
STRUCTURE

The rich structure of PURE ROYAL 500 perfume, seemingly varying and
contrasting, it creates a surprisingly coherent history. It starts with the fresh and
bright tones of citrus notes and galbanum, accompanied by distinctive angelica
and saffron. Next comes the heart of this fragrance – a flower bouquet with a hint
of myrrh. At the end, it takes on its final character, showing its true majesty owed
to organic-wood accords.
The Golden Edition fragrances have more refined and sophisticated ingredients
than their partner Pure Royal perfumes and have more Personal Points.

PURE ROYAL GOLDEN EDITION

PURE ROYAL GOLDEN EDITION
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PURE ROYAL 500
Perfume
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CHYPRE
alluring and tempting

WITH A NOTE OF FRUIT
PURE ROYAL 940
170940 |

Type:
bright, refreshing, heavenly
Fragrance notes:
Heads: bergamot, lemon, mandarin, pear,
apple
Hearts: jasmine, sea breeze, freesia, rose,
water lily of the valley
Base: white musk, sandalwood, moss,
dried wood, ambroxan

WITH A FLOWER NOTE
PURE ROYAL 944
170944 |

Type:
mesmerizing, modern
Fragrance notes:
Heads: lemon, bergamot, cherry, anise,
pink pepper
Heart: rose, cyclamen, jasmine, aldehyde
notes, delicate green notes with a hint of
verbena
Base: Peruvian balm, vanillin, crystallized
sugar, notes of wood and powder,
aromatic notes of wood and fruit

PURE ROYAL
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
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FLORAL
sensual and romantic

WITH A NOTE OF FRUIT
PURE ROYAL 937
170937 |

Type:
Charming, passionate
Fragrance notes:
Heads: pink pepper, black currant, pear
Hearts: rose, heliotrope, jasmine
Base: vanilla, musk, cedar wood

PURE ROYAL 938
170938 |

FOUGERE
Seductive and classic

Type:
avant-garde, refined, full of life

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Heads: citrus facet, pink pepper,
blackcurrant buds
Hearts: jasmine
Base: vanilla, amber

PURE ROYAL 936

PURE ROYAL 942
170942 |

Type:
playful, unique, joyful
Fragrance notes:
Heads: ginger, yellow mandarin, orange
blossom
Hearts: jasmine, patchouli, violet
Base: tuberose, musk, sandalwood

170936 |

Type:
Impeccable, unique, untamed
Fragrance notes:
Heads: lavender, ginger, mandarin, basil
Hearts: Cistus, cardamom, cinnamon,
geranium
Base: tonka beans, patchouli, sandalwood,
leather notes

WOODY
sophisticated and classy

ORIENTAL
strong and untamed

WITH A FLOWER NOTE
PURE ROYAL 939
170939 |

WITH A WOODY NOTE

Type:
intriguing, sunny, multi-dimensional

PURE ROYAL 935

Fragrance notes:
Head: lime
Hearts: jasmine, rose
Base: musk, benzoin, amber

170935 |

Type:
charismatic, vibrant, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Heads: heliotrope flower, cinnamon,
cashmeran
Hearts: amber, plum, leather notes
Base: vanilla, tonka beans, patchouli

WITH A FLOWER NOTE
PURE ROYAL 943
170943 |

Type:
tempting, optimistic like a spring morning
Fragrance notes:
Heads: mandarin, currant buds
Hearts: jasmine, magnolia, peony
Base: musk, incense

PURE ROYAL 941
170941 |

Type:
confident, characterful
Fragrance notes:
Heads: coconut, peach, cinnamon, green
notes
Hearts: violet, hedione, rose
Base: Australian sandalwood, musk,
ambroxan, dried wood

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

NEW

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE
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WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 984

sensual and romantic

PURE ROYAL 909

PURE ROYAL 918

Type:
tasty, charming, joyful

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE

Type:
fresh, with an edgy element

Type:
bright, fresh

PURE ROYAL 908

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, mandarin, honey, rum
Heart: orchid, magnolia, jasmine, rose,
orange blossom, heliotrope
Base: sandalwood, citrus, myrrh, Peru
balsam, leather, vanilla

Fragrance notes:
Head: rhubarb, peach leaf
Heart: violet, rose
Base: light wood, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, pear, crushed leaves
Heart: pear blossom, transparent jasmin
Base: ambergris, precious musks

170908 |

Type:
elegant, fresh as a garden in the morning
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, coriander, plum
Heart: jasmine, rose, peony, suede
Base: patchouli, ambrette seeds, moss,
amber

PURE ROYAL 970
170970 |

Type:
silky, classic
Fragrance notes:
Head: ylang-ylang, green notes, rose, fruity
notes
Heart: heliotrope, peach blossom, light
wood
Base: violet, woody and amber notes, musk

PURE ROYAL 971
170971 |

Type:
sophisticated, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Head: pepper, coriander, rhubarb
Heart: gardenia, tuberose, jasmine, clove, lily
of the valley
Base: ambergris, vetiver, leather

PURE ROYAL 976
170976 |

Type:
fresh, expressive
Fragrance notes:
Head: apricot, mandarin, orange
Heart: jasmine, neroli, orange blossom
Base: musk, patchouli, vanilla

PURE ROYAL 989
170989 |

Type:
addictive, seductive
Fragrance notes:
Head: citrus, fresh, fruity
Heart: floral, woody
Base: soft amber, musky
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170909 |

PURE ROYAL 915
170915 |

Type:
juicy, sweet, airy
Fragrance notes:
Head: hyacinth, clove
Heart: lily of the valley, jasmine, wild rose
Base: white amber, musk

PURE ROYAL 922
170922 |

Type:
unobvious, deep
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange flower, leafy notes, clove
Heart: ylang-ylang, jasmine, rose
Base: cedar wood, musk, amber

PURE ROYAL 979
170979 |

Type:
sensual, bold
Fragrance notes:
Head: almond
Heart: tuberose, rose, ambrette seed
Base: vanilla, iris, musk

PURE ROYAL 996
170996 |

Type:
sunny as a spring morning, charming
Fragrance notes:
Head: melon, green notes, aldehyde, thyme,
yellow mandarin, cherry, rose
Heart: freesia, hawthorn, sea breeze, lily of
the valley, solar notes, fresh flowers, orange
blossom
Base: tonka bean, coumarin, Australian
sandalwood, vanilla, musk, cedar

170984 |

170918 |

PURE ROYAL 985
170985 |

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

Type:
sophisticated, sensual

PURE ROYAL 921

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, pink pomelo, cranberry
Heart: honeysuckle, gardenia, jasmine
Base: blonde woods, musk

170921 |

Type:
dazzling, energising
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, calamondin, orange
Heart: hibiscus, lotus flower, orange flower,
jasmine
Base: vanilla, cistus, cedar wood, honey

WITH A GOURMAND NOTE
PURE ROYAL 934
170934 |

Type:
delicate, addictive

PURE ROYAL 994
170994 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: honey, orange, cherry
Heart: jasmine, rose, orange tree, lily of the
valley, clove
Base: sandalwood, cypress, coconut,
caramel, cedarwood, peach skin, musk

Type:
affectionate, inspiring
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, lemon, blackcurrant
Heart: jasmine, rose, orange blossom
Base: musk, cedar, sandalwood

PURE ROYAL 975
170975 |

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:
flirtatious, delicious

PURE ROYAL 929

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, orange, grape
Heart: jasmine, freesia, cardamom, magnolia,
saffron, pink pepper, rose essence
Base: patchouli, tonka bean, oak moss,
cedarwood, peach skin, amber, musk, sugar

170929 |

Type:
warm, joyous, tempting
Fragrance notes:
Head: peony, apple, fruity notes, citrus
notes
Heart: Damascus Rose, dianthus, jasmine
Base: white musk, amber, moss, leather

PURE ROYAL 983
170983 |

Type:
joyful, appetizing
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, pink berries, blackcurrant,
exotic fruits,
Heart: violet, freesia, rose, lily of the valley
mimosa
Base: peach, amber, musks, modern dry
wood

PURE
ROYAL
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

FLORAL
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WITH AN ORANGE NOTE

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE

PURE ROYAL 974

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

joyful and energetic

PURE ROYAL 917

PURE ROYAL 925

Type:
severe, uncompromising

PURE ROYAL 913

WITH A LIME NOTE

Type:
serious with a radiant accent

Type:
business, modern

Type:
warm, sweet, inviting

PURE ROYAL 911

Fragrance notes:
Head: orange, mandarin, sage
Heart: jasmine, orange flower
Base: honey, sunny notes

Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, sage, neroli
Heart: nutmeg, lily, spicy notes
Base: oakmoss, amber, cedar wood, white
musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin
Heart: geranium, rose
Base: oud, leather, patchouli, musk

170911 |

Type:
positive, captivating with a hint of lime
Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, bergamot, lime, basil, lemon
Heart: thyme, lilac, jasmine, iris
Base: vetiver, patchouli, cedarwood,
labdanum, musk

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
PURE ROYAL 903
170903 |

Type:
energising, positive
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, bergamot, lemon, petitgrain,
rosemary
Heart: neroli, orange blossom, jasmine
Base: cedarwood, musk, peach

WITH A HINT OF SEA SALT
PURE ROYAL 982
170982 |

Type:
fresh as a sea breeze, sensual

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE ROYAL 914
170914 |

Type:
refreshing, sparkling, sweet
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, green notes, salty notes
Heart: sage, fruity notes, floral notes
Base: woody notes, amber, musk

WITH A WOODY NOTE
PURE ROYAL 981
170981 |

Type:
full of life, vibrant
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lemon, petitgrain
Heart: neroli, juniper, white flower
Base: orange tree, white woods, musks

170925 |

PURE ROYAL 926
170926 |

Type:
mature, defined
Fragrance notes:
Head: saffron, thyme, raspberry
Heart: jasmine, incense, cedar wood, vanilla
Base: woody notes, amber, leather, moss

Fragrance notes:
Head: black pepper, coconut, pink pepper
Heart: iris, osmanthus, incense, olibanum
Base: sandalwood, vanilla, tonka bean,
patchouli

PURE ROYAL 988
170988 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: incense, pepper, fleur de sel
Heart: ylang-ylang, sambac jasmine, dry
wood
Base: patchouli, vanilla, marine, moss

170927 |

Type:
mature, uncompromising
Fragrance notes:
Head: pink berries, bergamot, verbena, cumin
Heart: pepper, iris, rose, nutmeg
Base: patchouli, vanilla, amber, animal notes

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE

PURE ROYAL 906

PURE ROYAL 902

Type:
passionate, sensual

PURE ROYAL 905

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, nectarine, ginger
Heart: jasmine, carnation, cinnamon leaves,
rosemary, heliotrope
Base: vanilla, tonka bean, cedarwood,
tobacco, patchouli

Type:
balancing between the sacred and the
profane

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, bergamot, lemon
Heart: petitgrain, orange blossom, pepper
Base: cedarwood, musk, moss

Type:
refined, unique

PURE ROYAL 927

ORIENTAL

Type:
fresh, bright, energising

170986 |

Type:
marine, addictive

WITH A WOODY NOTE
PURE ROYAL 904
170904 |

strong and untamed

Type:
rebellious, bold, brisk

WITH A SPICY NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: cumin, cardamom, cyclamen
Heart: incense, iris, earthy notes
Base: musk, leather, sandalwood

170906 |

PURE ROYAL 986

WITH A FOUGERE NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, bergamot, ylang-ylang,
lemon, petitgrain,
Heart: jasmine, lily of the valley, orange
blossom
Base: benzoin, moss, cedarwood, musks

170902 |
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170917 |

170974 |

170905 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: plum, raspberry, rhubarb,
pomegranate, clove
Heart: pink pepper, jasmine, opoponax,
patchouli, lily
Base: guaiac wood, cedarwood, amberwood,
incense, vanilla

PURE ROYAL 995
170995 |

Type:
sophisticated, luxurious
Fragrance notes:
Head: pink pepper
Heart: geranium, cypriol, rose, oud
Base: benzoin, patchouli, coumarin, musk

WITH A GOURMAND NOTE
PURE ROYAL 923
170923 |

Type:
charming, attractive, disarming
Fragrance notes:
Head: citrus notes, spicy notes, cinnamon,
clove, ginger, cardamom, fruity notes
Heart: woody notes, floral notes
Base: amber, musk, powdery notes

PURE ROYAL 930
170930 |

Type:
appetising, sweet and savoury
Fragrance notes:
Head: oud, sweet notes, honey
Heart: Damask rose, clove
Base: moss, amber, patchouli

170913 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: pink pepper, bergamot, orange,
pistachio
Heart: coconut, ylang-ylang, jasmine,
tuberose
Base: benzoin resin, tonka bean, vanilla,
amber

PURE ROYAL 920
170920 |

Type:
untamed, surprising
Fragrance notes:
Head: pink pepper, incense, rose
Heart: leather, red fruit, saffron
Base: peach, oud, amber

PURE ROYAL 980
170980 |

Type:
brave, alluring
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, ylang-ylang, green
Heart: jasmine, tuberose, salicylates (solar)
Base: vanilla, benzoin, gold amber

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
PURE ROYAL 972
170972 |

Type:
exotic, inviting
Fragrance notes:
Head: raspberry, passionfruit, pineapple,
blackcurrant
Heart: peach blossom, lily of the valley, peony
Base: vanilla, drifting amber, cedarwood,
patchouli, musk

PURE ROYAL 993
170993 |

Type:
extremely sensual, addictive
Fragrance notes:
Head: peach, cinnamon, cognac
Heart: jasmine, plum, heliotrope
Base: vanilla, patchouli, balsamic notes

PURE ROYAL
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

CITRUS
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WITH A CITRUS NOTE

WITH A GOURMAND NOTE

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE

sensual and tempting

PURE ROYAL 987

PURE ROYAL 910

PURE ROYAL 991

WITH A SPICY NOTE

Type:
pure, refreshing, seductive

Type:
dry, scented with a hint of sweetness

Type:
unusual, intriguing

PURE ROYAL 901

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, pink grapefruit, lemon,
yellow mandarin, cucumber, galbanum, green
leaves
Heart: jasmine, freesia, rose, lily of the valley,
ozonic, hedione, salicylates (solar), orange
blossom
Base: sandalwood, white musks, orcanox,
lorenox*, Java vetiver, santamanol*

Fragrance notes:
Head: jasmine, saffron
Heart: balsam fir, cedarwood
Base: cashmere wood, ambergris, moss,
brown sugar

Fragrance notes:
Head: nutmeg, cardamom, bergamot
Heart: labdanum, incense, green figs
Base: vetiver, moss, hint of amber

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

FOUGERE

170901 |

Type:
classic, balanced, elegant
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, wormwood, juniper
Heart: cardamom, ginger, lavender
Base: cedarwood, amber, patchouli

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE ROYAL 912
170912 |

Type:
urban, modern, combative
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lemon, pepper, petitgrain
Heart: neroli, orange blossom, basil
Base: musk, vetiver

PURE ROYAL 978
170978 |

Type:
addictive, exuberant
Fragrance notes:
Head: lily of the valley, white freesia
Heart: rose, maté leaf
Base: sandalwood, leather, musks

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
PURE ROYAL 916
170916 |

Type:
mysterious, intriguing
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, basil, mint
Heart: freesia, pear, rose
Base: musk, patchouli, sandalwood

WITH A SEA BREEZE NOTE
PURE ROYAL 992
170992 |

Type:
seductive, energizing
Fragrance notes:
Head: frozen lemon, cardamom, rosemary,
sea breeze
Heart: fresh flowers, rhubarb, rosehip
Base: forest moss, sandalwood, hint of amber
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170987 |

170910 |

PURE ROYAL 924
170924 |

WOODY
sophisticated and classy

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
PURE ROYAL 900
170900 |

Type:
fascinating, unique, charming cherry scent

Type:
casual, transparent, friendly
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, neroli, saffron, cardamom,
nutmeg
Heart: Damascus Rose, jasmine, orange
flower, floral notes, cedar wood
Base: amber, sweet wood, sandalwood,
vanilla, milk

PURE ROYAL 990
170990 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: black cherry, cherry liqueur, bitter
almonds
Heart: rose, jasmine, sour cherry
Base: tonka bean, sandalwood, vetiver,
cedarwood

Type:
dignified, sophisticated

PURE ROYAL 977

WITH A FOUGERE NOTE

Type:
energetic, combative

PURE ROYAL 931

170977 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: apple, plum, pineapple, lime, lemon,
bergamot, mandarin
Heart: rose, jasmine, lily of the valley, orchid,
iris, gardenia
Base: tonka bean, sandalwood, cedarwood,
patchouli, white musk, ambergris

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot
Heart: rose, violet
Base: benzoin, oak moss, patchouli, vanilla

170991 |

seductive and classic

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE
PURE ROYAL 919
170919 |

Type:
dignified, expressive, bright
Fragrance notes:
Head: lime, basil, lemon
Heart: jasmine, lavender, white tea
Base: oakmoss, vetiver, musk, ambergris

PURE ROYAL 933
170933 |

Type:
surprising, extravagant
Fragrance notes:
Head: coriander, grapefruit, lemon, absinthe,
juniper berry
Heart: cashmeran, lavender, jasmine, sage
Base: sandalwood, moss, dry wood, musk,
Virginian juniper

170931 |

Type:
primal, untamed

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: pink berries, white forest, rose
Heart: iris, saffron, leather, amber wood
Base: vanilla, white moss, dry wood, musk

PURE ROYAL 973

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

PURE ROYAL 907

PURE ROYAL 932

170907 |

170932 |

Type:
fresh, elusive

Type:
relaxing, charming

Fragrance notes:
Head: yellow mandarin, lemon, pineapple,
bergamot, wallflower, cardamom, pink
pepper
Heart: jasmine, lily of the valley, black pepper,
iris, ozonic notes
Base: dry wood, white musk, warm notes,
powdery notes, vetiver, cedarwood

Fragrance notes:
Head: vanilla, coumarin, amber wood, musk
Heart: mugwort, mint, light wood
Base: cardamom, lavender, fresh flowers

170973 |

Type:
herbal, defined
Fragrance notes:
Head: caramel, tobacco, red berries, orange
Heart: tuberose, lily, orchid
Base: vanilla, patchouli

WITH A GREEN NOTE
PURE ROYAL 928
170928 |

Type:
astounding with the scent of blackberry bush
Fragrance notes:
Head: blackberry, blackcurrant, peach, lemon,
green notes
Heart: cyclamen, white flowers, sweet notes
Base: sandalwood, amber, moss

PURE ROYAL
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

PURE ROYAL UNISEX

CHYPRE
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FLORAL

WOODY
sophisticated and classy

▪

chic, compelling

Fragrance notes:

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:
appetising, warm

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

PURE ROYAL 841

PURE ROYAL 843

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lychee, pear leaves
Heart: rose, magnolia, violet
Base: plum, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: peach, bergamot, rhubarb, ginger,
pear, pineapple, blackcurrant, coconut,
apple, mandarin
Heart: jasmine, freesia, rose, lily of the
valley, gardenia, green notes, orange
blossom
Base: vanilla, cedarwood, tonka bean,
ambergris, sandalwood, musk

170842 |

▪

Head: lemon, raspberry

PURE ROYAL 845

PURE ROYAL 846

▪

Heart: orange blossom, jasmine

▪

Base: patchouli, white honey

Type:
light, dazzling

Type:
charming but edgy

Fragrance notes:
Head: peach, bergamot, rhubarb, elemi
resin, pear, pineapple, Osmanthus,
blackcurrant, lemon, fig, sweet orange
Heart: violet, ylang-ylang, iris, magnolia,
rose, lily of the valley, ozonic notes,
jasmine, sage, black tea, orange blossom,
geranium, American mint
Base: sandalwood, white musk,
cedarwood, benzoin resin, vetiver,
cashmeran, patchouli, cypriol, gourmand
notes

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, pear, red fruits
Heart: jasmine, orange blossom, white
pepper
Base: caramel, milky notes, amber, musk

170845 |

50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
130313.02 |

PURE ROYAL 847
170847 |

Type:
friendly, serene

170846 |

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE
PURE ROYAL 848
170848 |

Type:
stylish, modern
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, bergamot, pear
Heart: jasmine, rose, geranium
Base: patchouli, sandalwood, musk

sophisticated and classy

170843 |

Type:
bright, elegant
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, lemon, lavender
Heart: jasmine, pear, orange blossom
Base: vanilla, woody notes, amber, musk

CITRUS
joyful and energetic

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE ROYAL 844
170844 |

Type:
fresh, serene
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, marine notes, lemon,
green apple, tropical fruits
Heart: jasmine, violet, ylang-ylang, lily
of the valley, blackcurrant, hyacinth,
geranium
Base: patchouli, benzoin resin, coconut,
peach skin, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, ylang-ylang, pear, red
fruits
Heart: jasmine sambac, apricot,
cedarwood, orange blossom
Base: vanilla, tuberose, amber, musk

SPECIAL EDITION

The iconic fragrance with an elegant appearance is the perfect gift idea for
that special person. The classic look of the perfume bottle with a vintage
pump is a real treat for perfume connoisseurs. Rediscover the captivating
combination of lemon, sweet raspberry and honey with the intoxicating
scent of orange blossom, jasmine, and patchouli.
These are perfumes from the Pure Royal line, which have a special,
exceptionally elegant packaging for even greater satisfaction for you
and your loved ones.
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PURE ROYAL 842

Type:
balanced, clearly rose

Type:

WOODY

sensual and romantic

170841 |

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

WITH A GOURMAND NOTE

PURE ROYAL Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE ROYAL WOMAN

PURE ROYAL SPECIAL EDITION

PURE ROYAL 313
Perfume
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PURE ROYAL 806

PURE ROYAL 833

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

sensual and romantic

Type:
bold, joyful, positive

Type:
powdery, magnificent, feminine

PURE ROYAL 146

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, jasmine, water notes
Heart: rose, tuberose, ylang-ylang
Base: musk, sandalwood, cedarwood

Fragrance notes:
Head: peach, orange, honeysuckle
Heart: tuberose, jasmine, iris
Base: sandalwood, cedarwood, vanilla,
musk

Type:
imbued with sweetness, mysterious

PURE ROYAL 281
170281 |

Type:
vibrant, hot

PURE ROYAL 807

Fragrance notes:
Head: blackcurrant
Heart: jasmine, rose
Base: musk, strawberry

Type:
romantic, light, fresh

PURE ROYAL 322
170322 |

Type:
serene, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Head: quince, grapefruit
Heart: jasmine, hyacinth
Base: white musk, cedarwood

PURE ROYAL 708
170708 |

Type:
harmonious, juicy
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lychee, peach
Heart: jasmine, peony, orange blossom
Base: woody notes, moss, musk

PURE ROYAL 711
170711 |

Type:
mature, balanced, friendly
Fragrance notes:
Head: apple, mandarin, clove, orange
Heart: rose, jasmine, orange blossom
Base: patchouli, vanilla, musk, sandalwood

PURE ROYAL 800
170800 |

Type:
feminine, joyful, sunny, full of positive
energy
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, grapefruit, blackcurrant
Heart: jasmine, tuberose, ylang-ylang
Base: rose, sandalwood, musk
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170806 |

170807 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, neroli, petitgrain
Heart: wild peach, lily of the valley,
jasmine
Base: cedarwood, musk

PURE ROYAL 817
170817 |

Type:
joyful, subtle, full of brilliance
Fragrance notes:
Head: raspberry, lemon
Heart: rose, neroli
Base: musk, vanilla, patchouli

170833 |

PURE ROYAL 835
170835 |

PURE ROYAL 147

Fragrance notes:
Head: apple, pear, bergamot, lemon,
peach
Heart: lily of the valley, jasmine, rose, iris
Base: cedarwood, patchouli, vanilla,
ambergris, musk

Type:
tasteful, alluring

PURE ROYAL 836

PURE ROYAL 317

170836 |

Type:
clear, pleasant, optimistic

170818 |

Type:
joyful, fresh, tempting

WITH AN ALDEHYDE NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: red berries, mandarin, lemon, pear
Heart: gardenia, jasmine, lily of the valley,
neroli
Base: vanilla, patchouli, musk, benzoin
resin

PURE ROYAL 827
170827 |

Type:
joyful, full of energy, sunny
Fragrance notes:
Head: peach, lemon, apple blossom, juicy
pear, violet leaves
Heart: jasmine, freesia, hibiscus, green
leaves
Base: musk, cedarwood, sandalwood

Fragrance notes:
Head: freesia, apple, Jamaican pepper
Heart: violet, hibiscus, rose, lilac
Base: labdanum, sandalwood, cedarwood,
suede

Type:
sweet, but edgy, feisty

Fragrance notes:
Head: pear, apple, bergamot, lily of the
valley, raspberry
Heart: peony, rose, magnolia, freesia
Base: sandalwood, musk, patchouli, amber

PURE ROYAL 818

170146 |

PURE ROYAL 826
170826 |

Type:
classic, fresh
Fragrance notes:
Head: aldehyde, bergamot, violet
Heart: lily of the valley, jasmine, ylangylang
Base: clover, iris, musk

170147 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: lychee, mandarin, peach
Heart: plum, lily of the valley, lily
Base: vanilla, ambergris, musk, suede
170317 |

Type:
seductive, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Head: red berries, pink pepper
Heart: raspberry, peach, violet, lilac
Base: patchouli, ambergris

PURE ROYAL 352
170352 |

Type:
velvety, thrilling
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange blossom
Heart: jasmine
Base: patchouli, honey

PURE ROYAL 355
170355 |

Type:
sensual, seductive
Fragrance notes:
Head: citrus notes
Heart: jasmine tea, lily
Base: sandalwood, cedarwood, vanilla

PURE ROYAL
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE ROYAL WOMAN

PURE ROYAL WOMAN

FLORAL
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sensual and romantic

PURE ROYAL 365

WITH A WATER NOTE
PURE ROYAL 141
170141 |

Type:
crystal clear, romantic
Fragrance notes:
Head: yuzu, pomegranate, ice chord
Heart: lotus, magnolia, peony
Base: ambergris, musk, mahogany

170298 |

Type:
full of energy, fresh
Fragrance notes:
Head: citrus fruits, peony
Heart: rose, Osmanthus
Base: patchouli, sandalwood

PURE ROYAL 810
170810 |

50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
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WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, bergamot
Heart: rose, daffodil, jasmine, geranium,
patchouli
Base: sandalwood, vanilla, white musk,
tonka bean

PURE ROYAL 801

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lime, apple blossom,
juicy pear
Heart: jasmine, rose, black pepper
Base: musk, sandalwood, heliotrope

PURE ROYAL 710
170710 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: jasmine, osmanthus, rose
Heart: tuberose, narcissus
Base: amber, cedarwood

PURE ROYAL 298

Type:
subtle, delicate, feminine, serene
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, mandarin, blackcurrant
Heart: pink peony, rose, lily of the valley,
peach, apricot
Base: musk, amber, patchouli, oakmoss

170714 |

Type:
classic with a note of Baroque splendour

Type:
full of energy, evoking the memory of
summer

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

PURE ROYAL 714
Type:
fresh, serene, transparent

170365 |

PURE ROYAL 707

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lemon, orange, mandarin,
leafy notes
Heart: lily of the valley, jasmine, water
notes
Base: patchouli, peach, ambergris

CITRUS
joyful and energetic

Type:
tempting, nonconformist

170707 |

Perfume
PURE ROYAL

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 713
170713 |

Type:
rosy, defined, elegant

170801 |

Type:
fresh, romantic, sensual, full of charm
Fragrance notes:
Head: citrus cocktail, pink berries, pear,
green notes
Heart: rose, magnolia, night blooming
jasmine
Base: patchouli, vanilla, tonka bean,
sandalwood

ORIENTAL

WITH A LEMON NOTE

PURE ROYAL 171

PURE ROYAL 712

Type:
expressive, intense, captivating

Type:
energetic, bright, southern

Fragrance notes:
Head: pineapple, nectarine, juicy pear
Heart: pink peony, freesia, frangipani
Base: musk, sandalwood, patchouli, tonka
bean, vanilla

170712 |

strong and untamed

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
170171 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: saffron
Heart: rose, jasmine, peony
Base: woody notes, musk, ambergris

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lemon, red berries,
clementine, apple blossom
Heart: cardamom, jasmine
Base: sandalwood, cedarwood, musk

PURE ROYAL 715

PURE ROYAL 828

Type:
sophisticated and tasteful

Type:
diversified, elegant, classic

Type:
delightful, full of sweetness

Fragrance notes:
Head: yellow mandarin, green pear, pink
pepper, blackcurrent, peach, apple
Heart: jasmine sambac, orange tree, lily of
the valley, rose, marigold
Base: patchouli, white musk, cedarwood,
dry wood, vanilla, cashmere

Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, raspberry, almond,
blackcurrant
Heart: rose, orange blossom, jasmine
Base: vanilla, patchouli, ambergris, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, ginger, water notes
Heart: incense, rose, patchouli
Base: musk, vanilla, vetiver

170715 |

PURE ROYAL 777
170777 |

Type:
elegant, toned, vintage
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, peach, plum,
blackcurrant, lily, pear
Heart: mimosa, rose, jasmine, heliotrope,
lily of the valley, coconut
Base: vanilla, sandalwood, tonka bean,
musk, caramel

170828 |

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE ROYAL 709
170709 |

Type:
refreshing, transparent, independent
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lemon, neroli, marigold
Heart: violet, jasmine, cyclamen
Base: black amber, musk, vetiver,
cedarwood

PURE ROYAL 809
170809 |

PURE ROYAL 820
170820 |

Type:
sensual, provocative, magnetic
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange blossom, peach
Heart: ylang-ylang, rose
Base: sandalwood, ambergris, vanilla,
musk

PURE ROYAL 834
170834 |

Type:
warm, creamy, enveloping
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lily of the valley
Heart: rose, coconut, lily
Base: benzoin resin, amber, wood, vanilla,
sandalwood

PURE ROYAL WOMAN

PURE ROYAL WOMAN

FLORAL
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PURE ROYAL 286
170286 |

Type:
sexy, sophisticated
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot
Heart: rose, patchouli
Base: ambergris, orange

ORIENTAL
strong and untamed

Type:
rebellious, urban, sexy, edgy

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:
provocative, sensual, extraordinary

Fragrance notes:
Head: pink pepper, orange blossom, pear
Heart: coffee, jasmine
Base: vanilla, patchouli, cedarwood

PURE ROYAL 362

Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, pink peppercorn,
sea water chord
Heart: geranium, jasmine, rose
Base: patchouli, musk, vanilla

WOODY
sophisticated and classy

PURE ROYAL 142

PURE ROYAL 358

Fragrance notes:
Head: blackberry, mandarin leaves
Heart: rose, tuberose, orange blossom
Base: sandalwood, tonka bean, vanilla

PURE ROYAL 162
170162 |

Type:
classical, slightly sweet
Fragrance notes:
Head: floral honey
Heart: rose, vanilla
Base: musk, patchouli

PURE ROYAL 359
170359 |

Type:
magnetic, intense
Fragrance notes:
Head: jasmine, heliotrope
Heart: iris root, cashmere wood
Base: ambergris, vanilla

WITH A SPICY NOTE
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PURE ROYAL 802

170366 |

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:
provocative, addictive

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

sensual and tempting

PURE ROYAL 366

WITH A WOODY NOTE
170142 |

CHYPRE

170358 |

Type:
ultra-feminine, delightful
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, blackcurrant
Heart: jasmine, lily of the valley
Base: cedarwood, sandalwood, tonka
bean, vanilla

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE ROYAL 313
170313 |

Type:
chic, compelling
Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, raspberry
Heart: orange blossom, jasmine
Base: patchouli, white honey

PURE ROYAL 825
170825 |

Type:
elegant, not obvious
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lavender, wormwood
Heart: balsam fir, jasmine, cedarwood
Base: oakmoss, musk, vanilla

170362 |

Type:
overwhelming, seductive
Fragrance notes:
Head: blackcurrant leaf
Heart: rose, freesia
Base: patchouli, vanilla, ambroxan, woody
notes

PURE ROYAL 804
170804 |

Type:
bold, modern, full of charm
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, blackcurrant, bamboo
leaves
Heart: rose, peony, orange blossom
Base: patchouli, praline, musk

PURE ROYAL 811
170811 |

Type:
fresh, frivolous, comfortable
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, pear, raspberry
Heart: jasmine, orange blossom, rose
Base: amber, patchouli, musk

170802 |

PURE ROYAL 803
170803 |

Type:
sensual, seductive, scandalous
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange, honey, wild peach
Heart: gardenia, orange blossom, iris
Base: patchouli, vanilla, amber

PURE ROYAL 819
170819 |

Type:
sophisticated, modern, elegant
Fragrance notes:
Head: red pepper, bergamot, plum
blossom
Heart: Turkish rose, wild jasmine, patchouli
Base: leather, ambergris, oakmoss,
sandalwood, tonka bean, vanilla

PURE ROYAL 829
170829 |

Type:
stylish, adds self-confidence
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, lemon, nectarine
Heart: pepper, freesia, peony
Base: caramel, musk, vanilla, sandalwood

PURE ROYAL
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE ROYAL WOMAN

PURE ROYAL WOMAN

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
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WITH A SPICY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 326

PURE ROYAL 837

sensual and tempting

PURE ROYAL 199

Type:
seductive, sensual

Type:
cheeky, extraordinary, surprising

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:
rich, multi-dimensional

PURE ROYAL 169

Fragrance notes:
Head: Italian mandarin, peppermint
Heart: cinnamon, Turkish rose, cardamom
Base: leather notes

Fragrance notes:
Head: birch leaves
Heart: cardamom, African violet
Base: woody notes, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, black pepper, white
pepper
Heart: cedarwood, sage
Base: tonka bean, amberwood, cocoa

170169 |

Type:
relaxing, spicy
Fragrance notes:
Head: Sicilian mandarin
Heart: rosemary, rosewood, Sichuan
pepper
Base: incense, oakmoss

ORIENTAL
strong and untamed

170199 |

Type:
bold, voluptuous, magnetic, vibrant

Fragrance notes:
Head: rosewood, cardamom, pepper
Heart: vetiver, oud
Base: vanilla, ambergris

170815 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: ginger, thyme, bergamot, grapefruit,
resin, lemon
Heart: liqueur, apple, cinnamon, pepper,
vanilla, lavender, geranium
Base: sugar, vetiver, myrrh, olibanum,
amber, musk, oakmoss, leather

PURE ROYAL 813

Type:
uncompromising, blunt

Fragrance notes:
Head: jasmine, lemon, mint, bergamot
Heart: wormwood, lavender, coffee
Base: musk, sandalwood, tonka bean,
patchouli, vanilla, amber, moss

PURE ROYAL 830
170830 |

Type:
strong, for self-confident men
Fragrance notes:
Head: green apple, mandarin
Heart: orange blossom, lavender, carrot
seeds, rum accord, nutmeg
Base: leather, vanilla, tonka bean,
cedarwood

170335 |

Type:
distinct, modern

PURE ROYAL 832

Type:
touching, timeless

PURE ROYAL 335

PURE ROYAL 815

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
170813 |

170326 |

170832 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: black pepper, lavender
Heart: iris, clove, cinnamon
Base: black vanilla, patchouli

WITH A WOODY NOTE
PURE ROYAL 301
170301 |

Type:
energetic, powerful
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, lemon
Heart: cedarwood, coriander
Base: ambergris, labdanum

PURE ROYAL 812
170812 |

Type:
powerful, modern, sophisticated

170837 |

WITH AN AMBERGRIS NOTE
PURE ROYAL 823
170823 |

Type:
decadent, luxurious, controversial
Fragrance notes:
Head: wild lavender, clary sage
Heart: vanilla blossom, iris, almond
Base: cashmere musk, tonka bean, leather,
ambergris

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, black pepper, nutmeg
Heart: monoi oil, thyme, lavender
Base: cedarwood, patchouli, musk

WITH A GOURMAND NOTE

PURE ROYAL 821

Type:
sensual, powerful, full of love

170821 |

Type:
energising, charismatic, seductive
Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, plum, driftwood
Heart: hazelnut, cedarwood, white honey
Base: patchouli, moss, dry wood

PURE ROYAL 839
170839 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: cardamom, pink pepper, mint, sage
Heart: violet, leaves, orange blossom,
lavender, pineapple
Base: vanilla, cedarwood, amber, guaiac
wood

PURE ROYAL 822
170822 |

Type:
bold, multi-dimensional, addictive
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, incense, pepper
Heart: water notes, lavender, plum
Base: cedarwood, sandalwood, vetiver,
amber

PURE ROYAL
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
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PURE ROYAL MAN

PURE ROYAL MAN

CHYPRE

199

Type:
untamed, powerful

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 849
170849 |

Type:
classic, bright

Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, pink pepper
Heart: nutmeg, ginger, jasmine
Base: vetiver, patchouli, labdanum

WITH A FERN NOTE

Type:
noble, classic

PURE ROYAL 334

Type:
light, full of energy

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, grapefruit, cistus, pepper,
rosemary
Heart: patchouli, ginger, lavender,
cedarwood, geranium
Base: benzoin resin, vetiver, amber, musk,
dry wood

Fragrance notes:
Head: coriander, basil
Heart: cardamom
Base: cedarwood, ambergris, tobacco

Type:
refreshing, with a hint of spice

Fragrance notes:
Head: green apple, mint, mandarin
Heart: ginger, sage, fern
Base: oakmoss, musk, sandalwood

WITH A PATCHOULI NOTE
PURE ROYAL 160
170160 |

Type:
mild, surprising
Fragrance notes:
Head: tomato leaves, water flowers,
blackcurrant
Heart: black pepper, rose
Base: patchouli

PURE ROYAL 198
170198 |
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FOUGERE
seductive and classic

170195 |

50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

170327 |

sophisticated and classy

PURE ROYAL 195

Perfume
PURE ROYAL

PURE ROYAL 327

170334 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, orange
Heart: geranium leaves, black pepper, pink
pepper
Base: cedarwood, vetiver, patchouli

WITH A VETIVER NOTE
PURE ROYAL 151
170151 |

Type:
sophisticated, impressive
Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, bergamot, ginger
Heart: cedarwood, amber
Base: geranium, musk

Type:
flamboyant, expressive

PURE ROYAL 152

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot
Heart: black pepper, tobacco
Base: patchouli, cypress

Type:
elegant, harmonious

170152 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot
Heart: pepper, incense, leather, tobacco
Base: cedarwood

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE
PURE ROYAL 838
170838 |

Type:
imperious, expressive, relentless
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, neroli
Heart: orange blossom, cedarwood
Base: leather, white musk, amber,
ambergris, woody notes

PURE ROYAL 332
170332 |

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE
PURE ROYAL 300
170300 |

Type:
light, dynamic
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lemon, grapefruit
Heart: ginger, lavender
Base: Atlas cedarwood

PURE ROYAL 814
170814 |

Type:
intense, magnetic, dynamic
Fragrance notes:
Head: ginger, cardamom, anise, apple
Heart: cinnamon, lavender, absinthe,
plum, violet
Base: cedarwood, dry wood, amber,
vanilla, tonka bean, musk

CITRUS
joyful and energetic

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE
PURE ROYAL 840
170840 |

Type:
attractive, bright, multi-dimensional
Fragrance notes:
Head: ginger, mandarin, lemon, basil,
bergamot, violet leaf
Heart: orange flower, pepper, tobacco
leaf, grapefruit flower
Base: amber, patchouli, oakmoss, vetiver,
cedar wood, leather

PURE ROYAL 831
170831 |

Type:
transparent, fresh, mild
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, mandarin, green notes
Heart: lavender, rhubarb, apple blossom
Base: sandalwood, oakmoss, cedarwood,
musk

PURE ROYAL MAN

PURE ROYAL MAN

WOODY
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PURE ROYAL 15 ML

FOR HER
PURE ROYAL 171 | 170171.02 |
PURE ROYAL 313 | 170313.02 |
PURE ROYAL 317 | 170317.02 |
PURE ROYAL 352 | 170352.02 |
PURE ROYAL 362 | 170362.02 |
PURE ROYAL 366 | 170366.02 |
PURE ROYAL 803 | 170803.02 |
PURE ROYAL 809 | 170809.02 |

FOR HIM
PURE ROYAL 199 | 170199.02 |
PURE ROYAL 823 | 170823.02 |

UNISEX
PURE ROYAL 900 | 170900.02 |
PURE ROYAL 910 | 170910.02 |
PURE ROYAL 913 | 170913.02 |
PURE ROYAL 993 | 170993.02 |
PURE ROYAL 995 | 170995.02 |

15 ml | Fragrance: 20%
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PURE ROYAL

PURE ROYAL
Perfume
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REFILLABLE PERFUME
ATOMISER
Now, your favourite perfume can always be with
you, even if you’re travelling with a small amount
of luggage. Comfortable and classy. The twist-up
atomiser with a glass refill keeps your favourite
fragrance safe while travelling. In an elegant matt
aluminium container.

Perfumed
HAND
SPRAY
Beautifully fragrant hands at your
fingertips. Enjoy the long-lasting
fragrance, antibacterial and care
properties of Pure Royal Hand
Perfume - without feeling sticky.
Moisturizing substances will ensure
the delightful appearance of the
hands and the feeling of freshness.

15 ml

PURE ROYAL 199 (527199)
PURE ROYAL 366 (527366)
PURE ROYAL 809 (527809)
PURE ROYAL 900 (527900)
PURE ROYAL 910 (527910)

10 ml

ECRU | 920138 |
BLACK | 920136 |
GREEN | 920137 |

NEW

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS
204

Refillable perfume
ATOMISER

205

PURE ROYAL 366 | 522366 |
PURE ROYAL 809 | 522809 |

SOLID PERFUME STICK
Easily fits in a clutch bag or a suit
pocket. Allows you to feel extra
special in every place and at any
time. Thanks to plant oils, from
sweet almonds and castor oil, they
leave the skin soft and velvety
smooth.
▪

a practical shape

▪

pleasant to apply

▪

ideal for small and big social
events

▪

inspired by PURE ROYAL
perfumes

5g
UNISEX
FOR HIM
PURE ROYAL 199 | 522199 |

PURE ROYAL 900 | 522900 |
PURE ROYAL 910 | 522910 |
PURE ROYAL 913 | 522913 |

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE ROYAL SOLID PERFUMES
206

Solid Perfume
STICK

FOR HER

207

Perfumed
Body SPRAY

PERFUMED
ANTIPERSPIRANT STICK

PERFUMED BODY SPRAY

Effectively prevents excessive
perspiration, perfectly neutralises
unpleasant odour and ensures
a long-lasting feeling of freshness.
▪

guarantees comfort in all
situations

▪

gentle for the delicate underarm
skin

▪

with a beautiful scent of PURE
ROYAL perfume

▪

its scent resembles the most
beautiful PURE ROYAL
composition

150 ml

75 g |

FOR HER:
366 (526366)

| 809 (526809)

FOR HER:
362 (523362)
809 (523809)
FOR HIM:
199 (523199)
823 (523823)

FOR HIM:
199 (526199)
UNISEX:
900 (526900)
913 (526913)

208

It leaves a captivating scent on the
skin that lasts for a long time. It is
perfect as an alternative to perfume
or a layering cosmetic to intensify
their aroma.

| 910 (526910)

UNISEX:
900 (523900)
910 (523910)

| 366 (523366)
| 827 (523827)
| 335 (523335)

| 905 (523905)
| 913 (523913)

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS

Perfumed
ANTIPERSPIRANT
Stick

209

PERFUMED SHOWER GEL
Carefully cleanses the body leaving the scent of the
most beautiful perfumes.
▪

pampers the senses with a silky texture

▪

contains moisturising and regenerating
panthenol

300 ml

Perfumed SOAP BAR
PERFUMED SOAP BAR

FOR HER:
171 (507171)
366 (507366)
809 (507809)

FOR HIM:
199 (507199)
815 (507815)
823 (507823)

UNISEX:
900 (507900)
910 (507910)
913 (507913)

Perfectly cleanses, moisturises, oils and nourishes the skin
thanks to its rich formula. It softens calloused epidermis and
leaves a delicate protective film.
▪

contains glycerine, argan and avocado oils as well as
mango and shea butter

▪

with carbon for antibacterial and anti-inflammatory
properties

▪

with a beautiful scent of PURE ROYAL 900 perfume

Perfumed BODY BALM
PERFUMED BODY BALM
Envelops the skin with a scent of the most beautiful
perfumes. It contains moisturising and active regenerating
ingredients.

100 g | 524900 |

▪

with vitamin E, B5 and allantoin

300 ml

HARMONIOUS
FRAGRANCES

Each of the cosmetics in this series has a unique fragrance that integrates
harmoniously with the most popular PURE ROYAL perfumes. You will
definitely find your favorite among them.

FOR HER:
366 (506366)
809 (506809)

UNISEX:
900 (506900)

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS
210

Perfumed SHOWER GEL

211

FOAMING SHOWER GEL
A real feast for the senses and a
moment of soothing relaxation with
a velvety, creamy texture.
▪

Perfectly spreads over the body,
giving the feeling of a gentle,
relaxing massage

▪

Effectively cleanses your skin,
and thanks to the glycerin
content, it instantly moistures it

200 ml

FOR HER:
366 (530366)
UNISEX:
900 (530900)
910 (530910)

SCENT OF PURE
ROYAL PERFUME

NEW

The captivating scent of Pure Royal perfume turns the bath into a soothing
session for the senses.

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS
212

FOAMING
Shower Gel
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Test it or take it with you on a trip.
▪

available from June

Perfumed
SHOWER
GEL

Perfumed
BODY
BALM

UNISEX:
900 (507900.02)

FOR HER:
366 (506366.02)

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

PERFUMED
SHOWER GEL 50 ml

PERFUMED
BODY BALM 50 ml

UNISEX:
900 (506900.02)

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE ROYAL PERFUMED COSMETICS
214

MINI
PRODUCTS
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Home Perfume fills a room with
a fascinating aroma. The most
beautiful PURE ROYAL fragrances
are soothing to the senses, intriguing
and amazing, and their unique
formula guarantees they stay in the
air for a very long time.
▪

spray as much as needed,
depending on the size of a room

▪

trigger must be purchased
separately, it is not added to
the product

1

250 ml

1

PURE ROYAL HOMME 199
720199 |

Move to the forest, to a meadow full of colorful flowers or to an exotic place
in the world with the help of amazingly fragrant interior perfumes. Extremely
aromatic notes float in the air for a long time, enveloping each room with
a fragrant aura.
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2

2

PURE ROYAL FEMME 366
720366 |

3

3

PURE ROYAL FEMME 809
720809 |

5

4

4

PURE ROYAL UNISEX 900
720900 |

5

PURE ROYAL UNISEX 910
720910 |

PURE ROYAL HOME

PURE ROYAL HOME

Home
PERFUME
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PURE ROYAL HOME

Pillow MIST
PILLOW MIST
Provide yourself with the highest
quality rest and a deeper sleep
thanks to the scented mist for
bedding from the Pure Royal line.
▪

Calming and cozy compositions
pleasantly envelop the senses,
relax and make it easier to fall
asleep.

100 ml

FRESH FEELING | 714001

COZY NIGHT | 714003

AMAZING SLEEP | 714005

A combination of notes of green
galbanum, fresh mint extracts,
a romantic rose and bergamot which
calms nerves.

A combination of notes of cinnamon,
cardamom, which wraps around
senses, and white musk with
chords of precious sandalwood and
lavender.

A combination of herbal notes
of lavender, rosemary and salvia,
entwined with a lovely smell of
sweet vanilla.

CALM MOMENTS | 714002

PLEASANT EVENING | 714004

A combination of soothing lavender
with sandalwood used in Chinese
medicine with fresh lemon and
geranium.

A combination of floral notes of
tempting rose with soothing jasmine,
enlivened with green, juicy fruits.

Air FRESHENER

Wardrobe FRAGRANCE

AIR FRESHENER

WARDROBE FRAGRANCE

The original fragrance composition smells as beautiful as
your favourite PURE ROYAL perfumes. Gradually releases
a distinct fragrance.

Unique perfume compositions in your wardrobe, bedroom
and office.

▪

with a convenient elastic band to hang

▪

ideal for various interiors, e.g. home, office or car

▪

gradually release the scent

14,2 g, 15,2 g

FOR HER:
708052 | PURE ROYAL 809 |
FOR HIM:
708053 | PURE ROYAL 823 |
UNISEX:
708054 | PURE ROYAL 900 |
708089 | PURE ROYAL 910 |
708090 | PURE ROYAL 913 |
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FOR HER:
708037 | PURE ROYAL 366 |
708043 | PURE ROYAL 809 |
FOR HIM:
708038 | PURE ROYAL 335 |
708045 | PURE ROYAL 823 |
UNISEX:
708055 | PURE ROYAL 900 |

PURE ROYAL HOME

9,5 g, 10,5 g
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1

At the same time, it fills the room
with a beautiful scent, has a positive
influence on your mood and
improves the condition of your body.
▪

contains natural essential oils

▪

has a pro-health effect

▪

handmade

▪

based on plant wax

▪

with a cotton wick

▪

available in a wide range of
scents

2

PERFECT SATISFACTION | 719831
cedar, pine, vetiver
woody, fresh
awakens the senses

1
3

4

TOBACCO RELIEF | 719832
lemongrass, orange, rosemary
citrus, transparent
eliminates the smell of cigarette smoke

4

BREATHE EASY | 719833
eucalyptus, mint
intensively refreshing
unblocks the airways

170 g
2

5

POSITIVE ENERGY | 719834
5

pine, rosemary
woody-herbal
stimulates to action
6

RELAXING EVENING | 719835

25 H

ATHERA
OM

NDMADE
HA

essential oils
fragrance

3

THEY DON’T HARM
THE ENVIRONMENT,
THEY HELP YOU

PURE ROYAL ECO candles have been created with the Eco Friendly
philosophy in mind. Not only do they not harm the environment,
they help you by releasing the beneficial properties of essential oils.

aromatherapy properties

6

Eco-friendly soy candles:

FRIENDLY
TO PEOPLE
AND NATURE
UNIQUE
SOY WAX

▪

are biodegradable

▪

no smoke or harmful emissions

▪

zinc- and lead-free wick

▪

they burn to the end

▪

is odourless, so you can clearly smell the essential oils contained in the candle

▪

burns at a low temperature so you cannot burn yourself

▪

can be easily washed off any surface

PURE ROYAL HOME ECO

TIME

AR

BURN

orange, clove, cinnamon
sweet and spicy
relaxes

E N G R AV I N G O N T H E G L A S S
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MAKE ME HAPPY | 719830
orange, lavender, patchouli
floral-citrus
makes you feel better

SOY CANDLE

PY

PURE ROYAL HOME ECO

Soy CANDLE
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FRAGRANCE HOME RITUAL
They enable you to experience an
exceptional scented home ritual
every day. Allow yourself a bit of
luxury with the unique scents in
a beautiful setting.
▪

sophisticated fragrance
compositions will fill your room
with a unique, long-lasting scent

▪

elegant design

▪

long-lasting – up to 70 days

100 ml

FOR HER:
718362 |
718366 |
718708 |
718809 |

PURE ROYAL 362
PURE ROYAL 366
PURE ROYAL 708
PURE ROYAL 809

|
|
|
|

HOME RITUAL Fragrance Candle

FOR HIM:
718199 | PURE ROYAL 199 |
718335 | PURE ROYAL 335 |
UNISEX:
718900 | PURE ROYAL 900 |
718907 | PURE ROYAL 907 |
718910 | PURE ROYAL 910 |

STYLISH DESIGN, UNIQUE FRAGRANCE
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HOME RITUAL FRAGRANCE CANDLE

FOR HER:
719809 | PURE ROYAL 809 |

With a captivating scent and the highest quality standard. It introduces a sensual
mood to the room, at the same time being an appealing decoration for any
interior. Contains paraffin produced in a modern, hydrotreating process that meets
the strict requirements of the German RAL standards.

UNISEX:
719900 | PURE ROYAL 900 |
719910 | PURE ROYAL 910 |
719913 | PURE ROYAL 913 |

▪

burn time: 35 to 40 hours

▪

immersed in an elegant glass

▪

with timeless PURE ROYAL and PURE ROYAL UNISEX perfumes

150 g

FOR HER:
719814 | PURE ROYAL 366 |
Fancy oriental scent spiced up with
pink peppercorn? Sensual PURE
ROYAL 366 candle with irresistible
composition is perfect for you and
your urban interiors.

PURE ROYAL HOME

PURE ROYAL HOME

HOME RITUAL
Fragrance
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PURE ROYAL HOME

Home Ritual
WAX MELTS
HOME RITUAL WAX MELTS
HOME RITUAL SCENTED WAX
MELTS fill the interior of your home
with a beautiful scent. Thanks to
the unique fragrance compositions,
it makes it even more enjoyable
to spend time at home. The wax
melts are made of eco-friendly raw
materials of the highest quality
and are not only good for your
household members, but also for
the environment.

75 g

1

2

3
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LEMONGRASS
719840 |

2

WHITE SANDALWOOD
719841 |

3

MELT WAX 900
719845 |

4

MELT WAX 910
719846 |

4

PURE ROYAL HOME

1
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Pure
It is the second world of FM WORLD that welcomes you with
subtle fragrances and the possibility of being transferred to
another world. Feel free with the fragrances that you have
known for so long and are so dear to you. Taste your favorite
fragrances in unique products...

PURE 427

PURE 449

WITH A CHYPRE NOTE

WITH A WOODY NOTE

sensual and romantic

Type:
joyful, captivating

Type:
multi-dimensional, thrilling, full of charm

PURE 485

PURE 414

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: raspberry, bergamot
Heart: rose, iris, violet
Base: patchouli

Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, mandarin, pear, bergamot,
liquorice, rhubarb, peach, pineapple,
coconut, plum, grapefruit, cardamom
Heart: jasmine sambac, rose, lily of the
valley, orange tree, sunny notes, violet,
geranium, wine lees
Base: vanilla, gourmand, patchouli, musk,
sandalwood, cedarwood, dry wood

Type:
surprising, ambiguous

Type:
independent, very feminine

Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, blackcurrent, cranberry
leaves
Heart: rose, orange blossom, jasmine,
peach
Base: patchouli, cedarwood, amber,
vanilla, tonka bean, oakmoss, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: cactus
Heart: pink freesia, jasmine, rose
Base: cedarwood, woody notes

PURE 486

PURE 493

PURE 10
100010 |

Type:
warm, sweet

PURE 437

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, ivy leaves, champaca
flowers
Heart: jasmine, African orchid, rose
Base: amaranth wood, blackberry, musk

Type:
seductive, full of sweetness

PURE 17
100017 |

100437 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, strawberry, fresh flowers
Heart: peach, Osmanthus, raspberry
macaroons
Base: cocoa, amber, vanilla

Type:
stimulating, friendly

PURE 438

Fragrance notes:
Head: melon, peach, apple
Heart: freesia, lily, mimosa, tuberose,
jasmine
Base: cedarwood, ylang-ylang, musk

Type:
sweet, feminine, subtle

PURE 25
100025 |

Type:
harmonious, slightly brash
Fragrance notes:
Head: green apple, water accents
Heart: jasmine, freesia, iris, passiflora
Base: sandalwood, cedarwood, vanilla

PURE 180
100180 |

100438 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: pink pepper, raspberry, bergamot
Heart: peony, rose, lily of the valley, iris
Base: sandalwood, patchouli, cedarwood,
musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: pear, red fruits, red apple
Heart: peach, lily of the valley, cedarwood
Base: vanilla, caramel, musks

100443 |

Type:
elegant, tempting, warm
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange, bergamot, blackcurrant
Heart: jasmine, orange flower, ylang-ylang,
lily of the valley
Base: cedarwood, sandalwood, vanilla

Type:
expressive, charming, serene

Fragrance notes:
Head: red fruits, mandarin
Heart: lily of the valley, peony
Base: praline, amber, musk, caramel

Type:
sweet, girly, appetising

PURE 443

Fragrance notes:
Head: lychee, raspberry, rose
Heart: freesia, lily of the valley, cedarwood
Base: vanilla, ambergris, vetiver

Type:
seductively sweet, tempting

100486 |

PURE 499

PURE 447

100420 |

100449 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: apple flower, nectarine, pear
Heart: jasmine, peony, heliotrope
Base: brown sugar, olibanum, vanilla, musk

Type:
seductive, changeable

PURE 420
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100427 |

100447 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: exotic fruits, red fruits, bergamot,
yellow plum, pink berries
Heart: lily of the valley, freesia, rose,
jasmine, peach
Base: patchouli, moss, musk, amberwood,
sandalwood

100499 |

Type:
powder, charming

100485 |

100493 |

Type:
seductive, lovely
Fragrance notes:
Head: raspberry, blackcurrant, pear,
orange
Heart: rose, freesia
Base: vanilla, musk, cashmere, patchouli

PURE 706
100706 |

Type:
soft, powdery, romantic

PURE 700

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, violet leaves, coriander
Heart: peach, water lily, rose, violet,
narcissus
Base: vetiver, cedarwood, sandalwood,
musk

Type:
feminine, sensual

WITH A GREEN NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, apple, violet leaves
Heart: peony, lily of the valley
Base: cedarwood, musk, amber

PURE 01

PURE 716

Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, tea, cranberry
Heart: jasmine, peony, water lily
Base: woody notes, patchouli

100700 |

100716 |

Type:
sweet, charming, carefree
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, lemon, blackberry,
blackcurrant
Heart: jasmine, magnolia, water notes
Base: musk, cedar wood, sandalwood

100001 |

Type:
cool and warm at the same time

PURE 81
100081 |

Type:
eccentric but subtle
Fragrance notes:
Head: green apple, cucumber, magnolia
Heart: lily of the valley, rose, violet
Base: sandalwood, ambergris

100414 |

PURE 445
100445 |

Type:
joyful, vibrating, juicy
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, bergamot, nectarine
Heart: rose, jasmine, honeysuckle, water
lily
Base: sandalwood, patchouli, cedarwood,
vanilla, musk

WITH A WATER NOTE
PURE 07
100007 |

Type:
balanced, mild

PURE
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

Fragrance notes:
Head: pineapple, peony, sweet pea
Heart: freesia, jasmine, lily
Base: sandalwood, cedarwood, musk

PURE 174
100174 |

Type:
magical, flickering

PURE 701

Fragrance notes:
Head: freesia, lychee
Heart: lily, magnolia, jasmine, ginger,
pepper
Base: amber, musk

Type:
magnetic, sensual

PURE 488

100701 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: pineapple, rhubarb, apple
Heart: jasmine, lily of the valley, freesia
Base: musk, peach

100488 |

Type:
delicate, radiant, elegant
Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, bergamot, lychee, water
notes
Heart: rose, jasmine, magnolia, clove
Base: sandalwood, ambergris, oakmoss,
cedarwood, musk

PURE WOMAN

PURE WOMAN

FLORAL
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PURE 97

PURE 444

sensual and romantic

Type:
delightful, velvety

Type:
tempting, surprising, warm

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: freesia, lily of the valley, rose
Heart: lily, gardenia, palm tree, narcissus
Base: blackcurrant, musk, oakmoss

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, pear, sweet orange
Heart: rose, iris, violet, ylang-ylang
Base: vanilla, musk, patchouli, coffee

Type:
serene, carefree

PURE 132

PURE 446

Fragrance notes:
Head: ylang-ylang, lemon, sea breeze
Heart: jasmine, rose, orange blossom
Base: plum, cashmeran, musk

Type:
exclusive, intense

PURE 491
100491 |

100132 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: ginger, cardamom, pepper, orange
Heart: tuberose, coconut, gardenia, peony
Base: ambergris, musk

100444 |

100446 |
Type:
rebellious, sensual

Type:
expressive, full of passion

PURE 183
100183 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, bergamot, water notes
Heart: jasmine, geranium, lily of the valley
Base: musk, amber

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, apple, hyacinth,
petitgrain
Heart: orange blossom, jasmine, tuberose,
rose
Base: cedarwood, vanilla, musk, cashmere
wood, dry amber, heliotrope

Type:
sharp, strong

PURE 487

PURE 702
100702 |

WITH AN ALDEHYDE NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: cranberry, pink pepper, tamarind
Heart: black violet, cocoa, rose, hellebore
Base: patchouli, vanilla, Massoia wood

PURE 21

PURE 239

Type:
classic, warm, enveloping

Type:
vibrating, intense

100021 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: aldehyde, ylang-ylang, orange
blossom
Heart: rose, lily of the valley, iris
Base: civet, oakmoss, sandalwood

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE
PURE 20
100020 |

Type:
seductive, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Head: Osmanthus, black tea, bergamot
Heart: rose, freesia, magnolia, orchid
Base: musk, patchouli
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100097 |

100239 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: cardamom, pink pepper, mandarin
Heart: iris, campanula, Ceylon
Base: cedarwood, vetiver, musk

PURE 434
100434 |

Type:
audacious, addictive
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange, grapefruit, liquorice
Heart: rose, orange blossom, lily of the
valley, iris
Base: sandalwood, vanilla, musk

100487 |

Type:
fantasy, sensual, alluring
Fragrance notes:
Head: pink pepper, raspberry,
blackcurrent, apple
Heart: rose, peony, clove, iris
Base: patchouli, sandalwood, musk, vanilla

PURE 489
100489 |

Type:
futuristic, eccentric
Fragrance notes:
Head: green leaves, anise, blackcurrent
Heart: orange blossom, water notes, lily of
the valley, cashmere wood
Base: cedarwood, patchouli, tonka bean,
ambergris

PURE
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE WOMAN

PURE WOMAN

FLORAL
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PURE 440

WITH A WOODY NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

strong and untamed

Type:
exquisite, sensual

PURE 26

PURE 12

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: blackcurrant, hazelnut, peach,
rhubarb
Heart: iris, orange blossom, caramel,
coconut
Base: vanilla, patchouli, musk

Type:
warming, enveloping

Type:
hypnotising, seductive

Fragrance notes:
Head: guava, raspberry, bergamot,
coconut
Heart: water lily, rose, pepper, magnolia
Base: sandalwood, vanilla, coffee, caramel

Fragrance notes:
Head: passiflora
Heart: jasmine, gardenia
Base: vanilla, maple, vetiver

PURE 448

100032 |

PURE 09
100009 |

Type: deeply memorable, magical
Fragrance notes:
Head: violet, cardamom, green fruits
Heart: almond, jasmine
Base: vanilla, musk

PURE 101
100101 |

Type:
sophisticated, unforgettable
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange blossom, pear
Heart: ginger, incense
Base: sandalwood, vanilla, honey, musk

PURE 257
100257 |

Type:
exquisite, surprising
Fragrance notes:
Head: rose, honeysuckle, mandarin
Heart: daisy, jasmine
Base: musk, patchouli

PURE 431
100431 |

Type:
cheeky, sensual, alluring
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, apple
Heart: jasmine, lily of the valley
Base: tonka bean, musk

PURE 436
100436 |

Type:
charming, rebellious
Fragrance notes:
Head: coconut, hazelnut, lily of the valley
Heart: orange blossom, rose
Base: cashmere wood, vanilla, amber
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100440 |

PURE 441
100441 |

Type:
fresh, liberated
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, lavender, ylang-ylang
Heart: jasmine, iris
Base: vanilla, sandalwood, musk

PURE 442
100442 |

Type:
warm, spicy, intriguing

100026 |

100448 |

Type:
surprising, seductive, with a hint of
sweetness
Fragrance notes:
Head: rose petals, saffron blossom, white
woods
Heart: jasmine sambac, plum, vanilla
planifolia
Base: vetiver, amber, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head: rose, orange flower, pear
Heart: coffee, jasmine, peach
Base: vanilla, patchouli, cedarwood

WITH A SPICY NOTE

PURE 492

Type:
exotic, very spicy

Type:
light, powdery

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, cumin, clove
Heart: mango, heliotrope, cardamom
Base: musk, vanilla, ambergris

100492 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: rhubarb, narcissus
Heart: almond, milk
Base: cashmere, cedarwood

PURE 24
100024 |

PURE 173
100173 |

PURE 717

Type:
dreamlike, dimmed

Type:
enticing, rebellious

Fragrance notes:
Head: anise, liquorice
Heart: Jacaranda wood, bitter almond
Base: sandalwood, musk, moss

100717 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: pepper, fresh flowers, water musk
Heart: jasmine, white musk
Base: sandalwood, cashmere, frozen musk

PURE 177
100177 |

Type:
triggering desires, warm
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, bay leaf, pink pepper
Heart: saffron, orange blossom
Base: incense, vanilla, sandalwood

100012 |

PURE 32
Type:
fascinating, ambiguous
Fragrance notes:
Head: melon, coconut, mandarin, candy
floss
Heart: blackberry, mango, plum, honey
Base: vanilla, chocolate, toffee

PURE 98
100098 |

Type:
fresh, subtle
Fragrance notes:
Head: blackcurrant, bergamot, lemon
Heart: jasmine, lily of the valley, rose
Base: sandalwood, cedarwood, amber

PURE 237
100237 |

Type:
provocative, flirty
Fragrance notes:
Head: exotic fruits, blackcurrant
Heart: peony, jasmine, plum
Base: vanilla, musk, ambergris

PURE 413
100413 |

Type:
very sweet, slightly flirtatious
Fragrance notes:
Head: blackcurrant, pear
Heart: iris, jasmine, orange blossom
Base: chocolate pralines, patchouli, vanilla

PURE 426
100426 |

Type:
bold, addictive
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, neroli
Heart: orange blossom, raspberry, jasmine
Base: patchouli, vanilla, cashmere wood

PURE
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

PURE WOMAN

PURE WOMAN

ORIENTAL
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WITH A FRUITY NOTE

joyful and energetic

PURE 484

PURE 05

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:
bright and impressive at the same time

Type:
intriguing, modern

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

PURE 419

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, orange, nutmeg, clove
Heart: orange blossom, jasmine, tuberose,
lavender
Base: vanilla, labdanum, patchouli,
sandalwood

Fragrance notes:
Head: freesia, gardenia
Heart: sandalwood, rose, coriander
Base: vanilla, vetiver, patchouli

PURE 703

PURE 16

Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, blackcurrant, cranberry, tea
leaves
Heart: water lily, rose, white peony
Base: vanilla, patchouli, musk

100419 |

Type:
optimistic, casual
Fragrance notes:
Head: citrus fruits, grapefruit, bergamot,
water notes, calone, melon, peach
Heart: woody notes, jasmine, lily of the
valley
Base: musk, ambergris

WITH A LEMON NOTE
PURE 33
100033 |

Type:
refreshing, joyful
Fragrance notes:
Head: mango, Sicilian lemon, apple
Heart: jasmine, bamboo, white rose
Base: cedarwood, ambergris

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE
PURE 23
100023 |

Type:
sensual, with a bit of sweetness

PURE
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
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WOODY

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: lily of the valley, red orange
Heart: mandarin, jasmine, rose
Base: vanilla, sandalwood, white musk

WITH AN ORANGE NOTE
PURE 06
100006 |

Type:
ethereal, discrete
Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, bergamot, mint
Heart: orange, green tea
Base: oakmoss, ambergris

100484 |

100005 |

100016 |

CHYPRE
sensual and tempting

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE 432
100432 |

Type:
chic, full of charm
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, bergamot, green notes
Heart: rose, jasmine
Base: woody notes, musk

WITH A WOODY NOTE
PURE 18
100018 |

Type:
radiant, alluring
Fragrance notes:
Head: orange, orange blossom
Heart: rose, jasmine, ylang-ylang
Base: white musk, vetiver, tonka bean,
vanilla

Type:
fabulous, fascinating
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, pear, green notes
Heart: orchid
Base: patchouli, toffee

PURE 34
100034 |

Type:
free, joyful
Fragrance notes:
Head: iris, pineapple, hyacinth, pink
pepper
Heart: jasmine, lemon
Base: vanilla, vetiver, musk

sophisticated and classy

100703 |

Type:
fresh, light, joyful

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE 241
100241 |

Type:
seductive, comfortable, full of charm
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot
Heart: ylang-ylang, Casablanca lily, orange
blossom
Base: sandalwood, amber resin, vanilla

PURE 80
100080 |

Type:
surprising, appetising
Fragrance notes:
Head: strawberry sorbet, cherry,
pineapple
Heart: caramel popcorn, violet, rose
Base: musk, ambergris, patchouli

PURE 372
100372 |

Type:
elegant, classic, balanced
Fragrance notes:
Head: patchouli, green apple, bergamot,
lemon, pink pepper
Heart: sandalwood, rose, musk
Base: peach, blackcurrant, lily, ylang-ylang,
amber

PURE WOMAN

PURE WOMAN

CITRUS
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PURE MAN

ORIENTAL

WOODY

WITH A FOUGERE NOTE

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

PURE 494

PURE 497

Type:
transparent, bright

Type:
positive, elegant

Fragrance notes:
Head: orange, cinnamon
Heart: iris, vetiver, chestnut
Base: cashmere, tonka bean

Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, mandarin, lemon, pepper
Heart: juniper, cedarwood, chilli, geranium
Base: patchouli, vetiver, moss, woody and
amber notes

strong and untamed

100494 |

PURE 496

sophisticated and classy

100497 |

100496 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: apple, black pepper, bergamot
Heart: cinnamon, cardamom
Base: musk, vetiver, chestnut

WITH A CITRUS NOTE
PURE 495
100495 |

PURE
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%
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Type:
transparent, inviting
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin
Heart: coconut water
Base: amber

CHYPRE
sensual and tempting

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
PURE 498
100498 |

Type:
transparent, trustworthy
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, melon, elemi resin,
pineapple, orange, blackcurrant, lemon,
apple, pink pepper
Heart: rose, lily of the valley, absinth,
lavender, cardamom
Base: cedarwood, moss, leather, Haitian
vetiver, patchouli, dry wood, musk

PURE MAN

Type:
powerful but fresh
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PURE 465

PURE 475

strong and untamed

Type:
suggestive, aromatic

Type:
warm, attractive

WITH A SPICY NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: cardamom, bergamot, lemon, mint,
orange
Heart: sage, lavender, orange blossom,
tonka bean, petitgrain
Base: sandalwood, vanilla, ambergris,
musk

PURE 224
100224 |

Type:
sweet, seductive
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, grapefruit, grass
Heart: saffron, violet, nutmeg, jasmine
Base: cane sugar, vanilla, ambergris

PURE 466
100466 |

Type:
sexy, intriguing, smoky
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, basil, lavender, orange,
lemon
Heart: apple blossom, heliotrope, water
notes, watermelon, clove
Base: musk, cedarwood, tonka bean,
sandalwood, guaiac wood

PURE 719
100719 |

Type:
transparent, surprising
Fragrance notes:
Head: cypress, cardamom
Heart: cashmere, sage
Base: neroli, leather, patchouli

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
PURE 52
100052 |

Type:
thrilling, spirited
Fragrance notes:
Head: apple, bergamot, mint
Heart: jasmine, geranium, lavender
Base: cinnamon, clove, musk
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100465 |

PURE 481
100481 |

Type:
modern, flamboyant, extravagant
rebellious
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, cypress, fresh flowers
Heart: iris, lavender, Blonde Woods
Base: amber, iris, musk

WITH AN AMBERGRIS NOTE
PURE 64
100064 |

Type:
tasteful, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, cedarwood, anise
Heart: rosemary, olive tree flowers
Base: musk, guaiacum, tonka bean

WITH A WOODY NOTE
PURE 471
100471 |

Type:
mysterious, extravagant
Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, orange
Heart: cinnamon, tobacco, clove
Base: patchouli, tonka bean, myrrh

100475 |

CITRUS

WITH A WOODY NOTE

joyful and energetic

PURE 718

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, mandarin, lemon,
cardamom
Heart: lavender, jasmine, cyclamen
Base: cedarwood, musk, patchouli, tonka
bean

WITH A LEMON NOTE

Type:
dynamic, charismatic

PURE 57

Fragrance notes:
Head: orange, lemon, aldehyde notes
Heart: apple, cardamom, jasmine
Base: vetiver, cedar wood, musk

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: plum, apple, bergamot
Heart: cinnamon, pink pepper
Base: vanilla, Jamaican rum

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

WITH AN ORANGE NOTE

Type:
transparent, positive, combative

PURE 93

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, melon, orange, lemon,
lavender, sage, green apple
Heart: coriander, jasmine, freesia,
cardamom, cinnamon, pepper
Base: tonka bean, cedar wood, amber,
musk, cistus

PURE 478
100478 |

Type:
invigorating, passionate, modern
Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, yuzu, orange, green
apple
Heart: geranium, ginger, watermelon,
cinnamon, cloves
Base: cedarwood, sandalwood, vetiver,
amber

100057 |

Type:
full of sun, magnificent

100093 |

Type:
modern, vibrant

PURE 482

Fragrance notes:
Head: pineapple, rosemary, bergamot
Heart: cyclamen, lavender, jasmine, ginger
Base: oakmoss, ivy

Type:
stimulating, fresh, thrilling

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, yellow mandarin, pineapple,
apple, bergamot, green leaves, grapefruit
Heart: nutmeg, black pepper, saffron,
ginger, orange tree, cardamom
Base: vanilla, cedarwood, amber, dry
wood, styrax, patchouli, tonka bean,
Haitian vetiver

PURE 134

100482 |

100134 |

Type:
refreshing, captivating
Fragrance notes:
Head: bitter orange, lemon, bergamot
Heart: rosemary, seagrass, violet
Base: patchouli, cedarwood, ambergris

PURE 452
100452 |

100718 |

PURE 721
100721 |

PURE
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

Type:
very refreshing, twinkling
Fragrance notes:
Head: aldehyde, mint, citrus fruits, water
notes
Heart: neroli, cedarwood, pepper, cypress
Base: tonka bean, vanilla, vetiver

PURE MAN

PURE MAN

ORIENTAL
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100474 |

sophisticated and classy

Type:
independent, alluring

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Fragrance notes:
Head: mint, lemon
Heart: cardamom, geranium, marine notes
Base: cedarwood, musk, patchouli,
sandalwood

PURE 55
100055 |

Type:
light and elegant
Fragrance notes:
Head: coriander, apple
Heart: incense, Sichuan pepper
Base: vanilla, woody notes

PURE 472
100472 |

Type:
expressive, luxurious
Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, blackcurrant, lime
Heart: apple, pineapple, rosemary, elemi
resin
Base: musk, patchouli, cedarwood

PURE 479
100479 |

Type:
fresh, sassy, sophisticated
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: Sicilian bergamot, Italian
lemon
Heart notes: violet leaves, geranium, wild
jasmine
Base notes: white musk, oakmoss,
cedarwood

WITH A WATER NOTE
PURE 457
100457 |

Type:
fresh, minimalist
Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, mandarin, water notes
Heart: jasmine, bay leaf
Base: ambergris, patchouli, oakmoss
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PURE 474

WITH A GOURMAND NOTE

WITH AMBERGRIS AND
MUSK NOTES
PURE 110
100110 |

Type:
a little brash, rebellious
Fragrance notes:
Head: lavender, bergamot, cardamom
Heart: orange blossom, lily of the valley
Base: musk, ambergris, vanilla

PURE 720

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

Type:
exceptional, appetising, coquettish

PURE 490

100720 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: pineapple, mugwort, lavender
Heart: ginger, coconut, pepper, spicy
notes
Base: vanilla, moss, cedar wood, dry wood,
gourmand notes

CHYPRE
sensual and tempting

WITH A WOODY NOTE
PURE 56
100056 |

Type:
inflaming senses, vibrating
Fragrance notes:
Head: grapefruit, lavender, nutmeg flower,
honeysuckle
Heart: raspberry, heliotrope, clove
Base: cedarwood, resin, juniper

FOUGERE

100490 |

Type:
brave, original, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Head: juniper, bergamot, red orange
Heart: red thyme, nutmeg, sage
Base: musk, patchouli, oakmoss

100704 |

Type:
fresh, attractive, controversial
Fragrance notes:
Head: lemon, ginger, apple
Heart: sea breeze, lavender, geranium
Base: vetiver, tonka bean, cedarwood,
amber

Fragrance notes:
Head: bergamot, pink pepper
Heart: amber, lavender
Base: patchouli, vetiver, dry wood

Type:
energising, eye-catching

PURE 480

Fragrance notes:
Head: mandarin, kumquat, pink pepper
Heart: coriander, freesia, cardamom
Base: leather notes, Jacaranda tree

Type:
curious, harmonious, mysterious

PURE
Perfume
50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE

100705 |

Fragrance notes:
Head: water notes, spicy notes, fruity
notes
Heart: floral notes, woody notes, green
notes
Base: musk, ambergris, moss

WITH A FERN NOTE

PURE 135

PURE 705
Type:
warm, charming, pure

Type:
fresh, noble, rebellious

100043 |

PURE 704

100473 |

seductive and classic

PURE 43

WITH A WATER NOTE

PURE 473

100135 |

Type:
surprising, intense
Fragrance notes:
Head: bitter orange, mandarin
Heart: santolina, seagrass
Base: ambergris, woody notes

PURE 54
100054 |

Type:
ambiguous, fresh
Fragrance notes:
Head: mint, bergamot, rum
Heart: cedarwood, sage, lavender
Base: oakmoss, vetiver, suede

100480 |

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, bergamot, neroli
Heart notes: geranium, hyacinth, lavender,
clary sage, marigold
Base notes: cedarwood, tonka bean,
ambergris, oakmoss, musk

PURE 483
100483 |

Type:
mature, toned, retro
Fragrance notes:
Head: apple, mandarin, orange, cinnamon,
sage
Heart: lavender, patchouli, rosemary
Base: sandalwood, olive tree

PURE MAN

PURE MAN

WOODY
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PERFUMED BODY BALM
Envelops the skin with a scent of the most beautiful
perfumes. It contains moisturising and active regenerating
ingredients.
▪

with vitamin E, B5 and allantoin

300 ml

FOR HER:
18 (506018)
20 (506020)
33 (506033)
81 (506081)
173 (506173)

Perfumed SHOWER GEL
PERFUMED SHOWER GEL
Carefully cleanses the body leaving the scent
of the most beautiful perfumes.
▪

pampers the senses with a silky texture

▪

contains moisturising and regenerating
panthenol

300 ml

FOR HER:
18 (507018)
20 (507020)
33 (507033)
81 (507081)
173 (507173)
FOR HIM:
52 (507052)
134 (507134)
472 (507472)
473 (507473)

PURE PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE PERFUMED COSMETICS
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Perfumed Body BALM
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Test it or take it with you on a trip.
▪

available from June

Perfumed
SHOWER
GEL

Perfumed
BODY
BALM

FOR HER:
18 (507018.02)
20 (507020.02)

FOR HER:
18 (506018.02)
20 (506020.02)
33 (506033.02)

PERFECT
FOR TRAVEL

PERFUMED
SHOWER GEL 50 ml

PERFUMED
BODY BALM 50 ml

FOR HIM:
472 (507472.02)
473 (507473.02)

PURE PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE PERFUMED COSMETICS
244

MINI
PRODUCTS
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PHEROMONE

Travel Perfume
ATOMISER

FOR HER
FLIRT
05

10

18

23

101

431

120005

120023

120010

120101

120018

20

TRAVEL VIAL

98

Now, your favourite perfume can always be with
you, even if you’re travelling with a small amount
of luggage. Comfortable and classy. The twist-up
atomiser with a glass refill keeps your favourite
fragrance safe while travelling. In an elegant matt
aluminium container.

120020

120431

SUCCESS
01

33

436

489

120001

120436

120033

81

120081

120098

120489

HEIGHT: 9,5 cm | 10 ml

CHARM
34

120034

413

120413

GOLD | 920045 |

FOR HIM

SILVER | 920090 |

SEDUCTION
52

120052

110

120110

473

120473

SUCCESS
64

120064

134

120134

472

120472

SELF-CONFIDENCE
120056

246

135

120135

457

120457

PHEROMONE
Perfume

PHEROMONES

50 ml | Fragrance: 20%

substances added to perfume to
reinforce their stimulating effect;
they are the secret weapon, with
a mission to boost attractiveness
and self-confidence.

Pheromones are odourless

TRAVEL PERFUME ATOMISER

56
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FOR HIM

FRAGRANCE: 30%

FRAGRANCE: 24%

FLORAL

CHYPRE

CHYPRE

CITRUS

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A WOODY NOTE

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

INTENSE 10 | 110010 |

INTENSE 05 | 110005 |

INTENSE 56 | 110056 |

INTENSE 134 | 110134 |

INTENSE 17 | 110017 |

INTENSE 16 | 110016 |

sensual and romantic

a fragrance that provokes
the power of seduction

INTENSE 25 | 110025 |
a charming composition

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

sensual and tempting

inflames the senses
enticing sweetness

WITH A WOODY NOTE
INTENSE 18 | 110018 |

sensual and tempting

definitely modern

WITH AMBERGRIS AND
MUSK NOTES
INTENSE 110 | 110110 |
liberated, manly and brave

an explosion of passion
always in style

INTENSE Perfume
50 ml

INTENSE 489 | 110489 |
a breath of innovation

WITH A GREEN NOTE
INTENSE 81 | 110081 |
fresh and subtle

WITH AN ALDEHYDE NOTE
INTENSE 21 | 110021 |
classic

ORIENTAL
strong and untamed

WITH A FLORAL NOTE
INTENSE 09 | 110009 |

Eau de Toilette (up to 16%)
Eau de Parfum (16%)

CITRUS
joyful and energetic

WITH A LEMON NOTE
refreshing and energetic

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE
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sophisticated and classy

FOUGERE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
INTENSE 472 | 110472 |
impresses with its character

seductive and classic

WITH A FERN NOTE
INTENSE 43 | 110043 |

WITH A WATER NOTE
INTENSE 457 | 110457 |
stimulates to action

antidote to boredom

INTENSE 436 | 110436 |
confidence booster

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE
INTENSE 473 | 110473 |
rebellious soul

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
INTENSE 98 | 110098 |

liberated

ORIENTAL

WITH A SPICY NOTE

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

INTENSE 413 | 110413 |

INTENSE 173 | 110173 |
exotic journey

strong and untamed

INTENSE 52 | 110052 |

the definition of a twenty-first century man

INTENSE 33 | 110033 |

Perfume (20%)

INTENSE (24-30%)

WOODY

discover the secret

business elegance

Cologne (3-5%)

the essence of lightness

slight provocation

INTENSE 20 | 110020 |
INTENSE 97 | 110097 |

joyful and energetic

INTENSE 23 | 110023 |
romantic & joyful

WITH AN AMBERGRIS NOTE
INTENSE 64 | 110064 |
the power of elegance

INTENSE

INTENSE

FOR HER
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PERFUMED BODY MIST
Is like a sea breeze on your skin,
providing an immediate refreshing
effect. It leaves a beautiful scent of
PURE parfum on the skin.
▪

contains an exquisite emollient
– coconut oil dispersed in water
with a skincare effect

▪

ideal for hot days as an
alternative to perfume

150 ml

PERFUMED ANTIPERSPIRANT ROLL-ON
Thanks to a combination of antiperspirant properties and fragrance
composition, it ensures a sense of comfort and freshness.

Fragrance-Free
ANTIPERSPIRANT
Roll-On Unisex
FRAGRANCE-FREE
ANTIPERSPIRANT ROLL-ON

▪

eliminates unpleasant odour caused by excessive sweating

▪

do not leave marks on clothes

Universal roll-on can be combined with
any perfume scent. It provides long-lasting
protection against unpleasant odour.

▪

alcohol-free formula

▪

for women and men

▪

wide range of fragrances

▪

does not leave marks on clothes

▪

alcohol-free formula

50 ml
50 ml | 508000

FOR HER:
18 (508018)
81 (508081)
AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:
18 (521018)
| 20 (521020)
372 (521372)
| 489 (521489)
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Perfumed
ANTIPERSPIRANT
Roll-On

| 20 (508020)
| 33 (508033)
| 173 (508173)

FOR HIM:
52 (508052)
| 134 (508134)
| 199 (508199)
472 (508472)
| 473 (508473)

PURE PERFUMED COSMETICS

PURE PERFUMED COSMETICS

Perfumed
Body MIST
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FRAGRANCE HOME RITUAL
They enable you to experience an
exceptional scented home ritual
every day. Allow yourself a bit of
luxury with the unique scents in
a beautiful setting.
▪

sophisticated fragrance
compositions will fill your room
with a unique, long-lasting scent

▪

elegant design

▪

long-lasting – up to 70 days

100 ml

STYLISH DESIGN,
UNIQUE FRAGRANCE
252

The prestigious PURE HOME line impresses not only with the unique
fragrances, but also with the extremely stylish design. We chose the most
beautiful fragrance compositions that will enable you to create an amazing
scented home ritual to pamper the senses of your family and enchant all of your
guests too.

FOR HER:
718005 |
718010 |
718016 |
718018 |
718020 |
718021 |
718032 |
718033 |
718034 |
718081 |
718372 |
718413 |
718431 |
718436 |
718489 |

PURE 05 |
PURE 10 |
PURE 16 |
PURE 18 |
PURE 20 |
PURE 21 |
PURE 32 |
PURE 33 |
PURE 34 |
PURE 81 |
PURE 372
PURE 413
PURE 431
PURE 436
PURE 489

|
|
|
|
|

FOR HIM:
718052 |
718056 |
718134 |
718457 |
718472 |
718473 |

PURE 52 |
PURE 56 |
PURE 134
PURE 457
PURE 472
PURE 473

|
|
|
|

En home ritual fragrance is a unique combination of precious scent compositions and stylish design.
They will enable you to have an exceptional scented home ritual that will cherish your senses and will
take you to the magical world that smells perfection.

PURE HOME

PURE HOME

HOME RITUAL
Fragrance
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PURE HOME

HOME RITUAL Fragrance Candle
HOME RITUAL
FRAGRANCE CANDLE
With a captivating scent and
the highest quality standard.
It introduces a sensual mood to the
room, at the same time being an
appealing decoration for any interior.
Contains paraffin produced in
a modern, hydrotreating process that
meets the strict requirements of the
German RAL standards.
▪

burn time: 35 to 40 hours

▪

immersed in an elegant glass

▪

with timeless PURE perfumes

FOR HER:
PURE 32 | 719816
Sweet, fresh and fruity - Perfectly
describes the PURE 32 candle.
Enchant your interiors and
surprise guests with incredible and
unforgettable scent.
PURE 33 | 719817
Amazing and unique mix of fresh
fruits, bamboo and flowers that
refreshes your room in one PURE 33
candle. Create vivacious aura in your
interior.

150 g
PURE 489 | 719815
Imagine ideal proportions of flowery
and oriental scents in one candle.
PURE 489 candle takes futuristic
composition to another level of
extravagance.
FOR HER:
719018 | PURE 18 |
719020 | PURE 20 |
719413 | PURE 413 |
FOR HIM:
719472 | PURE 472 |

FOR HIM:
PURE 473 | 719818
Looking for fresh scent with lavender,
but rebellious at the same time?
PURE 473 candle is for you. Make
your space birght, intriguing and
discover its perfectness on daily baisis.

HOW TO PROPERLY
LIGHT THE CANDLE
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Before each lighting, cut the wick to a height of about 5 mm, so that the flame
will be stable and the candle will not smoke. Burn it for 3 to 4 hours – this will
prevent tunnelling (the wax will melt evenly), and will also allow the candle to
develop a full bouquet of aromas.

THE HIGHEST
QUALITY
STANDARD

▪

scent intensity

▪

optimal burning behaviour

▪

wick quality – a strong cotton wick of suitable thickness, resistant to
breaking and drowning

▪

minimal smouldering, which does not pollute the airways

▪

reduced soot, which ensures the candle looks beautiful when used

PURE HOME

Home Ritual scented candles meet strict requirements of the German RAL
standard in terms of:
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PURE HOME

Home Ritual
MELT WAX

HOME RITUAL MELT WAX
EN HOME RITUAL SCENTED WAX
MELTS fill the interior of your home
with a beautiful scent. Thanks to
the unique fragrance compositions,
it makes it even more enjoyable
to spend time at home. The wax
melts are made of eco-friendly raw
materials of the highest quality and
are not only good for you and those
in your household, but also for the
environment.

1

75 g
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1

MELT WAX 472
719844 |

2

MELT WAX 18
719842 |

3

MELT WAX 413
719843 |

3

PURE HOME

2
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PURE HOME
Air FRESHENER
AIR FRESHENER

▪

with a convenient elastic band
to hang

▪

ideal for various interiors, e.g.
home, office or car

WARDROBE FRAGRANCE

PERFUMED IRONING LIQUID

Unique perfume compositions in your wardrobe, bedroom and office.

Makes ironing a real pleasure. Just pour
about 5 ml of perfumed ironing liquid in
the iron to make the clothes smell amazing.
It comes in 3 captivating fragrances.

▪

FOR HER:
708051 | PURE 18 |
708050 | PURE 20 |
708059 | PURE 489 |

gradually release the scent

▪

14,2 g, 15,2 g

FOR HIM:
708088 | PURE 473 |
708049 | PURE 472 |

gives the clothes a unique scent

100 ml

9,5 g, 10,5 g

NEW
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Perfumed Ironing
LIQUID

FOR HER:
708041 |
708039 |
708018 |
708019 |
708036 |
708044 |
708058 |

PURE 18 |
PURE 20 |
PURE 23 |
PURE 33 |
PURE 413 |
PURE 436 |
PURE 489 |

FOR HIM:
708040 | PURE 472 |
708042 | PURE 473 |
704015 | PURE 10 |
704016 | PURE 23 |
704017 | PURE 81 |

PURE HOME

The original fragrance composition
smells as beautiful as your favourite
PURE perfumes. Gradually releases a
distinct fragrance.

Wardrobe
FRAGRANCE
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Personal care products tailored
to your needs
Your skin requires special attention due to stress, air pollution and the
changing climate. The fast pace of life makes it easy for us to neglect it.
That is why we have developed care products which, thanks to the carefully
selected and concentrated ingredients, will nourish and regenerate your
skin every day. It will become radiant and healthy like after the best spa
treatments. The wide range of our products will ensure comprehensive
skincare that will not only soothe your body but also be a true pleasure and
relaxation for you.

GOLD REGENESIS

SHIMMERING
BODY OIL
SHIMMERING BODY OIL
▪

thanks to gold particles beautifully highlights
the skin tone

▪

contains a valuable cocktail of rejuvenating
components

▪

quickly absorbed by the skin without leaving
an oily layer on it

100 ml | 512006 |

ANTI-AGEING GEL
TONER
ANTI-AGEING GEL TONER
▪

with a mild, alcohol-free formula

▪

non-sticky formula does not leave an
unpleasant feeling of skin tightening

▪

refreshes and smoothes the skin

GOLD REGENESIS

150 ml | 512001 |
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GOLD REGENESIS

ANTI-AGEING DAY CREAM
ANTI-AGEING DAY CREAM

ANTI-AGEING
FACE SCRUB

▪

rescue for skin that needs tightening

▪

perfectly smoothes and restores skin elasticity

▪

contains nourishing shea butter and moisturising
hyaluronic acid

50 ml | 512003 |

ANTI-AGEING EYE CREAM
ANTI-AGEING EYE CREAM
▪

fights signs of ageing and fatigue

▪

contains bisabolol from chamomile of
regenerating and soothing properties

▪

for morning and evening applications

20 ml | 512002 |

ANTI-AGEING FACE SCRUB
effectively cleanses and refreshes the skin, leaving it smoother and gently brighter

▪

recommended for every skin type, especially for dry and mature skin

50 ml | 512007 |

ANTI-AGEING NIGHT CREAM
ANTI-AGEING NIGHT CREAM
▪

with resveratrol from red grapes of strong
antioxidant properties

▪

niacinamide-enriched, reduces skin roughness,
evens out its tone and improves its protective
barrier functions

50 ml | 512004 |
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GOLD REGENESIS

▪
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Face
SERUM

3 in 1 Facial
CLEANSER

Moisturising Body
BALM

Anticellulite Body
BALM

FACE SERUM

3 IN 1 FACIAL CLEANSER

MOISTURISING BODY BALM

ANTICELLULITE BODY BALM

REGENERATING
& NOURISHING
HAND CREAM

Recommended for regular use
instead of cream, especially in the
morning and evening, as well as
topically on areas of the face and
body that require special treatment.

Moisturises and nourishes the skin giving it firmness and
elasticity.

Contains a unique Anticellulite Forte complex that
shapes the body and strengthens tissues. If used
regularly, it gradually reduces the effect of the so-called
‘orange-peel’ skin.

Created to answer the needs of dry,
damaged skin of hands exposed to
harmful external factors. Intensively
nourishes, smoothes the skin of
hands and improves the condition of
nails giving them a healthy and wellgroomed look.

▪

innovative, intensively acting
cosmetic

Exceptionally light formula with
a light texture. It perfectly removes
even waterproof makeup. Effectively
removes dirt, and tones the skin
leaving your face smooth and
nourished.

▪

recommended for sensitive,
tired and dry skin

▪

for every skin type

▪

formula based on beta-glucan,
rice oil, castor oil, allantoin

▪

▪

the power of ingredients: oat
beta-glucan, panthenol, sweet
almond oil, vitamin E, witch
hazel hydrolat, rose water from
damask rose

▪

with triglycerides of caprylic and capric acid, which
strengthen the skin's lipid barrier, gently nourish and
prevent water loss

▪

for every skin type

300 ml | 513008 |

visibly shapes thighs, hips, buttocks and abdominal
areas

▪

with the Centella Asiatica extract, which stimulates
the production of collagen and elastin restoring
skin's proper density and elasticity and preventing
the formation of stretch marks

does not require rinsing
300 ml | 513009 |

30 ml | 513002 |
200 ml | 513001 |

50 ml | 513007 |

EFFECTIVENESS OF
β-GLUCAN
CONFIRMED BY
NUMEROUS STUDIES
266

▪

▪

provides the skin with optimum moisture

▪

stimulates collagen production and so it has rejuvenating and anti-ageing
properties

▪

regenerates dry skin, soothes irritations, facilitates the healing processes

▪

tightens and makes the skin more elastic, firmer and smoother

▪

it is a natural factor protecting against UV radiation

β-GLUCAN ACTIVE

β-GLUCAN ACTIVE

Regenerating
& Nourishing
Hand CREAM
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Sugar Body
SCRUB

Body
PUDDING

Natural BODY
PUDDING

Natural Sugar
BODY SCRUB

NECTAR BODY WASH

SUGAR BODY SCRUB

BODY PUDDING

NATURAL BODY PUDDING

•

•

•

•

NATURAL SUGAR
BODY SCRUB

•

with honey extract, lactic acid
and allantoin which perfectly
moisturise the body
with extract of opuntia, pear
and Passiflora

220 ml | 515005 |

•

with argan oil, which protects
the skin from drying out and
delays the ageing processes
with sweet almond oil of
strengthening properties, rich
in magnesium, potassium,
zinc and vitamins: E, PP and B
complex

•

with sweet almond oil and
honey extract, which provide
perfect moisturisation
with shea butter, which
nourishes the skin

130 ml | 515004 |

•

moisturises and makes the
skin more flexible, restoring its
youthful look
with avocado oil that improves
its tightness

200 ml | 515007 |

•
•

cleanses, brightens and
rejuvenates the skin
with almond oil preventing the
occurrence of stretch marks

200 ml | 515006 |

150 ml | 515003 |
96%
SKŁADNIKÓW
POCHODZENIA
NATURALNEGO

99%
SKŁADNIKÓW
POCHODZENIA
NATURALNEGO

HELLO HONEY

HELLO HONEY

NECTAR
Body Wash
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ALOE VERA
HAIR MASK

FACIAL CREAM

HAIR MASK
•
•

nourishes, strengthens, and
protects hair, leaving it smooth,
shiny, and soft to the touch
a lightweight formula and a
crisp, pleasant fragrance

200 ml | 514012 |
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•
•

CONTAINS ALOE JUICE
FROM ORGANIC
PLANTATIONS

contains sweet almond oil and
vitamin E to slow down the
ageing process
with bioactive shea butter
extract to reinforce its
protective barrier

50 ml | 514011 |

Multifunctional
GEL
MULTIFUNCTIONAL GEL
•
•
•

easily absorbed and leaves no
oily film
with a pleasant, fresh fragrance
perfect for face, body and hair

200 ml | 514010 |

ALOE VERA

Facial CREAM
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Facial Cleansing
FOAM

RICH REVITALIZING
FACIAL MASK

FACIAL CLEANSING FOAM

•

•

contains blueberry and
blackcurrant extracts,
which provide a firming and
elasticising effect
with avocado oil and shea
butter, which nourish the skin
and strengthen its hydrolipid
layer

•
•

very efficient (one pump
= cleanse whole face)
ideal for everyday care

150 ml | 514009 |

50 ml | 514007 |

Peel-Off Facial
MASK

Facial
TONER

Facial
GEL-CREAM

PEEL-OFF FACIAL MASK

FACIAL TONER

FACIAL GEL-CREAM

•

•

•
•

•

with soothing jasmine extract
and Enantia chlorantha tree
bark extract that regulates
sebum secretion
for normal, combination and
oily skin

50 ml | 514002 |
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•
•

Restores the right pH value
of the skin and provides the
proper level of moisture
with a convenient atomiser
alcohol-free

150 ml | 514003 |

•

Quickly absorber
Intensely moisturises, nourishes
and soothes the skin
perfect to wear under makeup

50 ml | 514008 |

ALOE VERA

ALOE VERA

Rich Revitalizing
Facial MASK
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COMPLETE CARE

NEW

NEW

NEW

DEEP CLEANSING
FACE GEL
DEEP CLEANSING FACE GEL
▪

cleanses, soothes, gives a fresh and radiant look

▪

with Asian pennywort extract, glycerin,
panthenol, allantoin, aloe, and vitamin E

220 ml | 501031 |

NOURISHING MICELLAR LIQUID

▪

cleans, moisturizes, and soothes irritations

▪

with Asian pennywort extract, aloe, and
provitamin B5

220 ml | 501032 |
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UNIVERSAL
HAIR SHAMPOO
UNIVERSAL HAIR SHAMPOO

▪

leaves the hair pleasant to the touch with long-lasting
freshness

▪

with Asian pennywort extract, provitamin B5,
and allantoin

280 ml | 501033 |

COMPLETE CARE

NOURISHING
MICELLAR LIQUID
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COMPLETE CARE
SHOWER GEL

Cleansing
Antibacterial
HAND GEL

▪

cleans, smooths, and prevents
dehydration

▪

with almond oil, panthenol,
and allantoin

250 ml | 501002 |

CLEANSING
ANTIBACTERIAL HAND GEL
▪

prevents the spread of bacteria

▪

ideal for travel, work, and walks

50 ml | 501022 |

Complete Care
CREAM
COMPLETE CARE CREAM

Deeply
Moisturizing
BODY LOTION

SOOTHING
FACE SERUM
Complete Care
SOOTHING FACE SERUM
COMPLETE CARE

▪

moisturizes and smooths the
skin of the face, body and hands

DEEPLY MOISTURIZING
BODY LOTION

▪

with coconut and avocado oil,
panthenol, allantoin, vitamins
C and E

▪

nourishes, tones, smooths,
soothes, protects against
dryness

▪

with almond and coconut
oil, panthenol, allantoin, and
bisabolol

30 ml | 501001 |

250 ml | 501003 |

▪

minimizes the appearance
of imperfections, nourishes,
smooths, moisturizes, and
soothes

▪

with Calmosensine ™
lipopeptide, Asian Pennywort
extract, Biolin P prebiotic,
niacinamide, grape seed
oil, vitamin E, propanediol,
trehalose, and squalane

40 ml | 501026 |
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COMPLETE CARE

COMPLETE CARE

Complete Care
SHOWER GEL
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▪

quick-drying formula, no sticky
residue

▪

effectively disinfect everyday
items and sports equipment and
protective face masks

REFRESHING HAND GEL

REGENERATING
HAND SERUM

▪

gently cleanses and nourishes
the skin on your hands,

▪

the addition of aloe vera juice
and glycerine

▪

without unpleasantly sticky

Smoothing
HAND
PEELING

Exfoliating
FOOT PEEL

Softening
FOOT SCRUB

EXFOLIATING FOOT PEEL

SOFTENING FOOT SCRUB

SMOOTHING HAND
PEELING

▪

effectively removes calluses

▪

▪

contains extracts of honey,
opuntia, pear, passion fruit,
lemon, grape and pineapple

developed from exfoliating,
natural granules from apricot
pits, walnut and almond shells

▪

▪

leaves feet perfectly smooth

with a refreshing and relaxing
wild water mint extract

▪

use once a month

▪

rescue for damaged and dry
hands

▪

absorbs quickly without leaving
a oily film

▪

dermatologically tested

▪

▪
100 ml | 503043 |

exfoliates dead skin and
stimulates its renewal
with volcanic perlite, ground
walnut shell, panthenol,
allantoin, and triglycerides

100 ml | 501025 |

75 ml | 501017 |
2 × 20 ml | 501024 |

100 ml | 501005 |

NEW
OF NATU
RA
TS
EN

OR
IGIN
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COMPLETE CARE

100 ml | 501027 |

Regenerating
HAND SERUM

INGR
ED
I

INSTANT SANITIZER SPRAY

Refreshing
HAND GEL

L

COMPLETE CARE

Instant
SANITIZER
SPRAY
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COMPLETE CARE

Mild Mint
MOUTHWASH

Sensitive
TOOTHPASTE
SENSITIVE TOOTHPASTE
▪

reduces discomfort associated with sensitive
teeth

▪

protects teeth and promotes healthy gums

75 ml | 501006 |

MILD MINT MOUTHWASH
▪

E F F E C T I V E LY
REDUCES
DISCOMFORT
DURING THE
CONSUMPTION
OF HOT AND
COLD FOOD

thoroughly cleans, provides long-lasting
comfort and a feeling of freshness

500 ml | 501028 |

TOOTHPASTE
Gums Protection
Whitening
TOOTHPASTE

GUMS PROTECTION
TOOTHPASTE
▪

soothes, regenerates, protects

WHITENING TOOTHPASTE

▪

provides excellent periodontal
preventive care

▪

removes discoloration and restores the
natural whiteness

VISIBLE
EFFECTS
AFTER 2
WEEKS

75 ml | 501007 |

COMPLETE CARE

75 ml | 501008 |
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COMPLETE CARE

AFTERSHAVE
BALM
AFTERSHAVE BALM
▪

with nourishing macadamia oil

▪

with regenerating panthenol

50 ml

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:
52 (510052)
| 134 (510134)
199 (510199)

SHAVING FOAM
▪

with refreshing mint extract

▪

matches PURE Parfum 134

250 ml | 516134 |
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REFRESHING COLLECTION

SHAVING
FOAM
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Express yourself
Makeup has been known since antiquity. It plays many different roles
corresponding to the changing nature of women. Sometimes it helps to
highlight your beauty and add confidence, other times it is used to create
a completely new image, matching your mood and the circumstances. Thanks
to the fantastic Federico Mahora cosmetics, your makeup will be in line with
the latest trends. Do not be afraid to experiment – play with colours and turn
the makeup application routine into oodles of fun.
Colour visualisations of makeup cosmetics (products) are for reference only. Actual shades may slightly differ from those shown
in the pictures. It depends on the light, print quality and monitor settings.

UV NEON BRIGHTS PALETTE
UV Neon Brights Palette is an incredibly
tempting palette of body paints glowing under
UV light. Create a festival makeup thanks to
a special formula closed in 10 unique colors.
Highly pigmented formulas will perfectly spread
on the body, and the durability of color and
intensity lasts for many hours. The variety
of colors will allow you to create a unique
characterization, adding a bit of madness to your
makeup. UV Neon Brights Palette is a product
made of environmentally friendly ingredients.

1,1 g x 10

1

PINK
606088 |

2

YELLOW
606087 |

1

The color of ordinary pigments depends only on the reflected light, but neon fluorescent
pigments combine the light emission phenomena caused by ultraviolet light and the
stimulation of reflected visible light, respectively. It is possible to obtain vivid colors with
high luminous effects, lightness and saturation. Highly concentrated colored powders emit
visible or invisible light as a result of the action of short wavelength light. The pigmented
surface must be exposed to a UV lamp or a diode with ultraviolet light to provide a special
glowing effect. The most important feature of fluorescent colors is that they glow, are vivid
and noticed much faster than regular colors.

2

EASY TO USE
▪

VALUES

NEON GLOW
– FLUORESCENT
FACE AND BODY
PAINTS WITH
A BRUSH
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Using circular motions, with
the help of water and a brush,
loosen the top layer of the
color to obtain a smooth and
homogeneous, creamy mixture

▪

This neon body paint is the perfect accessory to spice up parties, festivals, evenings,
dressing up, going out with friends, clubs with UV light

▪

3. Apply multiple layers to skin
for best glow under UV light

▪

Each pack contains a rainbow selection of colors in various saturations and shades: red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink

▪

Easy remove with soap and
water

▪

For adults, teenagers and children

▪

Color pigments reacting to UV rays are non-toxic and non-radioactive

EFFECTS

▪

UV powders are made of substances that do not harm the environment or the health
of the user (they can even be used by children)

Express clear and beautiful colors:

▪

UV pigments do not lose their color properties and intensity over time. The pigments
feature vivid color, strong fluorescent effects, good dispersity, and great particle
fineness

▪

In daylight – neon colors

▪

In the dark – no glow

▪

Easily removable with soap and water

▪

In the dark with UV light –
Vibrant + Bright + Neon UV Glow

▪

Excellent value for money as a little bit of paint goes a long way

▪

Content in the cup: ca 1,1 g

TIP
The paint is most commonly applied by fingers, but it can also be applied with
brushes or sponges. No limits!
Glowing neon body paints are based on fluorescent pigments. They are powders
in a finely divided state with a distinct color and fine particles. However, to obtain
the luminous effect, the pigmented surface must be exposed to a UV lamp or
a diode with ultraviolet light. Since most of the glow we see is actually reflected
light, the brighter the background color, the brighter the glow appears. It is
based on the emission of light waves through an excited molecule or atom,
for which phosphors are responsible. Therefore, fluorescence is classified as
photoluminescence. Light is only emitted when the pigment is exposed to the
rays. When such rays stop being emitted, the effect disappears instantly. The color
remains vivid, but without the glow effect.

BODY

BODY

UV Neon Brights
PALETTE
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FACE

Bake It Setting
POWDER

BAKE IT SETTING
POWDER
Bake It fixing powder perfectly camouflages
imperfections and provides a long-lasting
velvety finish. It gently reflects light, making
it ideal for contouring the face using the
baking technique. The universal shade suits
any skin color. With a puff or brush, apply to
the entire face or apply a thick layer to the
areas that need illumination. Leave for a few
minutes, then remove the excess.

6,6 g | 602027 |

Bamboo
POWDER

HD Effect Mineral
POWDER

BAMBOO POWDER

HD EFFECT MINERAL POWDER

Bamboo Matte loose powder with a transparent formula
provides a perfect finish. Effectively masks signs of
fatigue and all imperfections. Bamboo shoot extract
absorbs sebum, providing a long-lasting matte effect.
With a puff or brush, apply to the entire face or to
selected areas, such as the T-zone.

HD Effect mineral powder Perfectly smoothes the skin
and guarantees a perfect make-up finish. The transparent
formula enriched with caring jojoba oil is suitable for all
skin colors. With a puff or brush, apply over the entire
face.

4,3 g | 602029 |

Mineral powder is a cosmetic that combines the power of minerals and
vitamins. When applied to the skin, it turns into a beautiful, uniform surface.
It is easy to apply and very efficient. Best in the fight against imperfections or
excessive sebum production, leaving an elegant matte finish on the skin.
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FACE

3,3 g | 602028 |
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FACE

USE UNDER MAKEUP OR
AS AN INDEPENDENT
PRODUCT

Multifunctional
PRIMER SPF 30

Silicone
BASE

MULTIFUNCTIONAL PRIMER SPF 30

SILICONE BASE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

A creamy emulsion with beige shade gives the skin a beautiful, healthy look and
gently evens skin tone. Perfectly smooths the complexion, while helping to protect
against harmful effects of UV rays.

BASE

FOUNDATION

CONCEALER

▪

exceptionally light formula

Makes your makeup last longer.
Mattifies and ensures a fresh look for
a long time. Makes the skin perfectly
smooth and ensures that pores and
fine lines are less noticeable.

▪

▪

▪

▪

does not accumulate in wrinkles, does not overload or dry the skin

▪

▪

enriched with chamomile water, aloe vera and calendula extracts

with vitamin C and E complex
which has antioxidant properties

▪

gluten-free

▪

▪

beautiful fragrance

recommended for the skin which
requires mattifying and has a
tendency to shine

extends the longevity of your
makeup

▪

evens out your skin tone
conditions your skin

hides the imperfections of your
skin
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POWDER

BRONZER

HIGHLIGHTER

▪

provides a matte finish

▪

▪

▪

sets your makeup

sculpts the shape of your face

gives your skin a youthful glow

VEGA

N

F

N

STEP 6

15 ml | 601301 |

EC
T IO

STEP 5

RI

STEP 4

EN
DLY

30 ml | 601312 |

T
HIGH PRO

FACE

6 STEPS
to perfect skin

I T M AT T I F I E S
AND EVENS OUT
IMPERFECTIONS
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FACE

IDEAL
COVER EFFECT
Foundation

BLUR EFFECT
Lifting Foundation
BLUR EFFECT LIFTING
FOUNDATION

IDEAL COVER EFFECT
FOUNDATION

Superbly covers imperfections
and evens out your skin tone.
It guarantees a flawless, youthful and
natural look without the mask effect.
Thanks to its light, liquid consistency,
it spreads very easily.

Provides a semi-matte finish and
a perfect look, without the mask
effect, for an unbelievably long
time. Due to the light and silky
consistency, it spreads evenly.
It contains valuable B3 and
E vitamins.
▪

humidity-resistant

▪

covers all imperfections

▪

perfectly evens skin tone

▪

highly pigmented

▪

very efficient – a thin layer
evenly covers and gently
mattifies

NUDE
601105 |

▪

prevents shiny-looking skin

▪

gives a soft-focus effect

▪

creates an immediate visual
lifting effect

▪

suitable for vegetarians

LIGHT NUDE
601204 |

30 ml

30 ml

W I TH

NO

LONG-LASTING
HUMIDITY-RESISTANT
FORMULA
292

OLIVE BEIGE
601107 |

CLASSIC BEIGE
601205 |

SATIN SAND
601206 |

IDEAL FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

▪

perfect for hot days

▪

recommended for active people

▪

allows you to enjoy a perfect look even during a workout

▪

ideal for big events

THE BLUR EFFECT

P E R F E C T F O R M AT U R E S K I N

Also referred to as the soft-focus effect, this is a well-known term in the field of
photography. It allows to smooth out all the sharp contours and blur the image in
the picture so that the model’s face looks flawless and perfectly smooth. In the
world of cosmetics, it offers strikingly similar results. Thanks to the ingredients
with unique optical properties, it creates a layer on the surface of the skin which
reflects and diffuses light evenly, masking the imperfections of your skin.

FACE

UP

16H

TO
UC

16h
TO

H - UP S

SOFT BEIGE
601106 |
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FACE

GLOWING DROPS 3D Liquid Highlighter
GLOWING DROPS 3D LIQUID HIGHLIGHTER

Makeup Setting
SPRAY

Immediately illuminates your skin and gives it an extra glow. Silky and liquid formula. It does not smudge and is not heavy on the skin.
▪

guarantees phenomenally fresh and radiant look

▪

optically rejuvenates the skin and eliminates signs of fatigue

▪

ideal for the strobing makeup technique

▪

with a formula containing wheat germ oil and betaine

▪

to be used in spots on various parts of your face and body

▪

can be applied both under the foundation, or add a drop to your favourite foundation and blend on your hand directly
before the application

▪

refreshes and adds a healthy glow
throughout the day

▪

with a pipette for easy dosing

▪

in the form of light, moisturising mist

▪

suitable for vegetarians

MAKE UP SETTING SPRAY
Creates an invisible coating to protect your
makeup. Doesn’t leave your skin feeling
sticky or tight.

100 ml | 609003 |
10 ml | 601311 |

HOW TO APPLY MAKEUP
USING THE STROBING TECHNIQUE
It will illuminate
your forehead
It will optically
enlarge your eyes

It will make your eyes
look brighter
It will accentuate
your cheekbones

It will make your lips look
noticeably fuller
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It will highlight your chin
and enlarge the lower lip

FACE

It will make your nose
appear smaller
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EYES

NEW

Gemstone Colour
MASCARA
GEMSTONE COLOUR MASCARA
A perfectly matched composition.
▪

It will emphasise not only your eyes but also your
character and strength

▪

Thanks to the three unique shades, all eyes will be
turned to you

▪

The perfect consistency and composition ensure
perfect durability
9 ml

INTENSE EMERALD
607048 |

BOLD TANZANITE
607049 |

EYES

MAGICAL ALMANDINE
607050 |
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EYES

LEGENDARY
FULL HD LASHES
Mascara
LEGENDARY FULL HD LASHES MASCARA
Thanks to its advanced formula, the mascara will make
your eyelashes extremely thick, flirtatiously curly
and maximally long. The specially designed wand will
precisely separate and define each eyelash, even the
shortest ones.
▪

perfectly lifted and optically denser eyelashes after
the first application

▪

without clumps, smudges or flakes

▪

contains waxes that nourish the eyelashes
improving their condition

▪

thanks to the walnut extract and the innovative
hexapeptide-1, it gives a subtle effect of tinted
eyelashes

LARGE
VOLUME AS
MUCH AS
13.5 ML

13.5 ml | 607039 |

M U LT I - D I M E N S I O N A L F U L L H D E F F E C T

LASH EXPERT
Mascara

PHENOMENAL
Mascara

3 STEP
Mascara

LASH EXPERT MASCARA

PHENOMENAL MASCARA

3 STEP MASCARA

Perfect eye makeup even for up
to 12 hours, without smudging or
crumbling.

Advanced formula and an
ultraprecise wand guarantee
a panoramic eyelash effect.

▪

maximally lengthened and
flirtatiously curled eyelashes

▪

an asymmetric, flexible wand:
shapes and lifts the lashes with
the longer bristles, and coats
and separates even the tiniest
lashes with the shorter bristles

11 ml | GLAM BLACK
607105 |

▪

with an innovative conditioning
ingredient for longer and thicker
lashes

▪

lengthened, thickened, perfectly
separated and curled lashes

▪

flexible mini-wand perfectly
emphasises even the shortest
and most delicate lashes

An innovative formula stunningly
increases the volume of eyelashes
and moisturises them properly.
▪

3 in 1: extended, thickened,
lifted eyelashes

▪

the exceptional shape of the
wand allows for applying the
mascara from roots to ends

8 ml | PERFECT BLACK
607103 |

10 ml | INTENSE BLACK

EYES

607104 |
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EYES

Eyebrow
POMADE
EYEBROW POMADE
Clearly emphasized eyebrows are
the basis for a perfect make-up.
With just a few brush strokes, you
can conjure up shapely eyebrows
in a perfectly matched shade. The
satin formula of the pomade ensures
easy application, matte finish and
durability up to 12 hours.

2,5 g

2
300

1

DARK BROWN
607044 |

2

MEDIUM BROWN
607043 |

EYES

1
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EYES

LONG-LASTING
SPARKLE
Cream
Eyeshadow

1

COPPER GRACE
606077 |

2

ICE PALACE
606075 |

3

GOLDEN TREASURE
606076 |

LONG-LASTING SPARKLE
CREAM EYESHADOW
Leaves a captivating, intense
shine on the eyelids. Thanks to
the creamy-powder consistency,
it is easy to apply and does not
accumulate in skin creases.
▪

extremely efficient and durable,
it lasts all day

▪

quickly adheres to the eyelids,
giving them a stunning glow

▪

non-sticky formula does not
flake off

3.5 g

2

3

RI

EN
DLY

1

F

HAVE FUN WITH
YOUR MAKEUP
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Modify colour saturation by applying another layer.

ENJOY
THE CONVENIENCE
OF USE

Use your finger to apply a small amount of the shadow to your eyelid.

EYES

N
VEGA
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EYES

Long-Lasting
KAJAL EYE PENCIL

LONG-LASTING
Automatic Eye Pencil

LONG-LASTING
KAJAL EYE PENCIL

LONG-LASTING
AUTOMATIC EYE
PENCIL

Have a charming, deep and beautiful
look. Apply the eye pencil along the
waterline of your eye to optically
enlarge and highlight it, reducing the
signs of tiredness.

Expressive eye makeup for an
incredibly long time? Now it’s
possible. It can be used for
both day and evening makeup.
It draws thick and thin lines
with great precision.

▪

long-lasting – up to 12 hours

▪

will optically enlarge your eyes
and give your look a rested and
fresh appearance

▪

▪

it is exceptionally durable and
has a non-smear formula

▪

▪

with a convenient built-in
sharpener

the soft and velvety texture
makes the application
super easy

▪

▪

ophthalmologist tested

a functional, automatic
mechanism of a built-in
sharpener enables you to
apply makeup quickly and
with great precision

0.33 g

▪
1

ECRU IDEAL
607032 |

2

CLASSIC WHITE
607031 |

▪

stays on your face without
getting smudged for up to
12 hours

a wide range of shades
– you are sure to find
something you like
ophthalmologist tested

1

DECADENCE BLACK
607005 |

2

DARK BLUE
607004 |

3

OCEAN REFLECTION
607026 |

4

METALLIC TEAL
607028 |

5

VIOLET VELVET
607027 |

0.31 g
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2

3

4

5

the effect: DEEP,
MESMERISING
LOOK

EYES

wa
ter
p

wa
ter
p
the effect: BIGGER EYES,
FRESH LOOK

1

roo
f

2

roo
f

1
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EYES

USE A BLENDING
SPONGE
INCLUDED TO
C R E AT E S U LT R Y
SMOKEY EYES

Automatic
BROW PENCIL

Diamond
EYE PENCIL

AUTOMATIC BROW PENCIL

DIAMOND EYE PENCIL

Emphasises the shape of eyebrows
and makes them look thicker.

With diamond shine glitter that will add a glow to your
look.

▪
▪

guarantees a deep, long-lasting
colour and a natural effect

BISTRE
607012 |

with a built-in sharpener

▪

glamourous

▪

waterproof

0.34 g | CRYSTAL BLACK | 607006 |

0.31 g

EYES

AUBURN
607013 |
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EYES

Eyelash Enhancing
SERUM
EYELASH ENHANCING SERUM
The serum conditions eyelashes thanks to an active
ingredient called: bimatoprost. It thickens and
strengthens eyelashes and visibly improves their
condition. The product may be used by people
wearing contact lenses (remove the contact lenses
before application of the serum). Can be used after
chemotherapy, with eyelash extensions, with permanent
makeup, and lashes after a henna treatment.
▪

makes eyelashes longer and thicker

▪

nourishes and regenerates even the weakest lashes

3 ml | 607107 |

BOTTLED EYELINER

LIQUID EYELINER

Intense blackness and incredible
precision for expressive flirtatious
eye makeup.

Beautifully emphasises the eye
contour and gives intensity to the
look by making eyelashes look
denser.

▪

a long-lasting effect, no need for
touch-ups throughout the day

▪

ophthalmologically tested

▪

dermatologically tested

▪

suitable for vegans

4 g | DEEP BLACK
607001 |
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▪

a great way for a quick, classy
makeup

▪

perfect and easy application

▪

store in a vertical position with
the tip downwards

1.1 ml | CARBON BLACK
607009 |

VOLUMIZING
WATERPROOF MASCARA
Adds incredible volume to the lashes.
Its perfectly profiled brush enables
you to apply the mascara evenly
from the roots to the tips, enhancing
the volumising effect. The volatile
silicone included in its formula makes
the mascara extremely long-lasting.
Bold, super-defined lashes in the
blink of an eye.
▪

effectively protects your lashes
from water and moisture

▪

suitable for vegans

8 ml | 607108 |

EYES

Liquid
EYELINER

wa
ter
pro
of

Bottled
EYELINER

Volumizing
Waterproof
MASCARA
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LIPS

LUSTRE EFFECT
Hyaluronic Lip Gloss

PLUMP EFFECT
Chili Lip Gloss
PLUMP EFFECT
CHILI LIP GLOSS
Thanks to thousands of shimmering
particles it visually plumps the lips
making them incredibly alluring.
Expressive, fashionable colours give
your lips a seductive look and bring
out your hidden sex appeal.

LUSTRE EFFECT
HYALURONIC LIP GLOSS
Contains hyaluronic acid that
perfectly moisturises the delicate
skin of the lips, leaving it soft and
smooth. Shiny, semi-transparent
shades provide a natural effect,
perfect for wearing every day and for
special occasions.
▪

makes your lips look fuller and
plumper

▪

makes them sensual and silky

▪

regular application improves lips
condition

▪

with a convenient, soft
applicator

▪

has a non-sticky formula and
a pleasant scent

UNICORN DUST
604036 |

▪

with chilli pepper extract

▪

for temptingly full and sensuous
lips

▪

with a convenient, soft
applicator

▪

has a non-sticky formula and a
pleasant smell

VERY CHERRY
604039 |

CANDY FLOSS
604040 |

W E T- LO O K L I P S E F F EC T

7 ml
GOLDEN SHINE
604041 |

CLASSY LADY
604037 |

DAZZLING REFLEXES

7 ml
RASPBERRY KISS
604038 |

W E T- LO O K L I P S E F F EC T

LIPS

I N S TA N T F E E L I N G
OF SMOOTHNESS

310
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LIPS

LIPLINER

LIPLINER
Thanks to the creamy, waterproof
formula it spreads perfectly and lasts
incredibly long. High pigmentation
provides precise coverage.
▪

perfect for shaping lips or as
a lipstick

▪

long-lasting – up to 8 h without
smudging or touching up

▪

provides a matte finish

▪

dermatologically tested

1.19 g

MIDNIGHT
607041 |
1
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2

DAWN
607042 |

3

SUNRISE
607040 |

2

3

LIPS

1
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LIPS

4

4

COLOR INTENSE LIPSTICK

5

Provides full coverage and intense matte colour. Applying
it to your lips will be a moment of pure pleasure – thanks
to the creamy consistency, it is very easy to apply too.
Contains nourishing chia seed oil which prevents the
lipstick from drying out your lips. They will look smooth
and tempting.

6

▪

guarantees silky smooth matte finish and intense
colour that stays on your lips for long

7

▪

contains precious chia seed oil

▪

non-sticky formula and creamy texture offering you
a long-lasting feeling of comfort – you won’t even
feel you are wearing it

5

2

CARAVAN
604043 |

3

SANDSTORM
604042 |

PASSIONATE RED
604226 |

13

SPLENDID MAGENTA
604234 |

2

3

10

11

12

14

VIBRANT FUCHSIA
604224 |

SWEET CORAL
604228 |

14

SMOKED LYCHEE
604225 |

7

CARMINE BLISS
604230 |

15

BLAZING CORAL
604220 |

8

BURGUNDY WINE
604233 |

16

CUTE PINK
604223 |

9

PLUM CHOCOLATE
604227 |

17

RAVISHING ROSE
604222 |

10

PASSIONATE FIRE
604229 |

18

CLASSIC NUDE
604221 |

11

AMAZING NUDE
604231 |

8

1
SHADOW
604045 |

12

16

9

1

CLASSIC RED
604232 |

15
6

4.2 g

314

13

17

18

LIPS

COLOR INTENSE
Lipstick
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LIPS

A P P LY E V E N LY T O T H E L I P S U S I N G T H E A P P L I C AT O R .

Long-Lasting Matte
LIQUID LIPSTICK
LONG-LASTING MATTE LIQUID
LIPSTICK
A perfect matte effect that will stay on your
lips for multiple hours. The ultra-light formula
not only guarantees a perfect, intensive
matte finish but also does not overburden
the lips, ensuring an exceptional sense of
comfort. Thanks to such precious, natural
ingredients as beeswax and avocado oil, the
lipstick will not make your lips dry. The easy
application and long-lasting colour without
the sticking, drying and smearing effect
will make you fall in love with it from the
first use.
▪

no more frequent corrections of your
makeup – the lipstick will stay on your
lips for up to 6 hours

▪

its exceptional composition ensures
intense, matte colour, which not only
does not make your lips dry but also
gives them the feeling of hydration

▪

thanks to a precise applicator and silky
texture with a pleasant scent, applying
colour to your lips will become a real
pleasure
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HOT RED
604014 |

TAFFY
604011 |

CREAMY
604016 |

CERISE
604012 |

VIOLET
604015 |

PEACH
604048 |

CRIMSON
604010 |

ROSE
604017 |

BLUSH
604013 |

MAUVE
604009 |

CLARET
604018 |

VICTORIAN ROUGE
604046 |

PINK POWDER
604047 |

LONG-LASTING MATTE LIQUID
LIPSTICK GIVES YOUR LIPS
LONG-LASTING VELVETY MATTE
FINISH EFFECT.

LIPS

6 ml
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MICELLAR LOTION

2 PHASE MAKEUP REMOVER

Removes makeup and cleanses the skin, perfectly
preparing it for further skincare routine.

Gentle yet highly effective at removing eye and lip
makeup, also waterproof formulas.

▪

based on rose water from damask rose’s petals

▪

perfectly refreshes the skin

▪

leaves the skin moisturised, soft and smooth

▪

hypoallergenic

150 ml | 609001 |
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MICELLAR LOTION

150 ml | 609002 |

Makeup Remover
TOWEL

Blend it! Latex-Free
MAKEUP SPONGE

MAKEUP REMOVER TOWEL

LATEX-FREE MAKEUP SPONGE

Thoroughly removes even waterproof makeup without
the use of cosmetic products.

Helps to apply the perfect face makeup. Ideal for
foundation and concealer application.

▪

just dampen it with water

▪

latex-free

▪

suitable for all skin types, including sensitive skin

▪

a unique, precise shape

608107 |

608124 |

MAKEUP REMOVAL

MAKEUP REMOVAL

2 Phase
MAKEUP REMOVER
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HANDS

Nail Lacquer
GEL FINISH
NAIL LACQUER GEL FINISH
Perfectly finished, shiny nails after
the first application. The gel formula
of the varnish ensures not only
ultra-fast drying, excellent coverage,
but also no chipping and durability
for a really long time. Vivid, intense
colors will be perfect for any
occasion.
▪

provides a saturated, longlasting colour and excellent
coverage from the first
application

▪

resistant to chipping, abrasion
and dulling

▪

with a wide nail polish brush
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FRESH LIME
603160 |

POLAR NIGHT
603169 |

BRILLIANT RAY
603153 |

AMAZING RED
603163 |

STRONG PINK
603161 |

BLINDING NEON
603165 |

BLOOMING ROSE
603154 |

DEEP MAROON
603168 |

BLUE LAKE
603162 |

NEON SUNSET
603158 |

DOLLS HOUSE
603166 |

NEON CRANBERRY
603167 |

JUICY PLUM
603156 |

BLACK DOVE
603155 |

HANDS

11 ml
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Imagine a place bathed in the sunshine with an unimaginably beautiful scent
in the air. The vastness of nature stretches out before you, filled with its most
beautiful colours and aromas. You are surrounded by silence that soothes
all the senses and makes you feel that little bit of magic with a pinch of which
we create in our coffees and teas.
We have travelled the whole world to find such a place. We've captured some
of its treasures and created unique flavours and aromas, enclosed in FM boxes.
The new Aurile Selection series has absolutely perfect rich tastes and aromas
that envelop the senses and invite you on a long journey to the ends
of the world. The new specialty coffees - among the best coffees
in the world - are a guarantee of freshly harvested beans, delivered directly
to the roasting plant, where the coffee taste is born: pure and rich.
Our premium teas come from small, traditional plantations.
They are unique and truly original. Their flavours gently change and surprise
you each time, taking you on another exotic journey.

324
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COFFEES

COFFEES

COFFEES

Ground Coffee Brazil
Specialty Coffee
100% Arabica

GROUND COFFEE PERU SPECIALTY COFFEE 100%
ARABICA

GROUND COFFEE BRAZIL SPECIALTY COFFEE
100% ARABICA

Coffee from the Cajamarca region in Peru, right on the border with
Ecuador. Thanks to the specific climate and location, the grains
grow much slower. Each of them is specially selected and collected
with the utmost care.

Delicate, real Brazilian coffee with notes of hazelnut and chocolate.
It comes from the Cerrado Mineiro region, where the highest-quality
Arabica coffee beans in Brazil are harvested. This distinctive aroma,
unique combination of flavours, and low acidity are a proposition for
those who want to enjoy the subtlety of black coffee.

Its unique taste, without acidity and with high intensity, is a real feast
for the sense of smell and taste.

▪

delicate, with notes of hazelnut and chocolate giving it a
unique aroma - an unusual combination of flavours and low
acidity allow you to enjoy your black coffee in a more delicate
version

▪

harvested in a region known for the highest quality beans in
Brazil

▪

a unique and intense flavour without acidity

▪

due to the specific climate and location the beans grow much
slower; each of them is specially selected and collected with
the utmost care

125 g | 803009 |

Peru
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125 g | 803005 |
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COFFEES

Ground Coffee Peru
Specialty Coffee
100% Arabica
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COFFEES

GROUND
COFFEE
ETHIOPIA
Specialty
Coffee
100% Arabica

GROUND COFFEE
ETHIOPIA SPECIALTY
COFFEE 100% ARABICA
Floral coffee with tangible citrus
straight from Ethiopia. Its grains
are hand-picked at high altitudes
of 1,800 metres above sea level.
Only specially selected, ripe and
healthy fruits go to the boxes. This
provides an intense flavour and
aroma, although it is mixed with its
lightness and delicacy.
▪

floral, with noticeable citrus
notes - intense, yet delicate
and light

▪

beans are harvested by hand
at an altitude of 1,800 meters
above sea level.

GROUND
COFFEE
PAPUA
NEW GUINEA
Specialty Coffee
100% Arabica
GROUND COFFEE PAPUA NEW
GUINEA SPECIALTY COFFEE
100% ARABICA
Coffee from the Western Highlands
in Papua New Guinea. Its shrubs grow
exclusively on the fertile volcanic soil of the
Wahgi Valley in the Central Mountains. You
can feel the taste of delicate citrus, including
orange, which is wrapped in the taste of
milk chocolate.
It has the real taste of coffee with a hint of
sweetness.
▪

an amazing combination of citrus,
including oranges, wrapped in delightful
milk chocolate - a real taste of coffee
with a delicate hint of sweetness

▪

grows in the fertile volcanic soil of the
Wahgi Valley in the Central Mountains

125 g | 803008 |
125 g | 803006 |

Ethiopia
328
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COFFEES

GROUND COFFEE INDONESIA
Specialty Coffee 100% Arabica

IndonJeavsaia
East d
Islan

GROUND COFFEE INDONESIA SPECIALTY COFFEE 100% ARABICA
Coffee from the eastern part of Java Island in Indonesia. Its shrubs thrive among volcanoes and lush tropical forests. It owes its
intense flavour to its spice, but the sweet apricot aftertaste is a pleasantly light surprise for true coffee gourmets.

▪

with an intense, spicy aroma complemented by a surprising, sweet apricot aftertaste

▪

its shrubs thrive among volcanoes and lush tropical forests

125 g | 803007 |

GROUND
COFFEE
RWANDA
Specialty Coffee
100% Arabica

GROUND COFFEE RWANDA
SPECIALTY COFFEE 100%
ARABICA
Bourbon coffee from Rwanda. It is
grown on very small plantations located
1500 m above sea level.
This coffee has a unique blend of fruity
aromas and the lightness of a typical
coffee aroma. There is a strong black
currant flavour with an unexpected, mild
note of hibiscus.

▪

unique thanks to the combination
of intense blackcurrant and
surprisingly light hibiscus

▪

of the botanical bourbon variety,
characterized by sweetness and a
delicate flavour

Rwtioansnlodcaa ted

planta 1500 m
over
level
above sea
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COFFEES

125 g | 803010 |
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COFFEES

GROUND COFFEE
GUATEMALA
Specialty Coffee
Filter Bags
GROUND COFFEE GUATEMALA
SPECIALTY COFFEE FILTER BAGS
Coffee from one of the three non-volcanic
regions of Guatemala - Huehuetenango.
The warm air from Mexico mixes with the
cold, descending from the Cuchumatanes
mountains, creating an unusual microclimate,
which protects against frost and allows the
cultivation of coffee 2000 m above sea level

▪

distinguished by mild acidity and fruity
notes combined with delicate milk
chocolate

▪

originates in a region where warm air
mixes with the cold air that descends from
the Cuchumatanes mountains, creating a
unique microclimate that protects crops
from frost at an altitude of 2,000 m above
sea level

5x 10 g = 50 g | 803011 |
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GROUND COFFEE
HONDURAS
Specialty Filter Bags
GROUND COFFEE HONDURAS SPECIALTY
FILTER BAGS
Coffee from Siguatepeque in the Comayagua department
in Honduras. It grows under the intense shade of
local vegetation on the lush slopes of the Montecillos
Mountains. The taste is dark chocolate and hazelnut. This
makes it delicate and intense at the same time.
▪

delicate, yet intense with noticeable notes of dark
chocolate and hazelnut

▪

grows on the slopes of the Montecillos Mountains,
shaded by lush vegetation

5x 10 g = 50 g | 803013 |
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COFFEES

It is distinguished by mild acidity and fruity
notes, combined with delicate, milk chocolate.
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COFFEES

GROUND
COFFEE
MEXICO
Specialty
Filter Bags

GROUND COFFEE MEXICO
SPECIALTY FILTER BAGS
An alternative for those who love the taste
of coffee, but do not want to consume
caffeine.
Decaf coffee from Mexico. Caffeine has
been removed naturally thanks to the
Mountain Water Process. The lack of
caffeine did not take away the intense
flavour, in which dark chocolate and plum
are strongly felt.
▪

the lack of caffeine does not take
away a single note of intense flavour,
in which dark chocolate and plum are
strongly felt

▪

the caffeine has been removed
naturally thanks to the Mountain Water
Process

5x 10 g = 50 g | 803012 |

COFFEES

Mexico
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TEAS

TEAS

YERBA MATE

YERBA MATE
ARGENTINA
Filter Bags

YERBA MATE ARGENTINA FILTER
BAGS
Extremely mild yerba mate from Argentina
with a balanced flavour and aroma. It will take
you straight to South America to observe
the fantastic riches of nature it comes from.
Contains leaves, twigs, and a small amount of
dust. Multi-brewing is perfect for those who
don't like to part with their mug.

▪

extremely mild yerba mate with a balanced
flavour and aroma

▪

contains leaves, twigs, and a small amount
of pollen

USE
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5x 10 g = 50 g | 805020 |
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TEAS

CHINESE BLACK
WITH ROSE PETALS

INDIAN BLACK Darjeeling
from the first harvest
Chinuai
Aanh
region

A ceremonial variety of Congo black tea with rose petals.
This tea comes from the Anhui region of China. According
to Chinese tradition, it is flavoured with rose flowers.
Drinking black tea regularly reduces fatigue, has a positive
effect on concentration, and has a soothing and relaxing
effect.
▪

ceremonial variety of black tea, flavoured with rose
flowers according to Chinese tradition

▪

reduces fatigue, soothes and relaxes, and aides
concentration

40 g | 805040 |
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INDIAN BLACK DARJEELING FROM
THE FIRST HARVEST

Indiai

Hamla
foothills

Darjeeling is a black tea that grows in India at the base of the
Himalayas. It is collected in the period from February to April. It is
considered the best tea in the world. Dark amber-colored infusion
with a very delicate and floral aroma will take you to the zone of
relaxation and relaxation.
Darjeeling tea from the first harvest has as much as 30% more
polyphenolic compounds than other teas. This effectively slows
down the ageing process of cells. Regularly drinking black tea
supports the circulatory system, regulating blood pressure and
lowering bad cholesterol.
▪

considered to be the best variety in the world, with a very
delicate floral aroma and a dark amber colour

▪

has as much as 30% more polyphenolic compounds than
other teas

▪

releases tension and relaxes, effectively slows down the aging
process of cells, supports the circulatory system, regulates
blood pressure and reduces the level of bad cholesterol

40 g | 805041 |

TEAS

CHINESE BLACK
with rose petals
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TEAS

KOREAN GREEN
with roasted rice
and matcha
KOREAN GREEN WITH ROASTED
RICE AND MATCHA
Genmaicha - green tea with roasted rice is
the most popular tea in Japan and South
Korea. Seejak green tea, which comes
from the Seogwang garden, located on the
volcanic island of Jeju in South Korea, was
used to create this blend.
Roasted rice with the addition of matcha
makes the resulting infusion intensely green
and sweeter than traditional green tea.
Drinking green tea helps remove toxins,
regulates metabolism, and boosts energy
levels.
▪

▪

roasted rice and matcha give the
infusion a more intense color and a
sweeter flavour than traditional green
tea
cleanses the body of toxins, regulates
metabolism, and provides energy

40 g | 805042 |
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BLACK LAOS
from the rainforest
fermented in banana
leaves

Laos

Phongsaely
rainfor st

BLACK LAOS FROM THE RAINFOREST
FERMENTED IN BANANA LEAVES
The Phu Now tribe harvests wild black tea in the rainforests of the
Phongsaly region of Laos. The process of creating this tea takes a
long time and is delicate: the tea leaves are rolled, then wrapped
and fermented in banana leaves. Only after this process, they can
be dried.

342

▪

delicate and sweet, black in colour

▪

long and delicate process: tea leaves are rolled, then rolled
and fermented in banana leaves, then dried

▪

grows wild and is harvested by the local Phu-nu tribe

40 g | 805043 |

TEAS

As a result, the tea becomes black and enjoys its delicate, sweet
taste.
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Enter the wonderful world of Aurile, where calories do not matter and where the
taste improves the mood even in the worst autumn weather. Try our chocolates
of different intensity of flavor, and exquisite almonds in various types of
chocolate, so that every connoisseur will find something for himself.

344
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DARK
CHOCOLATE 54%
DARK
CHOCOLATE 54%

A combination of milk and noble cocoa that melts in your
mouth. This chocolate is a perfect alternative for the
enthusiasts of classic sweets.

This chocolate balances between sweet and
savoury aromas. It is a perfect combination of a
bitter taste with a hint of milky delight.

100 g | 806007

100 g | 806008

SWEETNESS WITHOUT CALORIES

Stevia is an exceptional plant – the extract obtained from its leaves is about 300 times sweeter than
table sugar. Its glycemic index amounts to zero and it does not supply calories, which makes it
a perfect food supplement for people, who care about their health and slim figure. We used its
amazing properties, so that you could enjoy the taste of our chocolates without any stings of remorse.
346

DARK
CHOCOLATE 74%
DARK
CHOCOLATE 74%

DARK
CHOCOLATE 99%
DARK
CHOCOLATE 99%

High cocoa content ensures intense sensations. The aromas,
which are contrasted with a subtle aftertaste of sweetness,
caress the taste buds.

The expressive aroma of cocoa in its purest form
constitutes a feast for the connoisseurs of sublime
experiences. Nothing will distract from the savoury and
deep taste.

100 g | 806009

100 g | 806010

SWEETS

SWEETS
MILK
CHOCOLATE 40%
MILK
CHOCOLATE 40%
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SWEETS

ALMONDS
IN MILK
CHOCOLATE
Almonds in milk
chocolate
The crispy interior wrapped in a velvety melt-in-yourmouth chocolate caresses the palate from the first bite.

DELICIOUS TREAT IN THE CROWN

Although it is called the king of nuts, almond is actually a seed of the almond tree. It owes its title
to the richness of nutritional values, e.g. potassium, magnesium, fibre, unsaturated fatty acids,
vitamins B2 and E. Its delicate taste makes it appealing to almost everyone who tries it.
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ALMONDS
IN DARK
CHOCOLATE
Almonds in dark
chocolate

ALMONDS
IN WHITE
CHOCOLATE
Almonds in white
chocolate

This perfect combination of subtle sweetness
of a nut with the intensity of dark chocolate intrigues
and stimulates the senses.

This tempting combination of nuts and an
irresistible heavenly coating is the perfect
proposition for the enthusiasts of sweet treats.

100 g | 806011

100 g | 806013

SWEETS

100 g | 806012
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COFFEES

CREME
Instant Coffee
CREME
INSTANT COFFEE
The harmonious composition of
high-quality coffees with a mild taste
and delightfully rich aroma captivates
all senses from the very first sip.
A cup full of finesse enchants with
expressive notes, making each
moment unique.
▪

delicate and perfectly balanced

▪

creates velvety foam on the
surface

▪

perfect for afternoon meetings
with friends

INTENSE
Instant Coffee

80 g | 802001 |

INTENSE INSTANT COFFEE
It is a composition of perfectly selected
coffees creating an intriguing combination
of clarity and richness of aroma. It stimulates
action, while providing intense sensations.
It’s a cup full of black, energising essence.
▪

due to the freeze-drying process it
impresses with strong, multi-layered
taste

▪

for connoisseurs of deep coffee accents

▪

for a great start to your day

INSTANT
350

A feast for the palate and the senses. Enjoy a moment of
pleasure with aromatic coffee anywhere and anytime.

COFFEES

100 g | 802002 |
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The great power of nature
Clean without chemicals
Invincible against grime and grease - The entirely revamped Smart&Clean
series is here. We wanted to maintain the amazing effectiveness
of the products, while making them completely safe for the environment,
for you, and for your loved ones.
So, in addition to probiotic products, we concentrated the power
of our cleaning products in new, small tablets that you can easily dissolve
in water to create a special liquid. After using the liquid, you only need
to use a new tablet in the same bottle. Thus reducing the number of plastic
bottles and encouraging their multiple use. Find out about the convenience.

NEW

Laundry
Detergent Sheets
Unscented

Laundry
Detergent Sheets
Fresh Linen

LAUNDRY DETERGENT
SHEETS

LAUNDRY DETERGENT
SHEETS FRESH LINEN

Delicate, soluble washing sheets are
made of ingredients of plant origin.
They are easy to store and you can
take them with you on the go.

Washing sheets with a subtle fresh
scent that stays on fabrics for an
exceptionally long time.

▪

They are 100% natural, free
from toxic chemicals

▪

They do not contain optical
brighteners and dyes

▪

Their packaging is fully
recyclable, with them you take
care of the planet!

▪

No chemicals, toxic dyes, and
bleaches

▪

They leave a fresh, soothing
scent for a long time

▪

100% natural fragrance, made of
essential oils and plant extracts

10 pcs | 720021 |
10 pcs | 720020 |

NEW

Ecological Washing
Machine Tablets
ECOLOGICAL WASHING
MACHINE TABLETS
Only one tablet is enough to wash
up to 8 kg of laundry! Eco Tabs are
made of renewable resources, and
at the same time, they can handle
tough stains very well!
▪

They work at a low temperature,
so they are suitable for hand
washing

▪

They contain a washing
intensifier with active oxygen,
thanks to which they remove
tough stains and prevent fabrics
from turning grey

▪

Their performance is amazing you only need one small tablet
for 8 kg of laundry!

19 pcs | 720001 |
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SMART & CLEAN BIO

SMART & CLEAN BIO

NEW

355

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Kitchen
Cleaning Tablet

Glass
Cleaning Tablet

Bath
Cleaning Tablet

Floor
Cleaning Tablet

All Purpose
Cleaning Tablet

KITCHEN CLEANING TABLET

GLASS CLEANING TABLET

BATH CLEANING TABLET

FLOOR CLEANING TABLET

ALL PURPOSE CLEANING
TABLET

A real hero in your kitchen. It easily breaks down
and removes grease naturally and safely for the
environment. It never gives up even against the
most stubborn of food, grime, and grease on
dishes. The small size is no obstacle because the
concentrated formula makes it very efficient.

Glass and mirror surfaces will now shine with
a flawless glow! This tablet with fast dissolving
properties creates a pH-neutral liquid. With its help,
removing even the most stubborn dirt becomes
extremely easy.

Clean and completely safe bathroom
and no harmful vapours. The bathroom
cleaning tablet is a universal agent
that will be perfect for cleaning toilets,
sinks, taps, and shower curtains.

Subtlety and strength are locked
together in a small tablet. Thanks
to it, you can get rid of the most
stubborn dirt from your floor without
worrying about them. The tablet is
safe for the most delicate parquet,
varnished wood, or marble.

▪

Perfect as a universal kitchen cleaner

▪

Developed especially to fight fat - its
effectiveness is amazing

▪

The tiles, countertops, hoods, and
companions shine in the wall

4 g | 720005 |

Unbeatable in the fight against the toughest
dirt on glass: fingerprints, greasy streaks,
toothpaste stains

▪

▪

Delicate and completely safe for glass surfaces

▪

▪

After application, it dries quickly and leaves
only shiny cleanness

▪

▪

It does not emit harmful fumes - it
is completely safe for you and your
loved ones

▪

It has lime-dissolving properties it is unrivalled in the fight against
bathroom dirt!

It has quick-drying properties,
thanks to which it does not
expose the floor to moisture

▪

It leaves no streaks or white stains
- the bathroom is spotlessly clean!

Works great on surfaces that
should avoid excess water

▪

Leaves the floor clean, dry, and
slightly shiny

4 g | 720004 |

A clean home and a beautiful
fragrance - this is the specialty of
the universal Smart & Clean tablet. It
creates a delicate but highly effective
liquid that effectively removes
everyday dirt.
▪

Removes dirt, leaving behind a
delicate and pleasant scent

▪

It cares for the freshness of your
home, as well as the safety of
the environment around you

4 g | 720006 |
4 g | 720002 |

4 g | 720003 |

* One 4 g tablet is enough for 500 - 750 ml of liquid.

STICK WHAT'S INSIDE
356

The tablets will come with stickers, each of a different color, which you
can stick on the bottle many times to know what's inside. This way you
will avoid mistakes!

GLASS

KITCHEN

FLOOR

BATHROOM

UNIVERSAL

SMART & CLEAN BIO

SMART & CLEAN BIO

NEW

357

NEW

Universal
WIPES BIO
UNIVERSAL WIPES BIO
96% ingredients of natural origin,
you only need one wet wipe to
achieve cleanliness on EVERY
surface! Universal wet wipes can
clean glass, wood, plastic, metal, and
other surfaces.

1

▪

They neutralise unpleasant
odours and leave a fresh, subtle
scent

▪

They are friendly and safe for
your hands - we have tested
them dermatologically

▪

The wipes are 100%
biodegradable and compostable

2

Biodegradable TRASH BAGS
BIODEGRADABLE TRASH BAGS
Waste segregation and disposal become even greener
without the use of plastic bags. Biodegradable garbage
bags were created out of respect for nature and the
awareness of the importance of reducing harmful
plastic.
▪

Manufactured from corn starch

▪

100% biodegradable

1

TRASH BAGS 35 L
10 pcs | 720100 |

2

TRASH BAGS 60 L
10 pcs | 720101 |

50 pcs | 720007 |

NEW

SMART & CLEAN BIO

SMART & CLEAN BIO
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NEW
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100% ACTIVE PROBIOTICS

C L E A N L I N E S S AT T H E M I C R O S C O P I C L E V E L

Probiotic MultiPurpose CLEANER

Probiotic Floor
CLEANER

PROBIOTIC MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER

PROBIOTIC FLOOR CLEANER

Ensures effective and long-term elimination of all dirt and
unpleasant odours from all types of washable surfaces,
among others: ceramic glaze, floors, kitchen tabletops,
walls and sanitary fittings.

Removes contaminants and bad bacteria cultures from
the cleaned surfaces, as well as eliminates unpleasant
odours for a long time.

1000 ml | 713005 |

T H E Y C R E AT E
A H E A LT H F R I E N D LY
MICROC L I M AT E

1000 ml | 713001 |

Probiotic
Washing-Up
LIQUID
PROBIOTIC WASHING-UP
LIQUID
Perfectly degreases the dishes.
Moreover, it keeps the hydraulic
components clean and it is gentle on
the skin.

750 ml | 713003 |

Find our special
symbol and
look for it on
other products
– each one is
environmentally
friendly!
360

Ecological cleaning products will take care not only of your home, but also
your skin, health and the environment. Discover the beneficial power of
probiotic preparations.

LET THE GOOD
BACTERIA FEEL
AT HOME

Probiotic Hand
GEL

Probiotic Laundry
LIQUID

PROBIOTIC HAND GEL

PROBIOTIC LAUNDRY
LIQUID

Cleans hands thoroughly without the
use of water, as well as moisturises
them perfectly. It restores the
appropriate microflora of the skin.

500 ml | 713004 |

Due to the concentrated formula, it is
sufficient for 50 washes. It perfectly
cleans white and coloured clothes,
providing them with a beautiful scent.
Moreover, it protects the washing
machine against dirt deposits.

1500 ml | 713002 |

The positive impact of probiotics on the human body has been known for years.
Their beneficial properties fit perfectly into the constantly developing eco-trend.
We have used them to create an exceptional line of household products, in order
to enable the removal of dangerous pathogens from the surfaces. The interior
of your home will not only be perfectly clean, but it will be also populated with
beneficial strains of bacteria.

ECO PRODUCTS

ECO PRODUCTS

L O N G -T E R M E L I M I N AT I O N O F
PAT H O G E N S A N D B A C T E R I A
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Take care of your home without
making an effort
It is always a pleasure to return to a a neat, clean and fragrant home. So
you can truly enjoy your cleaning time as well, we have created our modern
SMART & CLEAN brand. Thanks to our professional line of products you
can now easily in a blink of an eye take care of the cleanliness and hygiene
of your home, while the new line of probiotic products is environmentally
friendly, helping you create a healthy micro-climate inside your home.

DRAIN CLEAR GRANULES
Reach for them to forget your plumber’s number. They
dissolve grease, hair and kitchen waste. Designed
for unclogging sewer pipes, drains and traps in sinks,
bathtubs and shower trays.
▪

essential in every kitchen and bathroom

▪

use at least once a month

500 g | 706001 |

CLEANING PRODUCTS
FOR SPECIAL TASKS

364

They will reach every nook and get rid of all unwelcome guests. Nothing
will stop them. Leave your kitchen and bathroom to our cleaning products
for special tasks.

SMART & CLEAN PRODUCTS

SMART & CLEAN PRODUCTS

Drain Clear
GRANULES

365

Home
PERFUME
HOME PERFUME

VACUUM FRESHENER
1

It emits a beautiful scent in the
vacuumed room and neutralises the
unpleasant smell of dust, freshening
the room for a long time. It is
suitable for all types of dry-operating
vacuum cleaners. Easy to use – just
place it near the exhaust air filter.

2

3

Beautiful fragrance compositions
for your home.

4

40 ml

1

2 pcs (4,7 x 7,7 cm), 7,8 g, 9,8 g

5

1

PURE HOME 366
708063 |

2

ALLURING FRESHNESS
708046 |

3

ORIENTAL MAGIC
708047 |

6

4

THRILLING ADVENTURE
708048 |

5

MALDIVES PARADISE
708031 |

6

SINGAPORE TWILIGHT
708034 |

7

8

7

GREEN SPA
708025 |

8

CHARMING ALLEY
708026 |

9

COSMIC FANTASY
708057 |

9

Wardrobe FRAGRANCE

Steeped in an original fragrance composition, gradually releases
a wonderful scent. Beautiful accords fill the space ensuring the freshness
of your wardrobe.

15,2 g

1
366

Light, sea accord combined with
a subtle sweetness of exotic fruits
bring to mind paradise holidays.
2

2

1

MALDIVES PARADISE
708032 |

2

SINGAPORE TWILIGHT
708035 |

1

2

3

4

SINGAPORE TWILIGHT
708033 |

Orange immersed in juicy, fruityfloral notes pulsates with energy like
the Lion's City.
3

GREEN SPA
708023 |

An energising combination of aloe
vera and a green cucumber accord
will have a positive and relaxing
effect on you.
4

WARDROBE FRAGRANCE

MALDIVES PARADISE
708030 |

CHARMING ALLEY
708024 |

A subtle duo of rose and musk
scents gives the room a romantic
aura.

SCENT,
ATMOSPHERE,
EMOTIONS

Beautiful scents improve your mood; they build atmosphere and arouse
emotions. Allow them to accompany you anytime, anywhere. With our
refreshing products, it is possible.

REFRESHING PRODUCTS

REFRESHING PRODUCTS

Vacuum
FRESHENER

367

368

UE
USA
ACCESSORIES
BEST
APPS FOR YOUR FM WORLD

DISCOVER
MORE
CLEANING
CLOTHS

BEST APPS
FOR YOUR
FM WORLD
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